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Introduction

"It was right out of Apocalypse Now," commented an American medical

student residing in Grenada, who looked out his dormitory window to
see a dozen U.S. helicopters zipping across the early dawn horizon. The
helicopters that raced toward the medical school campus were part of the
American invasion of Grenada in 1983. President Ronald Reagan told the
American public that he had dispatched military forces to ensure that sev
eral hundred American students were not taken hostage as well as to liber
ate the Grenadian people from the clutches of a murderous, hard-line
Marxist regime. And while the operation proved to be less'of a cakewalk
than expected, the Reagan administration largely succeeded in its goals:
the visibly appreciative students were safely returned to the United States,
over 90 percent of the Grenadian population supported the invasion, the
regime was ousted, and democratic elections followed soon after.

Despite these apparent successes, the invasion came under enormous

amounts of criticism. In fact, the American action in Grenada appeared

odd to many. The island was a tiny one at the bottom of the Caribbean
Sea. They asked incredulously why the almighty United States needed to
invade such an unimportant country. Critics immediately questioned the
Reagan administration's timing and motives, particularly since the inva

sion came just days after a bloody terrorist attack in Lebanon that killed
hundreds of U.S. Marines in Lebanon. Words such as "stunt" or "sham"

surfaced almost immediately.
As is the case with U.S. interventions in the Dominican Republic in

1965 and Panama in 1989, the decision to invade Grenada was predicated

on a strongly held view that a serious security threat existed. In the Dom
inican Republic, the perceived threat was the spread of communism; in
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Panama, it was the security of the canal and American citizens residing in
the country.

In each case, U.S. policymakers firmly believed that they faced grave
crises and that inaction was possibly more dangerous than action. Intelli
gence reports given to senior policymakers during the crises were often
quite alarmist or even mistaken, warning that Communist takeovers and
severe threats to American lives were distinct possibilities. For example,
President Johnson's decision to send in the Marines into the Dominican
Republic resulted from a series of frantic cables concerning the potential
for a Communist takeover sent from the U.S. ambassador in the country's
capital, Santo Domingo.

To be sure, one can question whether analysts and policymakers over
estimated the dangers in the intelligence reports or that the intelligence
sources were deliberately providing "convenient" information intended to
confirm what policymakers already believed or wanted to hear. For this
reason, it is paramount that we interpret the documents with a certain
degree of skepticism, knowing that we can never fully establish the
motives behind those who produced the reports.

In addition, any comprehensive analysis of the decision-making proc
ess that led to these interventions must also consider the counterfactual of
what might have occurred had the United States not intervened. In all
three episodes, a counterfactual argument can be made that the situations
in the countries at hand could have become even more chaotic and vio
lent, developments that could have provoked an even more aggressive
response from Washington.

THE INTERVENTIONS IN CONTEXT

These instances of intervention by force were not new to U.S. policy in its
traditional "backyard," the Caribbean and Central America. Rather, these
U.S. interventions represented the continuation of the "Big Stick" that
presidents such as Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson wielded so
activelyand unapologetically in the first few decades of the twentieth cen
tury. Indeed, the United States has routinely invaded countries in Central
America and the Caribbean for reasons that it would have never even con
sidered in just about any part of the world.

Following World War II and the establishment of the United Nations,
the democratic practices and the principle of nonintervention became

important parts of the international system, especially as they related to
the Western Hemisphere. The creation of the Organization of American
Statesin 1948 and Rio Pact in 1947were U.S.-led initiatives that promoted
multilateral responses to crises and the promotion of democracy. Thus,
unlike previous eras when the Big Stick was used with virtual impunity;
during the Cold War and afterward greater restraints existed on how U.S.
military force could be used to promote o'!tcomes in Washington's favor.
Colonial-era occupations were out; state sovereignty and self-determina
tion were more prominent. To be sure, Washington still wielded its Big
Stick, but it had to do much more to justify or even disguise its use.

In many ways, the Dominican Republic, Grenada, and Panama inter
ventions represent the schizophrenic nature of U.S. policy in the Carib
bean and Central American during and after the Cold War: the United
Stateswanted stability, democracy, anticommunism, and multilateralism.
Yet as these three episodes demonstrate, at times they could not have all
of these at once. Compromises would have to be made. Often this meant
sacrificing the agreed-on principles of nonintervention to guarantee that
communism or chaos did not take root in an area of the world where the
United States had long felt the need and obligation to ensure order
whether it was invited or not. When in doubt, American boots on the
ground ensured an outcome to Washington's liking.

Contrary to what is sometimes assumed, these interventions were
anomalies that represent departures from normal U.S. policy toward Latin
Americaduring the Cold War and afterward. Outright U.S. military inter
ventions in the region following World War II were actually quite rare
relative to prior eras. In fact, aside from the noncombat interventions in
Haiti in 1994 and 2004, the episodes studied in this book represent the
only instances.

This is not to say, of course, that during this period the United States
did not meddle, cajole, or overtly and covertly support governments or
opposition movements. On the contrary, the historical record-for exam
ple, the 1954CIA-backed overthrow of Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala, the
1961 Bayof Pigs operation in Cuba, covert efforts to undermine the gov
ernment of Salvador Allende in Chile during the early 1970s,and support
for Nicaraguan counterrevolutionary groups in the 1980s-is replete with
instanceswhen the United States has been deeply involved in the internal
affairs of its Latin American neighbors.
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Overall, the episodes such as the previously mentioned Chile and Cuba
tamples that reinforce the culpability or mischievousness of the United
ates tend to get the most attention in our understanding of the evolution
'the U.S.-Latin American relations. Thus, revisiting the "Dominican
epublics," "Grenadas," and "Panamas)" along with the usual "Chile

/73s" and' "Guatemala 1954s," we will begin to broaden our existing

terpretation of the history and nature of U.S. policy toward Latin
merica as well as American foreign policy more broadly.

EMOCRATIC LEGACY

ost portrayals of the Dominican, Grenada, and Panama interventions
Dp their historical narratives soon after the United States has invaded the
IOntry in question. Yeta final verdict on the necessity, wisdom, and even
orality of these interventions mustalso consider what occurred in these
runtries following the intervention. For example, if a particular U.S.
tervention directly led to the installation of a tyrant, then we should

msider that fact in our evaluation of the intervention. Conversely, we
.ould also consider if an intervention helped to usher in a more positive
ilitical or economic system.

What is particularly fascinating for our purposes is that in these three
ses some of the most vocal critics believed that interventions could not
. should not lead to democracy. For example, immediately following the
vasion of Grenada, Senator Patrick Moynihan (D-N.Y.) commented, "I
in't think we can go around promoting democracy at the point of a bay
let." Right after. the Panama invasion, Senator Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.)
gued that the United States does not have the right to "roam the hemi

,here, bringing dictators to justice or installing new governments by
rce or other means. Surely) it is a contradiction in terms and a violation
.America's best ideals to impose democracy by the barrel of a gun in
mama or any nation. »i

One big reason for this widely held belief that the United States cannot.
omote democracy by force stems from the painful experience in Viet
un.? Yet while Vietnam is clearly a case of failed democracy promotion
rd nation building, in the cases studied in this book there is more than'
attered evidence to suggest that democracy actually emerged stronger
llowing the U.S. intervention than before. Indeed, we must ask whether
.S, bayonets helped lead to more democracy, not less.

The Vietnam syndrome is a phrase used to describe the impact of the
Vietnam War on U.S. foreign policy-the fear that interventions abroad
will invariably lead to quagmires and end in failure and disgrace. In 2005,
Ted Kennedy tied the ongoing war and nation-building efforts in Iraq with
the American effort in Vietnam, suggesting that America should know
better than trying to promote democracy through force:

We thought that victory on the battlefield would lead to victory in the war,

and peace and democracy for the people of Vietnam. We did not under
stand that our very presence was creating new enemies and defeating the

very goals we set out to achieve. We cannot allow that history to repeat

itself.'

There is no question that the Vietnam War served to radically alter the.
foreign policy positions of many American liberals, especially those in
positions of power within the Democratic Party. During the 1965 Domini
can crisis and well before Vietnam had become a lost cause, the Johnson
administration's top foreign policy positions were staffed with Kennedy
era Democrats such as McGeorge Bundy, Robert McNamara, and Dean
Rusk. Above all else, they were "cold warriors," firmly committed to con
taining communism anywhere on the globe.

Jump forward to 1983, when, after many liberals had taken from the
Vietnam experience to view American power with great skepticism and
suspicion, the Democratic Party's foreign policy leadership in Congress
now almost instinctively condemned the Reagan administration's invasion
of Grenada. To these liberals, the raw use of American power almost by
definition was counterproductive and/or immoral. This stance was largely
repeated during the Panama invasion six years later.

It ultimately was the Yugoslavia crisis (especially the NATO-led mili
tary operation in Kosovo) during the 1990s that forced a split within lib
eral and Democratic Party ranks about the efficacy and morality of U.S.
military power. Yet this division did not start with Yugoslavia; rather, it
had been brewing ever since Grenada in 1983, when the American inter
vention did not turn into the quagmire or moral quandary thatsome lib

erals believed was inevitable.

INTERVENTION AND SOVEREIGNTY

American power lies at the core of these invasions. If the United States
had not yielded overwhelming power, then these interventions would have
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likely not occurred. At the same time, however, the fundamental role of

power alone does not undermine the justifications that the United States
gave for going in or its intention to adhere to these justifications.

In.all three cases, the ability of the United States to act collided with
the principle (and international law) of nonintervention that posits that
one state does not have the right to violate the sovereignty of another state.
Political scientist Stephen Krasner has called sovereignty a form of "orga
nized hypocrisy," meaning that in reality power is much more important
to understanding the international system than is any hopeful belief in the

preeminence of sovereignty.' Sovereignty might appeal to many observers,
but ultimately it is much more fleeting than we might think. That is,
whether we like it or not, violations of sovereignty take place all the time
for a variety of reasons. Some are more justifiable and legitimate than
others.

Instead of focusing exclusivelyon sovereignty to evaluate the legitimacy
of an intervention, a more helpful evaluation of interventions should

incorporate the operation's purposes and consequences.' What motivated
the country or countries to use military force? How did it use these forces?
What were the results of its actions?

Thus, for example, in his reference to the Panama invasion, interna

tionallegal scholar Alfred Rubin is incorrect to conclude that the United
States always loses "respect and influence" and that democracy will never
strike "deep roots" when it uses force against "weak neighbors." This is
not to say, of course, that the United States cannotlose respect and influ

ence when it invades; rather, it often depends on the specific details of the
case at hand.

While sovereignty as a key principle of the international system was
paramount during the time of these three invasions, it became less impor
tant in U.S. foreign policy following the end of the Cold War. Today, espe
cially among Western nations, it is increasingly acceptable for a state or
group of states to intervene in the affairs of another country.' The United
States and many other countries no longer worry obsessivelyabout violat
ing sovereignty when deciding whether to send in military forces. Most
often, however) these "humanitarian interventions" are at least in part

prompted by massive violations ofhuman rights, famine, or ethnic cleans
ing and genocide. Examples include Somalia in 1993,Haiti in 1994,Bosnia
in 1995, and Kosovo in 1999.

,
I

I'
i

I
I.
i

The sheer scale of human suffering of many humanitarian crises has
made the interventions in these instances relatively easy to justify in terms
of any violation of sovereignty. Less studied, however, are instances of
intervention, such as the three cases involved in this book, that were not
directly humanitarian. Thus, a critical question to ask is if, when, and how
interventions not linked to humanitarian crises are warranted and/or jus
tified. In this sense, the cases of the Dominican Republic, Grenada, and
Panama hold lessons for the legitimaq and necessity of "nonhumanitar

ian" interventions in the post-Cold War era.
This study of these three American interventions will by no means pro

duce concrete answers to these extremely delicate and critical questions.
Yet it is hoped that it will allow us to see these episodes of U.S. interven
tions in a broader context, one that will help us revise our historical
understanding of the motivations and outcomes of U.S. policy toward

Latin America as well as the nature and necessity of interventions in the
post-Cold War era. The concepts of "regime change" and "democracy by
force" are largelyassociated with the wars in Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq
in 2003. Yet, as we will see, the antecedents for these operations lie in the
lessons learned from the Dominican Republic, Grenada, and Panama. But
before we can address these interventions in detail, we must first briefly
review the historical evolution of U.S. policy toward Latin America.

NOTES

1. Kennedy quoted in "The Panama Invasion," lOIst Cong.• 2nd sess., Congres
sionalRecord 136, no. 1 (January 23, 1990).

2. The Dominican crisis obviously came before the United States was deeply
involved in Vietnam.

3. Quoted in Rick Klein. «Kennedy Calls on U.S. to Begin Troop Pullout," Boston
Globe, january 28, 2005, I.

4. Stephen Krasner, Sovereignty: Organized Hypocrisy (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1999),6.

5. Richard Haass, Intervention (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment Press,
1994),50.

6. Alfred Rubin, "Reason and Law Reject Our Panama Invasion," New York Times,
january 2, 1990, 18.

7. See Martha Finnemore, The Purpose of Intervention (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Uni
versity Press, 2003), 85-140.



II
The Evolution of u.s.
Interventions and
Occupations in Latin
America

In his critique of then President George H. W. Bush's decision to invade
Panama, journalist Michael Massing argued that the United States should
not consider invading a Latin American country but rather return to the
"principle of nonintervention" in the region. Whatever the efficacy of the
doctrine of nonintervention, Massing failed to mention that America's
principle of nonintervention in Latin America was the exception to the
rule during the twentieth century. On the contrary, the twentieth century
was in fact a period of American meddling and cajoling in numerous
nations of the Western Hemisphere.

Perhaps a more accurate characterization of American policy in Latin
America comes out of the tradition of the "Big Stick." Ever since President
Theodore Rooseveltuttered the phrase "speak softly and carry a big stick,"
the Big Stick as a policy has loomed large in terms of how the United
States conducts its relations with the nations of Latin America.' Implicit
in the idea of the BigStick foreign policy is how successiveAmerican gov.
ernments have used military force to determine outcomes. And Latin
America, in particular the Caribbean basin, is the region most associated
with the use of American military force in part because of its proximity
and relative lack of external constraints on American power.

But while Roosevelt's adventures in the Caribbean ate now fodder for

n
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diplomatic historians, the BigStick as a concept in contemporary U.S. pol
icy toward the region remains. While in certain ways quite different from
its "traditional" version at the start of the twentieth century, the Big Stick
was alive and well during the three interventions examined in this book.

First, though, we must clarify a number ofthings about the nature of
the historical presence of the United States in Latin America. Forstarters,

scholars of the region have used the term "intervention" far too liberally.
Political scientist Peter Smith, for examples, notes that the United States

intervened in the Caribbean region over thirty times between 1898 and
1934.' But not all instances of U.S. interference were operationallysimilar,

even during the vaunted era of "gunboat diplomacy" at the beginning of
the twentieth century. At times, military intervention involved over
whelming force, such as the over 20,000 troops used to invade Panama in
1989, In others, such as during an occupation of Cuba in the early 1900s,

U.S. forces did little other than infrastructure reconstruction or electoral
supervision. As we will see, over time, and particularly in the post-World

War II era, American leaders opted to move toward less visible methods

of exercising American power in the region.
An important issue for understanding U.S. policy towardtheregion

concerns the motives of the United States for its interventions. Some
scholars have argued that a number of nefarious motivations, such as race,
economic gain, and the urge for empire, drive U.S, actions and interven
tionism.' Others have argued that U,S. policy has been determined solely

by the legitimate need to defend the region from outside interference.' No
doubt all these factors have some relevance, but a substantial number of
scholars agree that the core motivation was securing America's strategic
interests.' To be sure, the threats addressed may have at times been largely
imaginary and the actions taken misguided or unnecessary, but most
American ,administrations acted in a manner through which they
addressed Iegitimate national security interests (albeit at times with "side

benefits," such as access to foreign markets or military bases).'
Before proceeding, we must also take into account some important

concepts that will shape this chapter. First, the three cases addressed in
Gunboat Democracy focus on military interventions in the Caribbean
basin, not Latin America as a whole. While U.S, policymakers and histori
ans often do not differentiate between areas in Latin America, the distinc
tion is a critical one with regard to the use afforce. The countries in Cen-

tral America and the Caribbean are much closer and generally politically
and economically weaker than many of the countries in South America,
This grants the United States much greater latitude in using its power in

the Caribbean basin, a fact not lost on generations of U.S. officials.' Thus,
it is not surprising that the Caribbean basin has been the area where the
United States has conducted the overwhelming majority of its interven
tions,!

In a certain sense, the ability to maintain a secure and pro-U.s. Central
America and Caribbean became an indicator of America's broader self
identification in the world. As former president RonaldReagan once said,

"If we cannot defend ourselves [in the Caribbean basin], we cannot expect
to prevail elsewhere. Our credibility would collapse, our alliances would
crumble, and the safety of our homeland would be put in jeopardy." But
no matter if there were more global considerations involved, American
presidents have rarely hesitated to order the use of force when security
concernsarise in its backyard. In this sense, strategic concerns, more often
than economic ones, served to link the concerns of American administra
tions from Roosevelt to Kennedy to Reagan.

Yet, while there was a significant amount of continuity among the
respective presidential administrations, the types of force used varied
throughout the twentieth century. The Big Stick normally meant active
intervention in Caribbean affairs, but it did not necessarily lead to the
same type of action each time. And contrary to what is sometimes under
stood by students of the topic, almost all presidents, even "Mr. Big Stick"

himself, Theodore Roosevelt, most often preferred nonmilitary means,
such as customs receivership and diplomacy, to achieve their goals.

When the United States actually had a hand in military actions in, the
Caribbean, such actions often look on two forms. First was action by
proxy, where the United States funded and trained its opposition forces,
such as in the BayofPigs in 1961 and support for the contrarevolucionarios
(contras) in Nicaragua in the 1980s. The second was direct military inter
vention, which was more common in the first part of the century and less
used in the second.

THE RISE OF THE BIG STICK

The period known as "gunboat diplomacy" lasted from the late nine
teenth century to the first two decades of the twentieth. The key event that
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ushered in this period was the American decision in 1898 to go to war
with Spain to end the Spanish occupation of Cuba. Fueled by the "yellow
journalism" of the era, many Americans were convinced that Spain had
blown up the USS Maine; popular and political pressure thus convinced>
President William McKinley to wrest Cuba free of Spanish rule." The
Spanish-American War represented the first serious instance of the United
States' use of sizable military power in the Caribbean basin. After easily
defeating the Spanish, over the following decades the United States inter
vened frequently in the Caribbean and Central America, often to combat
"chronic instability" and the perceived threat of European incursion.

The development of American hegemony in the Caribbean region con
tinued when Theodore Roosevelt assumed the presidency in 1901. Many
scholars believe that Roosevelt was motivated to use American power in
the Caribbean for two principal purposes. First, Roosevelt hoped to secure
a U.S.-controlled canal route through Central America. The second, more

immediate cause was a debt crisis in' Venezuela in 1902 that prompted
significant attention by British and German bankers. Roosevelt decided

that America must create a policy that would deter future encroachment
by Europe in the U.S. sphere of influence. Secretary of War Elihu Root
announced what became the "Roosevelt Corollary" at a speech in May
1904:

Any country whose people conduct themselves well can count upon our

hearty friendliness. If a nation shows that it knows how to act with decency
in industrial and political matters, if it keeps order and pays itsobligations,
then it need fear no interference from the United States."

But many nations in the Caribbean basin did not heed Root's call, lead
ing Roosevelt to put U.S. boots on the ground. The message of the corol
lary was clear: unlike the Monroe Doctrine, which told other powers sim
ply to "stay out," Washington now reserved the right to intervene in the
internal matters of nearby countries to address instability. Quickly, Wash
ington discovered that "gunboats" were an effective and relatively cost
free way of determining outcomes in a region that was increasingly under
America's sphere of influence. For the first three decades of the twentieth
century, barely a year went by when the United States was not conducting
some sort of intervention in a Central American or Caribbean country.



As was stated earlier, these interventions ranged widely in their dura

tion and extent ·of the occupation. Haiti, Nicaragua, Cuba, Honduras,

Panama, the Dominican Republic, and Mexico constitute some of the

countries that were touched by the Big Stick. Again, a historical debate

continues as to the significance of these episodes. It is safe to say, however,

that U.S. occupations often did not lead to the lasting development of sta

ble domestic political and economic institutions that was often hoped for.

Another competing view is that it was the instability before American

interventions that was usually the -underlying problem and that, if any

thing, U.S. occupations helped alleviate some of the misery and insta

bility."
These sorts of debates aside, Washington dispatched warships, troops,

and political advisers to allow countries to supervise elections, build infra

structure, structure and enforce debt payments, quell insurrections, and

even establish democracy. Many interventions took on a familiar shape:

large-scale deployments of American forces for short periods of time, fol

lowed by short-term occupations that regulated elections and financial

issues. The United States often left quickly after elections occurred or debt

restructuring was under way, not eager to annex any of the Caribbean

nations.
It merits mention that the three presidents most identified with gun

boat diplomacy-Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and Wood
row Wilson-all used similar tools to advance. their goals in Latin

America. Above all, three presidents firmly believed that the United States

had a right and at times a duty to intervene in the region. While Taft's

legacy is inextricably linked to the notion of "dollar diplomacy" (the term

is meant to imply more of an emphasis on economic interests in the

region), his "dollar diplomats" nevertheless did not hesitate to use Ameri

can troops when.it best suited their needs.'?
Similarly, Woodrow Wilson, whose missionary zeal led him to detest

colonial rule, was also quite comfortable using military force. In fact, Wil

son intervened more often-and his occupations ended up lasting much

longer-than his two predecessors. To be sure, Wilson wanted democracy

or, in his words, "to teach the South American republics to elect good
men." But Wilson squarely put security before democracy, a prioritization

that led him into several interventions in Mexico and the Caribbean basin.

In this sense, Wilson is similar to future presidents, such as John F. Ken-
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nedy, Lyndon Johnson, and even Ronald Reagan, who ultimately placed

security before democracy in the region.

THE ERA OF THE GOOD NEIGHBOR

By the end of the I920s, the priorities of the United States had shifted

significantly. Following the carnage of the World War I, the concepts of

anti-imperialism and isolationism were becoming increasingly popular

among the American public. The Great Depression forced the U.S. gov

ernment to look inward and find ways to reform its shattered economic

institutions. On top of that, popular resentment of American occupations

in countries such as Haiti and Nicaragua were growing. A sort of "inter

vention fatigue" had set in Washington. It was time for a less intrusive

strategy,one that would promote hemispheric solidarity and lower Ameri

ca's burden of intervention and occupation. Thus, while it was certainly

as much strategic and self-serving as it was altruistic, by the late I920s the
era of the "good neighbor" was about to begin.

Although Franklin D. Roosevelt is credited for creating the "Good

Neighbor Policy," the beginnings of nonintervention in the Americas

started during the presidency of Herbert Hoover. Facing growing popular

opposition to U.S. intervention at home and abroad, Hoover and his

advisers expressed interest in easing American occupation in the Carib

bean. Hoover himself publicly stated that "it ought not to be policy of the

United States to intervene byforce to secure or maintain contracts between

our citizens and foreign states or their citizcns.':> Later, a memorandum

by his undersecretary of state, Re~ben Clark, repudiated the Roosevelt

Corollary, although Hoover later distanced himself from lbe statements.I'
In addition, Hoover supported efforts to end the seemingly intractable
American occupation of Nicaragua.

An interest in moving away from active military action in Central
A .

menca and the Caribbean was one of the few lbings that Hoover and

Roosevelt held in common politically. It ultimately was Franklin Delano

Roosevelt who formally argued that the United States should move away

from the Big Stick and toward a new, less intrusive policy in the region.

In an article in the journal Foreign Affairs in 1928, Roosevelt argued for a

~ew version of the Monroe Doctrine. "Single-handed intervention by us

In the internal affairs of other nations must end; with the cooperation of
others we shall have more order in this hemi;phere and less dislike," he
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.ote.!" After his election, Roosevelt and his advisers remained committed
the goal of nonintervention, a position aided by the lack of immediate

eurity threats abroad. At an address on March 4, 1933,Roosevelt stated,

In the field of world policy, I would dedicate this nation to the policy of the
good neighbor-the neighbor who resolutely respects himself and, because
he does so, respects the rights of others-the neighbor who respects his

obligations and respects the sanctity of his agreements in and with a world
of neighbors. 17

re Good Neighbor Policy emphasized trade and cooperation in the
-mispherc over unilateral military intervention and occupation. It

oadly defined U.S. policy for the next twenty years.
Roosevelt's first move in the direction of noninterference was complet

g the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Nicaragua in 1933. He did not,
iwever, switch to entirely peaceful means to achieve his policy goals..For
.amplc.Jater that year, widespread instability and protest broke in Cuba.
oosevelt came .under intense pressure from his advisers to order Ameri

.n soldiers to quell the problem. The president declined to send troops
It ordered U.S. warships posted in front of the island.I' In this case, the

inboats were not used but still remained close at hand.
Cuba proved to be the only major test to the Good Neighbor, however.

istead of American boots on the ground, Washington now eyed the new
uhering threat of Nazism and fascism, which appeared to .be spreading
, Latin America. Paradoxically, the onset of World War II reinforced a
ifter American approach toward its backyard. Washington needed allies
its war against fascism, and Latin America's proximity made it the logi

11 place to look for them. Also knowing that the region was a key source
.r precious raw materials, the Roosevelt administration aggressively

orked to forge strong relations with Latin American countries. So, for
rample, when Mexican President Lazaro Cardenas nationalized several
1 companies owned by foreign investors, Roosevelt held off on using
.rce and compromised on the oil expropriation."

Roosevelt's Good Neighbor Policy was an important change in U.S.
olicy, For the first time, Washington deemphasized the military option
, a way of achieving desired results in its neighboring countries. But the
olicywas not an ideological one. Roosevelt saw it as a prudent and prag-

matic way of attaining good relations with Latin America at a time when
the United States desperately needed to focus on winning World War II.
Nonetheless, the Good Neighbor at times turned a blind eye to the growth
of dictatorship in countries such as Nicaragua and the Dominican
Republic.

But even with theJack of boots on the ground, U.S. policy still under
went an important shift. At the Pan-American Conference at Bogota in
1948, the United States expressed for the first time its concern about
communist penetration into Latin America. In that the Organization of
American States was founded to. provide for the collective security of the
hemisphere, Washington was now using the Good Neighbor tools (nonin
terference, hemispheric cooperation, and multilateralism) to promote
more .realistic ends: anticommunism. Whatever the case, as it had done

during the 1930s, the United States spearheaded a number of initiatives
aimed at directly creating multilateral institutions and indirectly continu
ing its growing battle against communism. In 1950, the assistant secretary
of state for inter-American. affairs laid out a new version of the Good
Neighbor Policy:

The fact is that the doctririe of nonintervention [under the Good Neighbor]

never did proscribe the assumption bythe organized community of a legiti
mate concern with any circumstances that threatened the common welfare.
On the contrary it made the possibility of such action imperative. Such a
collective undertaking, far from representing intervention, is the alternative
to intervention. I.t is the corollary of nonintervention. 20

No matter what the full intentions were in promoting more multilateral
approaches and institutions in the hemisphere, as the.years went by, fight

ing communism became the preeminent security (and, by extension, for

eign .policy) concern in the region. After a tour of the region in the early
1950s, veteran U.S. diplomat George Kennan, one never particularly
impressed with Latin America, offered an extremely pessimistic assess

ment of the fight against communism in the region. Arguing that the
Communist foe was a vicious one, Kennan urged that the United States
should not hesitate "before police repression by thelocal government" if
such policies helped check Soviet influence." In essence, anticommunism
had eclipsed the Good Neighbor. The shift in focus to internal threats from
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within the hemisphere now made the use of force much more likely. In
time, the Big Stick would make its comeback.

THE BIG STICK IN THE COLD WAR ERA

The Good Neighbor era might have ended following Kennan's visit to
Latin America. His dire warnings of communist expansion resonated in a

country that was becoming terrified of communism's seemingly inexora
ble spread across the globe. First it took over, in Eastern Europe, then Ber
lin, and then Korea. It was only a matter of time before Latin America was
under siege, many policymakers believed.

The first real instance of the BigStick in its Cold War, anti-Communist
form took place in Guatemala. New president Dwight D. Eisenhower,
while a Republican, initially looked to pursue much the same policies as
Truman had. Deterring communism was at the center of the new adminis
tration's Latin America policy. While Secretary of State John F. Dulles
treaded carefully, saying that the United States did not support "interfer
ence in the internal affairs of any republic," he was clear that the adminis
tration would not tolerate, the presence of "political institutions which
serve alien masters.?» Diplomat Richard Paterson set a benchmark for
intervention with his "quacks like a duck" test, whereby regimes that
resembled Soviet ideologybut were not openly pro-Soviet still represented
a significant security threat to America."

Eisenhower's fears about leftist governments in the Caribbean basin
came to a head after the election of President Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala
in 1950.While Arbenz was not himself a Communist, his advocacyofland
reform, nationalization of economic activities, and the number of leftists
in his government greatly worried the United States." Secretary Dulles
and, brother CIA chief Allen Dulles also allegedly pushed action because
of their extensive ties to the United Fruit Company, which had extensive
operations in Guatemala. Most important, however, was the fear that the
new government's economic nationalism (and its incipient relations with

the Soviet Union and Eastern bloc countries), would move it inexorably
toward communism. To a Washington in the throes of anticommunism,
Arbenz was a duck. He needed to go.

The American-backed coup in Guatemala provides aninteresting new
take on U.S. military intervention in Latin America. Guatemala was at the
heart of America's "sphere of influence," so outright invasion was possi-

ble, but Eisenhower chose a coup by proxy instead. Fascinated by the idea
of covert operations, the administration authorized the CIA to engineer
the removal of Arbenz." A relatively small group of anti-Arbenz fighters
led! by Colonel Castillo Armas entered the country from Honduras and,
backed by CIA bombing operations, managed to frighten the army into
removing Arbenz from his post in favor of a military junta. Armas's new
regime, neither democratic nor reformist, satisfied the U.S. demands for
strict anticommunism.

This episode provides an interesting twist on the traditional gunboat
method of US. policy. Rather than commit to an invasion or other sort
of occupation, as was often the case in the early decades of the century,
this time Washington opted for a covert operation, allowing it to exert
power less visibly and without involving the use of American troops. It is
not difficult to see why the United States began to experiment with this
approach: it provided all the benefit of the Big Stick without the glaring
association with .American interventionism and heavy-handedness that
had marked prior eras."

Intervention by proxy thus attempted to blend some,of the aspects of
the most successful policy tools of the United States. Nevertheless,
"regime change" in Guatemala proved to be enormously unpopular in the
hemisphere. Governments across Central and South America complained
bitterly about the replacement of Arbenz with a military dictatorship." In
a visit to Venezuela in 1958, Vice President Richard Nixon's motorcade
was pelted by crowds throwing stones. The next administration decided
that a new approach.to Caribbean policy was needed.

AN ILL-FATED ALLIANCE AND THE RETURN OF THE
BIG STICK

Latin America, somewhat surprisingly, became a major issue for John F.

Kennedy as he ran for president. Before his election in 1960, the political
situation in the Caribbean basin and Central.America had been altered
dramatically by the successful leftist revolution in Cuba in 1959. Now the
American backyard contained a Communist regime with growing military
and political ties to the Soviet Union. Kennedy criticized his predecessor's
approach to Latin America, suggesting that Eisenhower had failed to
address the roots of the Cuban insurrection. Kennedy saw his task as to
head off both. It is difficult to underemphasize the impact that Fidel Cas-
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tro's rapidly consolidated Marxist revolution in Cuba had on American
policymakers. And there was good reason to be greatly concerned about
Cuba. In 1962, the United States and Soviet Union came to the brink of
global nuclear war over the question of nuclear missiles positioned on the

island.
In its unyielding position of placing the combat against Communist

expansion above all other priorities, the Kennedy administration demon
strated a remarkable amount of continuity with Eisenhower in the Ameri
cas. Calling Latin America "the most dangerous area of the world," Ken

nedy believed his first priority was to check the anti-U.S. revolutionary
tide in the region and secure the United States against external threats in
its traditional backyard. 'Like his predecessors, Kennedy also believed
strongly that Washington had the right to intervene if the threat of a com
munist takeover was imminent. While attempting to show deference to

Roosevelt's Good Neighbor Policy, the president announced that if "any
Latin country be driven by repression into the arms of the Communists,
our attitude on nonintervention would change overnight."> Troops
would be.dispatched to promote critical American interests' if need be.

And.indeed Kennedy did intervene militarily to support his objectives.

Hoping to dispatch. Cuban leader Fidel Castro quickly and inheriting a
plan started while Eisenhower was still in office, the. Kennedy administra
tion hoped to enact regime change with a CIA"backed coup carried out
by Cuban exiles." Like Guatemala in 1954, the Bay of Pigs invasion of
1961 was an example of U.S. power by proxy rather than the direct mili
tary ventures of earlier days. Washington supported and financed the
operation, but no American soldiers took part in the fighting. Unlike the
Arbenz coup, however, theBay of Pigs proved to be a disaster. Castro held
much stronger support on the island than government officials had .esti

mated, and his supporters put down the invading forces. Embarrassed by
its failures; the Kennedy administration eased off the pressure on Castro
and stayed away from the direct use of force to prevent communism
throughout the rest of the hemisphcre.v

Kennedy's major innovationin Latin America policywasin his Alliance
for Progress. Realizing that revolution could not be stopped solely by
force, Kennedy saw the need.to aggressively promote structural economic
and democratic reforms as an alternative to socialist upheaval. In a speech
on March 13, 1961, he announced,

Unless necessary social reforms. including land and tax reforms, are freely
made-unless we broaden the opportunity of all our people-unless the
great mass of Americans share in increasing prosperity-then our alliance,
our revolution and our dream will have failed."

In this sense, while still idealistic, at their core Kennedy's democracy
building initiatives were primarily about using noncoercive means to stop
communism. Thus, the United States once again attempted to involve
itself deeply in the affairs of its neighbors but this time through diplomacy

and millions of dollars .in development aid. Kennedy's "Marshall Plan"
for the Americas proposed-that $100 billionbe spent on economic devel
opment.'.' The Kennedy administration also attempted to groom socially
progressive, non-Communist reformers, such as Rornulo Betancourt in

Venezuela and Jose Figueres in Costa Rica. The Alliance for Progress was
an enormous effort to exert what is now known as "soft power."

Overall, though, the Alliance failed to produce the democratic, stable
Latin America that Kennedy had hoped for." This failure resulted from a

number of different political and economic factors. First, the number of
leaders With whom Kennedy could work remained fairly small, especially
in the Caribbean/Central America region. Most countries had few demo
cratic institutions and were often controlled' by military regimes. In addi
tion, Washington was ill prepared for such a large venture in a set of very
different cultures.

Finally, the political imperative of anticommunism undermined the
initiative as well. Kennedy often found it necessary to support stable
regimes, which were at times repressive, to ensure the defeat of Commu

nist elements," Foreign aid, perversely enough, served to uphold the status
quo as much as it promoted drastic social' change. Like the earlier part
of the century, nonmilitary means proved unable to advance the type of
development and stability that Washington desired.

Kennedy left a confused legacy for U.S. policy in the hemisphere. He
found that no certain means of affecting change existed for hemispheric
affairs. Military intervention, even if it was limited, failed to unseat Castro,

So the Big Stick was not always a wise option, as it risked public relations
and diplomatic disasters Without guaranteeing successBut the failure of
the Alliance for Progress made policymakers realize that soft-power mea
sures, such as aid and diplomacy, could be equally problematic. Whatever
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the approach, a bipartisan consensus had formed about the need to keep
Communist movements in the Caribbean at bay that would last until the

Vietnam War.
Whatever chance of success for Kennedy's "revolutionary dream" for

Latin America was cut short by his assassination in Texas in 1963. Vice
President Lyndon B. Johnson took over the reins as the American presi
dent. Johnson's accession to the presidency first seemed to have little effect
on policy, as he too was committed to addressing Communist threats in

the region.
Yet under the surface, a major shift had occurred. Despite his public

affinity for impoverished peoples, Johnson had little interest in Latin
America, focusing mostly on events in southern Asia. Further, even
though many of Kennedy's key advisers remained in the Johnson adminis
tration, the idealism from the Kennedy era had largely dissipated. For
example, now the conservative pragmatist Thomas Mann took charge of
Latin America policy and competed for influence with Kennedy's more
liberal advisers, such as Arthur Schlesinger Jr. Mann encouraged John
son's inclination to move away from the Alliance for Progress, signaling
the beginning of the end of U.S. heightened interest in inter-American

economic and social development.
But events in the Dominican Republic prevented Johnson from com-- .

pletely ignoring the Caribbean basin. As we will discuss in detail shortly,
in 1965 Johnson ordered over ;20,000 American troops into the capital of
Santo Domingo. The intervention, the first instance of American boots on
the ground in the Caribbean since the 1930s, appeared to signify a shift
back to the "traditional" BigStick.With little time or patience for nonmil
itary diplomacy, Johnson saw the need to achieve his goals through overt
military force. The newly emerging "Johnson Doctrine" had no instinctive
preference for the gunboat diplomacy of earlier decades; rather, as we will
see shortly, Johnson's only concern for a country as seemingly irrelevant
as the Dominican Republic centered on the strategic interest of keeping

Communists out of America's backyard.

THE NIXON-FORD-CARTER LULL

While the Johnson administration largelyachieved its goals in the Domin
ican crisis, the war in Vietnam had an entirely different outcome. In this
sense, the success in the Dominican Republic might have led some U.S.

policymakers to believe that the same thing could be accomplished in
Vietnam. Whatever the case, mired in a war in Asia that he saw no way
out of, President Johnson decided not to pursue a second term.

The staunchly anti-Communist Richard Nixon took his place. Nixon,
along with his highly influential foreign policy adviser Henry Kissinger,
had even less interest in Latin America than Johnson. Firmly committed
to negotiating with the world's great powers, the Nixon team focused 011

large-scale foreign policy initiatives in Vietnam, Russia, and China. Still,
though, like his predecessors, Nixon was committed to seeing that coIIl
munism in Latin America did not expand under his watch. Ultimately,
and somewhat ironically since the region was not a priority, the Nixon
Kissinger years became some of the most controversial in terms of U.S.
Latin America relations because of the administration's involvement in
the political chaos that ensued in Chile in the early 1970s.

After the socialist candidate Salvador Allende was democratically
elected in 1970,Nixon expressed a desire to block him from taking office."
Many critics also point out that Washington subsequently funded efforts
to assassinateAllende and destabilize the Chilean economy, a topic that is
today still fiercely disputed." While it is certainly not the purpose of this
book to resolve the controversy surrounding this episode, we can con
clude that Nixon's response to Allende's socialist government in Chile
represented one instance of the return to the more covert approach to
influencing outcoines in the region." It is also a time when Washington
feared the situation enough to tum its attention to what was taking place
far away in the Southern Cone of South America as opposed to its normal
area of hemispheric strategic concern: Central America and the Caribbean.

The incident showed that Nixon took heed of Kennedy adviser Arthur
Schlesinger's advice to avoid believing that America could always enforce
its superiority through military intervention." As seen in Chile with the
efforts to undermine Allende's government, the Eisenhower-Dulles
method of intervention by proxy forged in Guatemala had survived the
Bay of Pigs debacle and remained an important part of the U.S. policy
arsenal in Latin America."

The only major action of the Nixon presidency involving the Caribbean
basin was the beginning of negotiations over the status of the Panama
Canal. As we will see shortly, fearing that Panamanian nationalism would
erupt as a result of American control of the canal, Kissinger worked to
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start negotiations to decrease American authority over the canal. Although

the negotiations did not reach fruition until the Carter years, the episode

could perhaps be compared to Herbert Hoover's general rethinking of the

need for intervention to achieve policy goals in the early 1930s.

The Nixon era of relative "benign neglect" in U.S.-Latin American

relations illustrates a number of important facts about American interven

tion in the hemisphere. Most importantly, U.S. presidents, even in the

throes of Vietnam, were still willing to authorize efforts to prevent per

ceived external influences, especially Communist ones, from gaining a

foothold in the hemisphere. But for the long-term, a different version of

Big Stick foreign policy was in vogue. Indeed, naked intervention of the

Johnson type became increasingly infrequent in the 1970s and the 1980s.

Both Nixon and Kissinger preferred to keep their involvement in Chile

muted so as not to provoke outcry from the American public or Latin

American governments. The resulting policy was a confused one, as U.S.

policymakers firmly believed that U.S. involvement in the region was nec

essary but wanted to minimize the negative publicity. Future U.S. presi

dents struggled with these new political realities, especially as Central

America boiled' over in the late 1970s.

After the fall of Allende in 1973, events "settled down" in Latin

America. A series of repressive, military-authoritarian governments in

countries such as Argentina, Chile, Brazil, and Uruguay firmly held onto

power through the 1970s and into the following decade. The most impor

tant events that altered American foreign policy toward the world

occurred in the United States and not abroad. Rocked by Nixon's Water

gate scandal and the failure of Vietnam, Americans began to question their

government's foreign policy, especially military intervention in the Third

World. A number of liberal Democrats advocating a new foreign policy

were swept into power in Congress."

In effect, the Ford and Carter years served as a definitive interlude

where successive administrations sought to move away from anticom

munism to other priorities. Jimmy Carter entered office in the wake of

national scandal promising a new era of honesty and integrity in govern

ment. His foreign policy approach marked a major departure from John

son and Nixon. Taking a keynote from Kennedy, Carter expressed a great

deal of interest in Latin America. He also took the focus of American for-

eign policy away from anticommunism and realism to one of human
rights.

Carter, a polymath with strong and public religious convictions, pro

posed a more honest foreign policy and one that respected human rights

and the self-determination of other nations." Arguing that previous
administration had "been willing to adopt the flawed and erroneous prin

ciples and tactics of our adversaries," Carter believed that the best way to

win the Cold War was to lead by example and not by force." A new type

of noninterventionism came to Washington. Indeed, Carter appeared to
be once and for all putting the Big Stick to rest.

Carter generally avoided making policy decisions that required direct

military force. Instead, he continued Nixon's effort to renegotiate owner

ship of the Panama Canal, spending significant political capital to get

Congress to ratify an eventual handover of the canal, He also pushed for

a more conciliatory stance toward Castro's Cuba, advocating a loosening

of travel and trade restrictions." Additionally, Carter attempted to press

military or autocratic regimes in Latin America on human rights viola

tions. While the latter initiatives largely failed, in 1978 the Senate did vote

to hand over control of the canal to Panama by the end of the century.

The most critical change in U.S. policy was Carter's strong emphasis on

human rights as a goal of U.S. foreign policy. In a speech in May 1977,

the president stated that "we have reaffirmed America's commitment to

human rights as a fundamental tenet of our foreign policy" (emphasis

addedj.v' This meant that the United States would promote democratic

practices and stand up to governments that repressed and tortured their

own citizens. In actuality, Carter's belief in the importance of human

rights was quite new to American foreign policy. One favorable observer

argued, "No Carter administration policy affecting Latin America is as

dramatically new as its stand on human rights.':" The Caribbean basin

seemed like the perfect testing ground for the new human rights policy.

The United States had enormous power over the region, and aside from
Cuba, it appeared free of Communist influence."

The administration had a tremendously difficult time finding a work

able human rights policy, however. Carter wanted to play the role of both
Franklin Roosevelt and Kennedy, reining in American meddling in Latin

American affairs while simultaneously altering internal events in the other

American republics. Presidential National Security Council Directive 30
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of February 17, 1978, outlined the methods and mechanisms of the
human rights policy. The memorandum explicitly ruled out the use of
American military power, pointing to methods such as private diplomacy,

linking foreign' assistance to human rights performance, and public
denunciationsas the way to unseat repressive governments."

More problematic, however, was that the Cold War still raged between
the United States and the Soviet Union, and,.no matter its human rights
commitment, the Carter administration had no desire to lose this global
struggle. Bythe late 1970s, the security environment in Latin America had

changed rapidly. Strong Marxist movements challenged governments in
Central America, arousing great concern in Washington." The Carter
White House wanted to both distance itself from unsavory reactionary

regimes and avoid hostile leftist revolutions.
In Latin America, the Carter administration was torn between its

human rights policy and Cold War realism. It could not effectivelypriori

tize one over the other. The result was a sometimes conflicted policy of
halfhearted and often counterproductive policies. Above all, events in
Central America proved to be the spoiler for Carter's human rights policy.
After decades of repressive rule and underdevelopment, regimes in El Sal
vador and Nicaragua faced credible challenges from revolutionary leftist

insurgencies.
Carter originally sought to deal with these efforts through diplomacy.

For example, in Nicaragua, Carter never could settle on an appropriate
balance between the seemingly imminent victory of the leftist Sandinista
forces or the continued Somoza dictatorship." Once the Sandinistas seized
power in 1979, Carter attempted diplomacy to keep the situation under
control. He even invited the newly formed Sandinista junta to the White
House to show that Washington was sincere in working with the new gov

ernment.
But the United States was still in the midst of the Cold War, and both

political and strategic pressures forced Carter to turn away from human
rights to an older, more traditional focus on stability and security. Carter's
idealism ultimately fell prey to his inability to implement and reconcile
his goals for a stable Latin America through solely diplomatic means. The
stage was set for fierce ideological conflict in America's backyard through

out the 1980s.
It is clear that the Carter administration was unable to sway Central

American nations such as Nicaragua and ElSalvador from their inexorable
path toward clashes between the old political and economic elite and their
increasingly revolutionary and militant leftist opponents. Interestingly
enough, one wonders if Carter would have been more successful at achiev
ing his goals had he been more wilJingto use a little more Big Stick and

if, counterintuitively, such action could have remained consistent with his
cherished human rights policies. Nonmilitary means of persuasion once
again disappointed U.S. policymakers. But for Carter, military or other
forms of direct American involvement were an unacceptable means that
had no place in America's foreign policy arsenal in its backyard.

REAGAN AND BUSH: FROM COMMUNISM TO DRUGS

The early 1980s altered the course of U.S.-Latin American relations sig
nificantly. By 1980, Marxist forces controlled Nicaragua, had made sig
nificant gains in El Salvador, and continued to rule in Cuba and Grenada.
The fundamental causes of the instability, according to former Assistant
Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Viron Vaky, were "poverty, severe

socioeconomic inequalities and maladjustments, frustrations about the
latter which translate into political strains, and the potential for radicaliza
tion."> In the context of increasing strain between the United States and
the Soviet Union, that potential for radicalization became a major concern
for U.S. policymakers. The conservative Committee on Santa Fe declared
that the Caribbean basin was "becoming a Marxist-Leninist lake."SJ

On the other side, the political landscape had shifted to the right in the

United States. Feeling humiliated by the Iranian hostage crisis in 1979 and
bullied by the Soviets in Afghanistan, in 1980 the American public over
whelmingly chose Republican Ronald Reagan over Carter. 52 Reagan pro
posed a much more assertive anti-Communist policy, feeling that decades
of containment had merely allowed the United States to fall behind its
Communist rival. Competition in the Third World was a major part of
new policies. National Security Decision Directive 17, issuedin January
1983, outlines the new White House's thinking on anti-Soviet policy well:

TheU.S. must ... support effectively thoseThirdWorld statesthat are will
ing to resist Soviet pressure or oppose Sovietinitiatives hostile to the United
States.... The U.S. efforts in the Third World mustinvolve an important
role for security assistance and foreign military sales, as well as readiness
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to use U.S. military where necessary to protect vital interests and support
endangered Allies and friends."

President Carter's -lackof success in the Caribbean helped shape the case
for Reagan's more forceful approach to containing and even rolling back
global communism. In addition, the Carter administration's tragic failure
to rescue American hostages being held in Iran and the Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan convinced many voters that he was unable to restore Ameri
ca's strong role on the world stage.

Reagan then became the first Republican president since the beginning
of the century to focus strongly on Latin America. Firmly committed to
keeping the communism out of America's backyard, Reagan was on
offense. not defense, when it came to combating communism in Latin

America.
Reagan soon deemphasized Carter's focus on human rights, fearing

that it would overshadow the ultimately much more important goal of
combating communism. He often employed compelling (if at times exag
gerated) rhetoric to demonstrate to the American people what the stakes

were in the region. Reagan firmly believed this was a moral struggle of
good versus evil. His rhetoric and anti-Communist sentiments aside,
Reagan employed a variety of tactics to achieve the goal of a secure Carib
bean basin. This has led some more sympathetic observers to compare
Reagan's legacy to that of Kennedy's in that both leaders were uncompro

mising in the belief that America would not wajt fOf events to get out of
its control in the region.

The Reagan administration put the use ofAmerican forces on the table
in Latin America once again. But it was geared less toward direct interven

tion and more toward a return to the proxy strategy similar to what Eisen
hower pursued in Guatemala. Reagan wanted to avoid controversy, so a
major thrust of his worldwide anti-Communist policy became to create
and support anti-Communist movements within Third World countries."

The convergence of an aggressive foreign policy in the United States
and leftist insurgency would make the small region "the main battle
ground of political and ideological war of the 1980s."55 The two most visi
ble battles occurred in Nicaragua and El Salvador. In Nicaragua, the
Reagan administration faced a consolidated leftist regime friendly to
Soviet and Cuban interests. EI Salvador was different. It had a relatively

I
I
I

moderate government but faced threats from the right -wing oligarchy and
leftist insurgents receiving aid from the Sandinistas.v In both countries,
U.S. policymakers wanted to prevent a Castro situation where anti
American Communist elements held power.

Reagan officials had no tolerance for subversive Marxist activity in the
hemisphere, and its responses to these crises demonstrated that they had
no qualms with intervention in the affairs of its neighbors. In its own form
of subversive activity, the administration decided to support covertly a
growing but largely unknown military force of contras training in Hondu
ras in the early 1980s. The hope was that the contras' military success

would put pressure on the Sandinistas to negotiate and end their aid to
Salvadoran rebels.57 This effort appeared at least somewhat like past efforts
to arm and train proxies to destabilize Jacobo Arbenz in 1954 and Fidel
Castro in 1961.

Policy in EI Salvador differed significantly. There Reagan pushed the
government to implement political reforms and clean up the unprofes

sional and often abusive military, hoping to prevent "another Cuba," but
also to secure at least the basic elements of electoral democracy." The only
instance of Big Stick diplomacy to occur in the Caribbean basin during
Reagan's term in office was in Grenada in 1983, as will be discussed later.

As was the case in the past, an intervention fatigue set in during the
second Reagan term. By 1984, popular and congressional opposition to
Reagan's policies in El Salvador and Nicaragua grew as it appeared to

many that neither conflict would subside soon. This was only accelerated
by the public scandal over the discovery of the White House's illegal arms
sales to Iran to provide monetary support for the contras. Reagan had also
found a partner in the Soviet Union's Mikhail Gorbachev, and formal
diplomacy once again came back into favor in Washington.

The Reagan years provided a new twist on the Big Stick, as administra
tion officials attempted both to speak loudly and to use military means to
achieve its goals. On the one hand, Central America remained violent dur
ing the 1980s, to which critics argued that Washington's policies did little
to ease. They believed that Reagan's "knee-jerk anti-Marxism" may have
foreclosed diplomatic policy choices during his first term." On the other
hand, while this fact is often not cited in his legacy on Latin America pol
icy, Reagan's almost Wilsonian commitment to promoting electoral
democracy in his second term helped rid the region of one its most notori-
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ous authoritarian dictators, Chile's Augusto Pinochet. Supports also held
up El Salvador as a model of a gradual but lasting democratic transition
that isolated extremists on both the left and the right.

Historically, the Reagan era resembled a return to past U.S. policies of
intervention. Like Kennedy and Johnson before him, Reagan believed in
the use of military intervention to achieve its goals in the Caribbean
region. But it also stridently avoided using U.S. troops where possible,
especially when it proved politically costly. Scholars will continue to
debate Reagan's impact on Central America, but his presidency did not

represent nearly the return to military adventurism in the hemisphere that
many often associate with his legacy.

BUSH DEALS WITH DRUGS AND THUGS

Bythe late 1980s,one would have thought that the U.S. policymakers and
the public at large would have been happy with the state of U.S.~Latin

American relations. Revolution in Central America was slowing, with the
Sandinistas receiving a surprising and resounding defeat against the
center-right candidate Violeta Chamorro and the civil war in EI Salvador
coming to a negotiated peace. Even better, Soviet leader Gorbachev had

pledged to new president George H. W. Bush that his country would
refrain from further aidto leftist groups in the region at a conference at
Malta in 1989.60 Democracy and pro-U.S. governments were on the rise
in all countries in the Caribbean region except for Castro's Cuba.

Indeed, Bush's posture toward the region was not unlike that of Lyndon
Johnson's, desiring to wipe his hands clean of the region in favor of other
foreign policy goals. Bush initially backed off from BigStick measures, aid

ing Costa Rican President Oscar Arias in brokering peace agreements in EI
Salvador and presidential elections in Nicaragua. With no clear external or
internal security crises in the works, Bush appeared free to pursue his goal
of the economic integration of North America. But an entirely "kindler
and gentler" Bush policy in the hemisphere was not to be."

During the late 1980s, a new foreign policy threat rose to the forefront
of the public mind: drugs. In September 1989, polls recorded that 64 per
cent of Americans believed that drugs were the nation's number-one
problem." William Bennett, Reagan's head of the newly created Office of
National Control Policy, stated, "Drugs are a major threat to our national
security.?" American politicians of all stripes attempted to do something

about this seemingly out-of-control drug scourge. And because Latin
American nations supplied the vast majority of cocaine to the United
States, the southern republics reemerged as a major foreign policy con
cern.

Not surprisingly, in its redoubled efforts to fight the war on drugs, the
Bush administration looked to Panama, where strongman General Man
uel Noriega's ties to drug lords and his repressive regimewere embarrass

ing the president. After a period of foot dragging, Bush ordered Noriega
captured and his military forces destroyed in a massive invasion involving
over 20,000 troops.

CONCLUSION

In the years following the Cold War, the rationale for U.S. policy in Latin
America moved away from the older paradigm of a strict focus on security
and stability toward dealing with humanitarian crises and narcotics." Yet,
as we just observed with the case of Panama in 1989,Washington reserved
the right to yield its Big Stick when it thought necessary. More recently,

however, Latin America and the Caribbean have fallen off the list of U.S.
foreign policy priorities. Outside of trade and investment agreements,
Latin America received relatively little attention during either the Bill
Clinton or the George W. Bush years. The only major military actions by
the United States in the hemisphere have been in Haiti (1994 and 2004)
and indirectly in Colombia. These policies are consistent with the lower
priority interests inthe region, such as upholding democratic rule (Haiti)
and stopping narco-terrorism (Colombia),

The Big Stick has been largely silent in recent years. Yet this is not to
mean that it is no longer in American's foreign policy arsenal for the
region. Rather, it is dormant. If history is at all predictive, instability in the
Americas (the Caribbean basin in particular) may call on the American
government to utilize military force to succeed in its goals. From Theo
dore Roosevelt to George W. Bush, American administrations have sought
to preserve American power and credibility through either direct or indi
rect military action.

Perhaps the most important insight of the history of U.S. military
action in the Caribbean and Central America may be that the majority of
American presidents and their advisers have viewed the region as a strate
gic imperative for the country. As a regional (not to mention global) hege-
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monic power with the ability to project overwhelming military force, the
United States has often viewed the existence of security threats, whether
internally or externally generated, as unacceptable. Largelybecause of the
tremendous gap in power between the United States and its Caribbean
neighbors, America has reserved the right to deploy its military forces to
ensure stability favorable to its interest. Almost no American president has
refused outright to invade or intervene when events appear to make such
an action the safest policy option.
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•
The Dominican Intervention,
1965

After reading a series of hysterical classified cables from his ambassador in

Santo Domingo and on the near unanimous recommendation of his most

senior advisers, on the evening of April 30, 1965, President Lyndon John

son made the decision for the U.S. military to intervene in an incipient

civil war that had broken out in the Dominican Republic almost a week

earlier. When viewed in the light of repeated interventions by the United

States in Central America and the Caribbean-including the Dominican

Republic (in 1905 and 1916)-in the first three decades of the twentieth

century, this decision should not have raised many eyebrows. Indeed, the

physical involvement of the United States in what were overwhelmingly

domestic Dominican affairs could be viewed as an extension of American

"Big Stick" hegemonic policies in its traditional neighborhood.

Yet, while there is no doubt that the traditional method of the United

States of responding to conflict and potential threats was learned in previ

ous decades and in previous adventures, the Dominican case is also

instructive in that by 1965 it represented a marked departure from the

norms of interhemispheric relations established leading up to and after

World War II.' As was discussed in the previous chapter, President Frank

lin Roosevelt's "Good Neighbor Policy" began a retrenchment from direct

intervention and occupation in Latin America, replaced by the creation of

an interwoven set of multilateral treaties that supported the concepts of
state sovereignty and nonintervention.

Thus, the Dominican intervention represented a return to an approach

that had been dormant for over thirty years. Again, this is not to say that
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during this time the United States refrained from meddling in domestic
Latin American affairs-the overthrow of Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala in
1954 and the Bay of Pigs operation in 1961 are two important examples.
Rather, until Johnson ordered the first batch of 400 or so Marines to land
outside of Santo Domingo, direct intervention had been dormant.

The reappearance of the Big Stick as the chief weapon in the U.S. arse

nal is the main reason that so many historians and political scientists have
condemned the 1965 intervention. Abraham Lowenthal, for example, in
his seminal work on the U.S. intervention, writes that it was "a tragic
event, costly to the Dominican Republic, to the United States, and to
inter-American relations." For diplomatic historian Piero Gleijeses, U.S.
intervention ended the "five glorious days" of a democratic uprising.'

Many critics concluded that the heavy-handed and military response to
what was largely an internal crisis manifested the unwillingness of the
United States to allow Latin Americans to control their own destinies.
They also maintained that the United States was interested solely in its
own, narrowly defined national interests and was willing to sacrifice the

principles of democracy, sovereignty, and nonintervention in the process.
While the United States certainly acted in its own self-interest in the

Dominican case, it is also true that the methods and goals desired by the
Johnson administration had changed noticeably since earlier "golden"
eras of U.S. interventions in the region. In addition to the nonintervention
principles of the Good Neighbor Policy, as we saw in the last chapter the

advent of the Alliance for Progress in 1961 had shifted U.S. priorities away
from combating instability (read communism) by supporting progressive
reformers in the region.

In fact, the very political figure (Juan Bosch) that the United States
opposed during the events of 1965 was seen as an archetypal reformer
back in 1962, when he was democratically elected president of the Domin
ican Republic. In other words, the Johnson administration's decision to
intervene was one made reluctantly, knowing full well that the preference
would have been for Bosch to have remained president after his election
and to have implemented the necessary social and economic reforms tha t
would have preempted any efforts for more radical elements to foment a
Communist takeover.

What is also overwhelmingly clear is that, democracy or no democracy,
Bosch or no Bosch, the [ohnson administration was not going to allow

"another Cuba" in the Dominican Republic. Gleijeses has written that the

underlying reason for the intervention was that Washington could not

stand to see a returned Bosch, who, while not in Castro's camp, was a
reformer who remained fiercely independent from U.S. economic and

political hegemony.' As we will see, this conclusion is debatable. Rather,

the Johnson administration would have likely tolerated an independent

and stable Bosch government as the Kennedy administration did back in

1962; it certainly had bigger fish to fry with the looming issue ofVietnam.

Yetwhat it would not stomach was a victory for the pro-Bosch revolt that

then turned into a Communist takeover.

Some will continue to make the case that Washington ended "five glori

ous days" of leftist revolt in Santo Domingo. But any balanced analysis of

the crisis must also ask what could have transpired had the United States

not intervened. It is not unreasonable to ponder that without U.S. inter

vention there also could have very easily been 500 "glorious days" of vio

lent civil war or five or fifty "glorious" years of communism.

Gleijeses convincingly shows that Dominican Communists were largely

marginal players in the pro-Bosch revolt and might not have been able to

commandeer the revolt even if the United States had not intervened. Yet

this fact does not change the reality that Washington perceived the threat

to be serious, even if there was a significant amount of internal debate

inside the administration about its exact extent.

Perhaps a better way of viewing the situation is to accept that at least

some risk of a Communist takeover existed and that it was enough of one

that Washington was going to act to ensure that it did not come to life.

The relative ease of intervening in the Dominican Republic (because of its

size, geographic proximity, and lack of significant hostile opposing force)

made the military option appealing compared to doing nothing or relying

on negotiations to ensure a favorable outcome.

This is particularly true in the case of the Dominican crisis as the situa

tion was moving tremendously fast and reporting from Santo Domingo

was sporadic and incomplete. Several authors have argued that intense

diplomacy by U.S. officials in Santo Domingo could have defused the cri

sis and ensured the creation of a non-Communist Bosch government. Yet

as we will see, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that this outcome

could have been guaranteed, Moreover, if there was any guarantee, it cer-
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tainly did not have the assurances that the Marines and 82nd Airborne

gave to the Johnson administration.
A strong case can be made that the Johnson administration overreacted

in the Dominican Republic. The often-argued point is that the initial dis
patch of Marines to protect U.S. citizens was warranted, but the subse

quent decision to send the 82nd Airborne into the heart of the fighting in
Santo Domingo was when Washington went too far. The difficulty with
this reasoning is that it had been made after the United States actually
successfully ended most of the fighting and, after a period of several
months of difficult negotiations, brokered an agreement that led to demo

cratic elections in 1966.
In fact, Bosch's supporters were more receptive to the final U.S.

brokered agreements than were the anti-Bosch forces. We do not know
what would have happened if the United States had stayed out of the fray
entirely or just relied on diplomacy, There is good reason, though, to
believe that the situation could have been much worse, as both pro- and

anti-Bosch forces were far from defeated. An all-out civil war was not out

of the question.
Given the type of intelligence that top U.S. officialswere receiving and

the innate fear of a second Cuba, President Johnson's decision to inter
vene in the Dominican crisis becomes more understandable. Yet the man
ner in which the Johnson administration portrayed this action to the
American public had important costs that would eventually severelydam

age Johnson's more important foreign policy concerns, namely, Vietnam.
Seeing as how one legitimate-but certainly not the major-reason for

the intervention was the protection of American lives, the Johnson admin
istration used the rescue of Americans as its first public explanation for
the operation. Soon after, 'however, it decided to focus on the Communist
threat and often made exaggerated claims to reinforce the perceived dan
ger. Thus, a "credibility gap" opened up when many of the administra
tion's allegations about Communist involvement in the revolt were
refuted. Indeed, many journalists and members of Congress-Arkansas
Senator and Foreign Relations Committee Chairman J. William Fulbright
chief among them-started to sense something was wrong with the Dom
inican intervention not long after the invasion had occurred. Distrust of

the administration's motives and promises grew.
Yet,while the Johnson administration's often disingenuous or incorrect

remarks hurt its credibility with Congress and the American public, this
fact alone does not undermine the initial motives that prompted the
administration to intervene in the Dominican Republic. Exaggeration or
not, President Johnson and his advisers were terrified of a Communist
takeover and believed that a swift intervention was their most effective

response. What is unfortunate is that the Johnson administration did not
need to resort to hyperbole to make a convincing case that an intervention
by the United States would protect American lives, quell the violence, pre
vent a Communist takeover, and usher in relatively free elections in just
over a year. In fact, all of that happened. To understand the events of 1965,
we first need to review the Dominican Republic's tumultuous history lead
ing up to this critical year, especially its relationship with the United
States.

THE UNITED STATES, THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC,
AND THE RISE OF TRUJILLO

In the decades following its independence in 1844, the Dominican Repub
lic was ravaged by domestic revolts and foreign plunder. In fact, before the
dictator Rafael Trujillo came to power in the early 1930s, the Dominican

Republic had no fewer than 123 rulers, including French and Spanish gov
ernors, a Colombian governor and president, and Haitian presidents.'
Rebellions and counterrebellions dominated the domestic political scene;
externally, both U.S. and European power coveted the island nation's eco
nomic riches.' In something that will be an important element in the U.S.
intervention of 1965, political instability had been the norm in the Dom
inican Republic, not the exception. The Dominican Republic was also
increasingly valued for its strategic location, above all the Samaria penin
sula, which could be used as a coaling station for warships.

Often during the second half of the nineteenth century, U.S. officials
negotiated with their Dominican counterparts over various treaties that
would grant special concessions for U.S. interests.' None of these
attempted efforts proved lasting until, on November 29, 1869, a U.S.
Dominican bilateral treaty was signed that called for the Dominican
Republic's annexation to the United States. Dominican leader President

Buenaventura Baez ordered an immediate plebiscite on the annexation
issue and warned that opposition to the treaty could mean imprisonment,
forced exile, and even death.'
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On February 19, 1870,Dominicans supported the proposed annexation
by a vote of 16,000 in favor and II against. The treaty then went to the
U.S. Senate, where a bitter, protracted debate ensued. Senator Charles
Sumner, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, led the
opposition. According to Sumner, "Kindness, assistance, aid, help, protec
tion, all this is implied in good neighborhood, this we must give freely,
bountifully; but [the Dominican people's] independence is as precious to
them as is ours to us, and it is placed under the safeguard of natural laws
which we cannot violate with impunity." The support of half of the fifty
six senators was not enough, and the annexation treaty was defeated.

In the years following the treaty's defeat, the Dominican Republic con
tinued its now routine pattern of revolts and instability. On September I,
1882, General Ulises Heureaux was inaugurated as president, marking
only the second time in the Dominican Republic's history that a president
was elected and inaugurated according to the constitution.'? While his first
term was relatively uneventful, Heureaux's attempts to extend his term in
office led him to become increasingly repressive. In fact, Heureaux can be
compared to the country's most brutal twentieth-century dictator, Rafael
Leonidas Trujillo Molina.

By the end of the nineteenth century, two separate rebellions began
against Heureaux's rule. In 1899, President Heureaux was assassinated by
one of the leaders of the opposition, GeneralRamon Caceres. That same
night, another rebellion leader, General Horacio Vasquez, along with
about two dozen followers, declared the revolution of July 26, 1899. Fol
lowing the murder, rebel groups fought wars against each other; various
governments came and went for the next several years. Political and eco
nomic stability remained elusive, even though the hated dictator had been
removed. To gain a strategic upper hand, various Dominican leaders
requested U.S.-protectorate status. In one particular case, a Dominican
president reopened the annexation question, to which then president The
odore Roosevelt famously responded, "As for annexing the island, I have
about the same to desire to annex it as a gorged boa constrictor might
have to swallow a porcupine wrong-end-to."!'

While Roosevelt's colorful language demonstrated a genuine American
reluctance to irrevocably take over political control of the island, this is
did not mean that the United States did not maintain political and eco
nomic interests in the Dominican Republic. Above all, U.S. policies
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focused on the collection of debts owed to U.S. creditors and the perceived
strategic challenge from European nations, especially Germany.'! Indeed,
President Roosevelt's famous "corollary" to his annual speech to Congress
in 1904 set out an aggressive U.S. stance in Central America and the
Caribbean, one focused on stamping out "chronic wrongdoing" (espe
ciallyfiscalwrongdoing toward U.S. creditors) committed by Latins them

selves.
One of the first applications of the Roosevelt Corollary came in the

Dominican Republic in 1905, when, in an operation that was decidedly
more "fiscal" than military, the United States established a customs
receivership in the country." American authorities quickly began to

administer key elements of Dominican society in order to satisfy foreign
creditors' claims. In something that seems remarkable viewed from today,
the United States decided that it would carry out debt collection itself and
distribute the revenue to the Dominican government and its creditors,
both American and European." That debt collection would also allow U.S.
officials to keep an eye on the feared German naval presence in the Carib

bean was an additional advantage not lost on Washington.
Caceres became president of the Dominican Republic in 1906,and the

following fiveyears became the longest period of stable government in the
country's history up until that point. Caceres's government built roads
and schools and reformed public institutions and quelled several revolts
without resorting to widespread repression. His tenure as president was
cut short when he was assassinated on November 19, 1911. The country
went into chaos. The U.S. government responded to the deteriorating sit
uation by becoming increasingly involved in Dominican affairs.IS

In April 1916, another civil war broke out on the island. In a fore

shadow of the events of 1965, on orders given by President Wilson with
the "deepest reluctance," a month later U.S. troops came ashore and occu
pied Santo Domingo with the initial goal of protecting American lives."
Wilson's Dominican policy had started out in the beginning of his first
term as electoral intervention and by 1916 had evolved into military inter
vention and ended with a military occupation." Then, on November 29,
1916, Captain Harry S. Knapp announced from his ship the USS Olympia
that the United States would be occupying the Dominican Republic, an
operation that would last eight years."

Knapp's orders were to pacify the country, which he achieved by dis-

arming it. Amazingly, Knapp proved quite successful in confiscating guns
and ammunition largely by his willingness to use force to do this." In
addition to pacifying the country, the United States wanted to put an end
to the regional caudillos who were responsible for much of inveterate
instability and violence. In an effort to establish a professional, apolitical
military force that could ensure stability once the U.S. occupation ended,
the U.S. military also dissolved the Dominican army and established a
national guard that came to be known as the Policia Nacional Dominicana

(PND). Yet, while the pacification policy was largely successful, U.S.
Marines had a more difficult time in the eastern provinces, such as Seibo
and San Pedro de Macroris. Many Dominicans resisted the disarmament
campaign and instead took to the hills. The Marines considered them ban
dits and hunted them down. Atrocities were committed on both sides."

In addition to its military-led pacification campaign, the U.S. military
built a number of roads, schools, post offices,piers, and telegraph systems;
increased teachers' salaries and agricultural production; improved sanita
tion; and reformed the country's financial system." While U.S.-built pub
lic works are an undisputed fact of the occupation, some historians argue
that the motives for these works were far less than altruistic. One has writ

ten that almost all the roads built were done so for military purposes.
Another interpretation of the occupation is that it allowed U.S. economic
interests to take over the Dominican Republic's one key industry: sugar."
John Martin, who was the U.S. ambassador during Juan Bosch's presi
dency, probably said it best when he wrote,

In sum, it is probably fair to say that our occupation of the Republic was
neitherso bad as Dominican nationalists picture it nor so good as our own
used to picture it and that.coupledwith the Marine occupationsof Nicara
gua and Haiti, it damaged our position in the Hemisphere more than in the
Dominican Republic itself,"

Military personnel dominated the U.S. presence in the Dominican
Republic during the eight-year occupation. The quality of officers, though,
was not alwaysthe best, as many were often sent to fight in Europe follow'
ing the American commitment to World War I. The U.S. Department of
State officialswere often political appointees who lacked even rudimentary
language skills and experience in the region." Yet the nature of the occu-
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pat ion changed markedly in the early 1920sas seasoned diplomats such as

Sumner Welles began to gain control of the political and economic admin
istration on the island.

In 1922,Welles was named the commissioner to the republic with the

rank of envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, and he had one

main task: to secure the withdrawal of the occupation forces. After an
extremely difficult time balancing the various political factions, in prepa

ration for upcoming presidential elections in 1923 a provisional govern

ment was installed, electoral laws were implemented, voters were regis

tered, and polling places were created. The aging general Horacio Vasquez

won the election held on March 15, 1924,and for the first time in Domini.

can history the losing candidate congratulated the winner."

The idea of removing the Marines started soon after the end of World

War I, yet it ended up taking years of fighting among various Dominican

factions and years of negotiation with U.S. authorities before an accept

able settlement and framework was reached." By the time it ended in

November 1924, the occupation had left behind an elected government, a

professional police force, a stronger financial position, and seeming inter

nal stability. The PND had now become a modern, centralized force that
held a virtual monopoly over the use of lethal force."

For American policymakers, the withdrawal of the Marines and the

establishment of a democratic government in Santo Domingo indicated a

successful policy. Welles wrote that "a new era of liberty and indepen

dence had commenced."> At the same time, though, the occupation cre

ated considerable bitterness throughout the local population. As we will

see, only six years after the end of the U.S. military government, the Dom

inican Republic's "democracy" fell to the long-term Trujillo dictator

ship."

THE MARINES GO HOME AND TRUJILLO RISES
TO POWER

The rise of dictator Rafael Trujillo is often portrayed as a direct result of

the U.S. military's establishment and training of local police forces that,

on the American departure, turned into institutions of political repression

and autocratic rule. For example, Peter Smith writes that in the U.S. occu

pation of the Dominican Republic (as well as Haiti and Nicaragua),

Washington supervised the creation of local constabularies that would
eventually become the agents of dictatorial repression. Not only did the
United States fail to promote democratic development in Latin America; it
could even be argued with considerable reason that U.S. military interven

tions tended to retard the prospects for political democracy."

Yet what Smith overlooks is that the Dominican Republic never enjoyed
even the semblance of "political democracy" that could have been
retarded by the U.S. occupation. A more balanced interpretation is that,
in an era when Washington was moving away from direct intervention in

the region, U.S. indifference following the 1924 withdrawal (such as its
unwillingness to intervene to prevent the fraudulent 1930 elections)
helped allow a schemer such as Trujillo to take advantage of the still fragile
political situation." In this sense, it is perhaps more U.S. involvement and

meddling, not less, that kept a figure such as Trujillo at bay."
Trujillo entered the newly formed PND in 1918and took advantage of

the social mobility that it offered to a mulatto (or mixed-blood Domini
can) such as him." Trujillo quickly ingratiated himself with American

. .< .' •

officers and soon found himself promoted to major in 1924, the same time
that American forces were withdrawing from the island. American mili
tary officers described Trujillo as "calm, even-tempered, forceful, active,
bold, and painstaking ... one of the best in the service.">'

In December of that same year, newly elected president Vasquez pro
moted Trujillo to lieutenant colonel and assigned him as chief of staff of
the national police. Within a year, Trujillo was named commander of the
national police force. In 1927, Vasquez reorganized the police as the Do
minican National Army and put Trujillo in command as a brigadier gen
eral. By 1929, the Dominican Republic had both an army and a secret
police, and Trujillo was in charge of both. His military power consoli
dated, Trujillo now turned on his benefactor Vasquez.

Originally elected to a four-year term in 1924, Vasquez organized a
constitutional convention to dubiously amend the constitution to allow
him to extend his tenure in office until 1930." Dissatisfied with this exten
sion, Vasquez then announced his intention to be a candidate in the May
1930 presidential elections. In February 1930-three months before the
slated elections-an insurgent movement opposed to Vasquez's creeping
authoritarianism erupted in the city of Santiago de los Caballeros. After
consulting with U.S. officials,Vasquez agreed to resign.
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The U.S. mission in Santo Domingo mediated between the insurgents

and the remaining government, and an armistice was brokered. Rafael

Estrella Urena, leader of the uprising, became the provisional president

pending the upcoming elections, and Washington quickly recognized the

new government. Lurking behind the scenes was Trujillo, who had backed

Estrella Urena's insurrection knowing that his support would ensure Vas

quez's downfall. Trujillo soon forced Estrella Urena to step aside in favor

of him as a presidential candidate and accept the position as his running

mate. Trujillo then won by a vote margin of 223,731 to 1,883 in the May

16, 1930, presidential election, from which all his opponents withdrew.

The·U.S. minister reported back that the number of votes "far exceeds"

the number of voters in the country."

Inaugurated on August 16, 1930, "President" Trujillo immediately

turned his efforts toward repressing his political opponents. Virtually all

political opposition was banned, and the Dominican Republic turned into

an authoritarian, conspiratorial society. 'The regime -used violence, fear,

and terror as ends in themselves." Relying on his intricate espionage net

work, Trujillo set out to consolidate his rule throughout the cities and

countryside.

Yet Trujillo was not content to govern as just one more autocratic ruler

in the Dominican Republic's long line of autocratic rulers. Rather, Trujillo

set out to establish himself as the sole figure controlling not only Domini

cans' political and economic activities but also their social and cultural

ones. Soon into his rule, a province was named for him, and Congress

passed a resolution declaring him the "Benefactor of the Fatherland." In

1936,Santo Domingo, the oldest of European cities in the Caribbean, was

renamed "Cuidad Trujillo."" Trujillo held over forty different titles,
including «Genius of Peace," "Father of the New Fatherland," "Protector

of Fine Arts and Letters," and "The First and Greatest of Dominican

Chiefs of State." 0'1e figure put monuments to Trujillo in Ciudad Trujillo

at 1,800." Estimates hold that the Trujillo family held nearly two-thirds of

the national wealth.

Throughout the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, Trujillo continued to be
reelected in one election or another, or he was "succeeded" by a puppet

president. Well aware of the continued influence that the United States

had in the Dominican Republic and the region more broadly, Trujillo

deftly positioned himself as a strong opponent of European fascism lead
ing up to World War 11 and communism after the advent of the Cold War.

Trujillo spent incredible sums of money employing top-shelf political
lobbyists in Washington and entertaining the endless procession of U.S.
congressional delegations that came to Santo Domingo to view the "Truji
lloist miracle."40 Indeed, to use the often-quoted aphorism, Trujillo might

have been a "son of a bitch," but he was Washington's son a bitch, and he
did everything to remind Washington of this fact. And there is no denying
that the U.S. government's support for Trujillo's sultanistic regime-or
even just the willingness to tolerate its many excesses-hurt Washington's
credibiliry when it claimed to be supporting democratic solutions to
Dominican crises such as the one in 1965.

Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba in 1959,and the two dictators soon
became ideological and regional rivals. It did not go unnoticed in Havana
when former Cuban strongman Fulgencio Batista fled into exile in Truji
llo's Dominican Republic. However, always the opportunist, Trujillo con

tinued to sell arms sales to Castro's Cuba even after the United States had
ceased its military assistance."

In what was a bold move considering that his own revolution was only
six months old, in June 1959 Castro ordered an invasion of the Dominican
Republic by groups of insurgents ofvarious nationalities." Trujillo's forces
soon apprehended the invaders and killed them in what he labeled a "rab

bit hunt." Some insurgents who were not immediately killed were taken
to the San Isidro Air Base, where Trujillo's son Ramfis tortured them.
Only five guerrillas survived the invasion." While he easily stomped Cas
tro's plot, Trujillo still played up the threat of a 'Communist insurrection
to his increasingly concerned American counterparts.

Yet, ironically, it was Castro's successful revolution and consolidation
of a Marxist-Leninist regime in Cuba that signaled the end of Washing
ton's unqualified support-or at least tolerance-for its trusty antifascist
and anti-Communist ally in Santo Domingo. Sobered by the images of

throngs of euphoric Cubans supporting Castro and his young, idealistic,
and bearded "compadres" as they descended out of the Sierra Maestra
Mountains (and the subsequent debacle at the Bayof Pigs in April 1961),
the Kennedy administration began to reconsider its support for "sons of
bitches" such as Trujillo.

With the logic of "Batista is to Castro what Trujillo is to ...," the Ken-
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nedy administration began to distance itself from Trujillo and instead sup
ported the efforts of social democratic reformers such as the Venezuelan
president Rornulo Betancourt. In fact, it was the 1960 Trujillo-hatched
effort to assassinate Betancourt that led the Kennedy administration to the
decision by the Organization of American States (OAS) to slap economic
sanctions on the Trujillo government."

Faced with crushing OAS sanctions, in the early 1960sTrujillo sought
to downplay his role in the Dominican government, allowing figureheads
or members of his family to nominally serve in his .place, Yet, faced with
an unsympathetic ear in Washington and increasingly bold domestic
opposition, Trujillo's days were numbered. In a secret memo dated May

29, 1960, President Kennedy authorized a plan to assist in the assassina
tion of Trujillo. With support from the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), a group of eight conspirators assassinated Trujillo on May 30,1961,
as his chauffeur was driving him alone outside of Santo Domingo." Yet,
while Trujillo was now dead, "Trujillisrno" remained alive and well as

members of his family, such as son Ramfis, continued to call the shots in
Santo Domingo.

Then, in November 1961; two of Trujillo's brothers, Hector and Aris
mendi, returned from exileand challenged Rarnfis's control over the mili
tary and family wealth. Still reeling from the recent Bayof Pigs debacle in
Cuba the previous April, President Kennedy had no patience for a return
to the "status quo" in the Dominican Republic. He immediately dis

patched a naval task force to anchor off the coast of Santo Domingo to
send a strong message to Trujillo's "wicked uncles" that they had better
think twice about ousting Joaquin Balaguer, who had been Trujillo's fig
urehead president and had taken over following the assassination."

Yet Balaguer was still not out ofthe woods just yet. Tarred by his long
time association with the Trujillo dictatorship, Balaguer was continuously
attacked by emerging political groups. The United States eventually per
suaded Balaguer to share power with a-seven-person Council of State,
which took office on January], 1962. In addition to Balaguer, who
remained head of state, the council was made up of members of the pri
vate sector, the Catholic Church, and the two surviving assassins ofTruji
110: Luis Amiama Ti6 and Antonio Imbert Barrera."

Balaguer was overthrown by General Rafael Echevarria on January 15,
1962, and immediately sent into exile. Under pressure from the Kennedy

administration, which once again dispatched a task force to issue a more
than subtle warning to the Dominicans, Echevarria was arrested and
forced into exile; Captain Elias Wessin y Wessin constituted a second
Council of State, one that governed until democratic elections took place
in December 1962."

THE RETURN, ELECTION, AND REMOVAL OF
JUAN BOSCH

Pollowing Trujillo's murder, Dominican society descended into a state of
uncertainty and continued fear, one where few political leaders knew how
to govern a countrythat had been so traumatized by more than three de
cades of tyrannical rule. In addition, caught up in the turbulent global
political environment of the 1960s, the Dominican Republic teetered
between far-left and far-right political poles.

From Washington's perspective, the post-Trujillo political instability in
the Dominican Republic made it a prime target for Communist expan
sion. In May 1961,Kennedy made it clear that, while he moved away from
rightist dictators such as Trujillo and promoted social reform in order to

prevent them, stopping communism was the number-one priority of the
United States in the region:

Should it even appearthat the inter-American doctrine of non-intervention
merely conceals or excuses a policy of nooaction-if the nations of this
hemisphere should fail to meet their commitments against outside Com

munist penetration-then I want it dearly understood that thisgovernment
willnot hesitate in meeting its primaryobligations which areto the security
of our nation."

In the Dominican Republic specifically, Kennedy is believed to have
said that there were three potential outcomes for that country, "in
descending order of preference: a decent democratic regime, a continua
tion of the Trujillo regime, or a Castro regime. We ought to aim for the
first but we can't really renounce the second until we are sure we can avoid
the third. "SO When Balaguer was head of the Council of State, this meant
that Kennedy wanted him to understand that Washington was interested
in "progress of anti-communist laws in [the] Dominican Congress, mea
sures taken [to1exclude [the! return [of] Communist and Castroist exiles,
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and other actions taken [to I prevent infiltration and agitation by Comrnu
nist-Castroist elements."S!

With presidential elections slated for December 1962, Bosch, the char

ismatic leftist and member of the Dominican Revolutionary Party (Partido

Revolucionario Dominicano [PRD)), returned to the Dominican Republic

in 1961 from twenty-five years of exile." Bosch won the Dominican

Republic's first democratic election since 1924 (the year that the Marines

left the island) in a landslide, taking 648,000 votes out of roughly one mil

lion votes cast and beating his closest competitor, Viriato Fiallo of the

National Civil Onion (Union Civica National), by a two-to-one margin.

The PRD won twenty-two of twenty-seven seats in the Senate and forty

eight of seventy-four seats in the Chamber of Deputies." President-elect

Bosch made a visit to the Kennedy White House, and Vice President Lyn

don Johnson attended Bosch's inauguration on February 27, 1963.54

Hoping and believing that Bosch would be able to transform the Dom

inican Republic into the "pearl of the Caribbean" or the "showcase for

democracy" and not "another Cuba," the Kennedy administration quickly

poured over $100 million in O.S. assistance into the country. Three hun

dred technical experts and Peace Corps volunteers came to the country
during Bosch's tenure as president."

Yet Bosch turned out to be a disappointing president, one unable to

follow up on the many promises made during his campaign. Part of

Bosch's problems stemmed from the basic fact that he was the first demo

cratic president following the Trujillo era, and .the Dominican Republic

was not fully prepared for democratic politics. Another mortal blow

stemmed from the fact that, while he himself was not a Communist, Bosch

allowed Communists to operate openly in the country. This permissive

position antagonized elements within the Dominican military and conser
vative elements in political class.

American ambassador in Santo Domingo John Bartlow Martin was

originally a strong supporter of Bosch, hoping that he could be the demo

cratic force that could unite Dominicans behind a progressive yet non

Communist government. Yet like his boss John Kennedy, Martin all the

while remained dubious that Bosch was indeed the type of reformer

Washington had hoped for. For example, on reflection, Martin recalled
that with respect to Bosch,

in-our own interest, we could not ignore several possibilities-that Bosch

himselfwasa deep-coverCommunist (I did not and do not believe it); that
he would lose cover control of his PRD to the Castro/Communists; that if
he failed to meet the people's expectations he might be overthrown. 56

As the months after Bosch's inauguration passed, the Kennedy admin

istration moved from a policy of cautious support for Bosch to one of

damage control, one where policy decisions were increasingly focused on

ensuring that Bosch's tenure did not lead to another military coup or,

much worse, a Communist takeover. Lyndon Johnson offered his percep

tion of Bosch from when he was Kennedy's vice president:

We continued to hope that Bosch would be able to do for his people what
President Romulo Betancourt had done for Venezuela after dictatorship

hadbeenoverthrown there. But Boschwasno Betancourt. Whilehis aspira

tions wereadmirable, his performance wasweak... . . He lacked the capacity
to unite underhis leadership the various elements thatwantedprogress and
constitutional government-elements of the non-Communist left and cen
ter. Nor was he able to control or satisfythe rightists, including powerful
elements in the military, who looked on him with suspicion.v

One of Kennedy's top officials, George Ball, was a little less diplomatic

than Johnson in his description of Bosch but perhaps closer to the admin

istration's consensus view. To Ball, Bosch was

unrealistic, arrogant, and erratic. I thought him incapable of running even
a small social club, much less a country in turmoil. He did not seem to
me a Communist . . . but merely.a muddle-headed, anti-American pedant
committed to unattainable social reforms."

Bosch's increasingly tenuous grip on democratic power offered a dilemma

for policymakers in Washington: they wanted to support the democrati

cally elected and constitutional government in the Dominican Republic,

but they were also worried about political instability and whether it would
allow Communist forces to take advantage of the situation.

One scholar has written that Washington's growing defensive posture

was attributed to a reflexive fear of communism in the country, seeing

Dominican Communists "not as weak and fragmented dissidents, but as
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potential agents of extra continental power.'> Yet it is also important to

point out that, given the tense and uncertain climate at the time (includ
ing Castro's stunning revolution in Cuba in 1959and his equally stunning
decision to align Cuba with the Soviet Union soon after) the fear of a
Communist takeover in the Dominican Republic was not at all unreason
able.

With rumors of a coup circulating throughout Santo Domingo, on
September 24, 1963, a desperate Bosch asked Ambassador Martin to
request immediate military assistance from Washington. Bosch wanted
not a full-scale invasion but rather a naval task force off the coast similar
to what Washington had done against Trujillo's family in November 1961
and the Echevarria coup in January 1962.

Martin went ahead and asked that the United States "alert a carrier as
requested," but Washington rejected his recommendation. Martin was
then told that "little more can be done by us to maintain [Bosch] in office
against the forces that he himself has created.t'w Yet, while Martin publicly

opposed the coup and had requested a task force, he nonetheless cabled
Washington to report that "I have no desire to return him, or his Cabinet
or PRD to power.'>'

The Dominican army, backed up by SOme conservative political groups,
led the bloodless coup that ousted Bosch. The rationale given by the coup

plotters was that Bosch was too soft on communism and therefore could
not be allowed to continue as president. One of the chief architects of the
coup was once again General Wessin y Wessin, who commanded the
Armed Forces Training Center located at the San Isidro air base outside
Santo Domingo." The coup leaders immediately banned Communist
groups, promised to hold free elections, and declared Bosch's 1963consti
tution (which was highly progressive by Dominican standards) "nonexis
tent."63

Supporters of the coup believed that Bosch's perceived tacit support
for communism justified the ousting of the country's first democratically
elected president in almost forty years." Bosch lied into exile in Puerto
Rico, and a year later, Donald Reid Cabral, who had earlier served in the
Council of State before Bosch's election, headed a-three-person civilian
junta."

President Kennedy was unhappy with the coup, as he realized that it
damaged Washington's policies of promoting democratic social change.

The U.S. and OAS efforts to support a democratic "third way" in the
Dominican Republic had failed. On October 4, 1963, Kennedy ordered

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara to create contingency plans for a
possible military intervention in the Caribbean. While the hoped for
Bosch-led "peaceful revolution" had disintegrated under U.S. impatience
and Bosch's incompetence, Kennedy did not want to see the country

revert back to the Trujilloistas."
Washington initially withheld diplomatic recognition. of the newly

installed junta, but by November, Kennedy had decided that the United
States needed to deal with reality in the Dominican Republic, not dreams.
Kennedy thus made the decision to recognize the junta known as the Tri
umvarite, although the American president was assassinated before this
order went through. The Johnson administration recognized the govern
ment on December 14, 1963, based on the agreement that it would hold

national elections in 1965.
Many observers directly link the crisis of 1965 to the overthrow of

Bosch in 1963. The thinking is that incipient Dominican democracy was
truncated by rightist political and military elements. They maintain that if
the United States had worked harder to support Bosch's presidency, he
would not have been overthrown and there would, logically, never have
been a revolt to return him to power in 1965." This is certainly an inter

esting historical counterfactual question-what might have occurred if the
United States had not allowed Bosch's removal? But once again, it also
suggests that more U.S. intervention was needed, not less. The removal of
Bosch and subsequent instability in the Dominican Republic reinforces an
important counterintuitive fact: that during these years, the Dominican
Republic was at its most violent and chaotic when the United States was

not directly involved in events.

THE REID CABRAL ERA AND THE REVOLT OF
APRIL 1965

With the question of support for a democratic social reformer rendered
moot by Bosch's ouster in September 1965,.the Johnson administration
assumed the Kennedy-era policy of preventing a Communist takeover its
priority in the Dominican Republic. And for over a year, while certainly
no showcase for democracy, the Dominican Republic remained relatively
stable under the junta headed by Reid Cabral. Content to observe from
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afar and keep its eye out for any "chronic wrongdoing," the Johnson

administration's foreign policy concerns could not have been further than

the Dominican Republic, as u.s. involvement in a civil war in Vietnam

was coming to dominate the White House's time and efforts.

This is not to suggest, however, that most D.ominicans considered the

Cabral junta to be legitimate or effective. On the contrary, the pro-coup

alliance that worked to remove Bosch was probably less cohesive than

Bosch's government had been." Over a period ofseveral months following

the September 1963 coup, two of the original members of the Triumvarite

stepped down, paving the way for Cabral to become its president.v

Cabral's tenure as president of the junta was a dismal failure. With his

country mired in an economic recession in 1964 and 1965, Cabral imple

mented International Monetary Fund-supported economic austerity

measures, a move that won little favor with large sectors of the Dominican

population who were desperate for immediate economic expansion."

Another large part of Cabral's problems stemmed from his efforts to

reform the military. Cabral cut fringe benefits to officers, shut down

smuggling rings, and reduced the military budget." Not surprisingly,

many officers felt threatened by these moves and began devising coup

plots to remove Cabral.

Cabral announced in late 1964 that scheduled elections would be post

poned and held in September 1965. Yet few Dominicans believed that

Cabral would ever allow former presidents Balaguer of the Reformist Party

(Partido Reformista) or the PRD's Bosch to return from exile to run

against him." It should also be noted, however, that while there was little

chance that the Dominican Republic was going to experience democratic

elections in September 1965-as Cabral had promised-following the

u.S. intervention democratic elections did take place in June 1966. This

fact alone does not justify the u.S. intervention, but it does show how

u.S. involvement led to democratic practices that were often only window

dressing in Dominican politics.

By the spring of 1965, a CIA poll indicated that Cabral enjoyed 5 per

cent public support, compared to five times as many Dominicans who

favored Bosch and ten times as many who favored Balaguer." This poll

also indicated that, unlike some historians' characterization of his support,
in the months before the pro-Bosch revolt of April 1965, Bosch was not

an overwhelmingly popular political figure. In fact, the advantage that

Balaguer held over Bosch as indicated in polling done in early 1965 largely

held up when Balaguer defeated Bosch in the post-u.S. intervention elec

tions in 1966.
By April 1965, Cabral could count on very little support from the mili

tary or even conservative political elements. Even Washington, which nor

mally was willing to give Cabral the benefit of the doubt since he might

provide "stability," was beginning to sour on his rule." Cabral sealed his

fate when he indicated his desire to rule beyond the date of the certain

elections. Yet, while there was a growing consensus that Cabral had to go,

there was very little agreement at all as to whom or what should replace

him. The military, for one, was split between the officers who solely

wanted Cabral and others who wanted him out and others in. According

to one characterization, "Thus, the Generals, though unwilling to fight for

Reid, were willing to kill their own countrymen to prevent Bosch's return.

They told the rebels they would attack at once unless a military junta was

established.'?"
Various political groups jousted to oust Cabral, including those who

wanted Bosch to return as president without elections, those who wanted

to establish a new junta so that later Bosch and Balaguer could run in an

election (the scenario that most resembled what resulted following the

u.S. intervention), and those who wanted to oust Cabral and establish a

military junta without any political preconditions."

On Saturday, April 24, 1965, while u.S. Ambassador W. Tapley Bennett

Jr. was in Savannah, Georgia, visiting his sick mother, the anti-Cabral

coup went forward. General Marcos A. Rivera Cuesta, chief of staff of the

Dominican army, notified Cabral that officers were plotting against his

government. In a move that he later described as "stupid," Cabral sent

Rivera to army headquarters without an armed guard to arrest the coup

plotters." By 12:30 P.M. of that same day, Rivera Cuesta and his deputy

were prisoners.".
Suddenly, Santo Domingo's streets were full of residents (some armed,

some not) and soldiers allied to various factions. The u.S. embassy was

reporting that two-thirds of the army stationed in Santo Domingo was in

revolt and providing arms to civilians. Buoyed by thousands of civilians

who had surrounded the presidential palace, former Cabral adviser and

recently turned Constitutionalist military commander Colonel Francisco
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Caamano Deno seized the palace, arrested Cabral, and affirmed his sup
port for Bosch. 79

The Constitutionalists soon took the capital city without a fight, and it

appeared as though Bosch's triumphant return to power was only a ques

tion of time. That afternoon Radio Santo Domingo announced that the

Constitutionalists-a set of diverse groups ranging from various military

troops and officers, PRD members, democratic socialists, orthodox Com

munists, and opportunists-should support PRD leader Jose Molina

Urena, who had just declared himself "provisional constitutional presi

dent." (The name "Loyalists" described the anti-Constitutionalist forces.)

The situation in Santo Domingo was deteriorating rapidly as increas

ingly civilians were arming themselves and allying with the rebels. Law

and order had vanished. Communist groups such as the pro-Castro "1)4"

and the Dominican Popular Movement (Movimiento Popular Domini

cano) joined the rebels, complicating the ability to understand if the revolt

was largely anti-Cabral, pro-Bosch, or Communist in nature." New York
Times reporter Tad Szulc observed that "submachine guns, rifles and side

arms were being issued to anyone who asked for them at army headquar

ters (now Constitutionalist controlled) in Santo Domingo, and yesterday

all the military patrols in the capital were accompanied by armed civil

ians." An estimated 15,000 homemade gas bombs were in the hands of

civilians."
The common denominator that united the opposition forces in the

early hours of the revolt was an intense dislike of the Cabral junta. Yet, as
w~s probably to be expected, once Cabral was out of the picture, the situa

tion became more complicated. Indeed, some historians have suggested

that intense diplomatic pressure (and not an intervention) from Washing
ton could have ensured an ideal outcome where the violence was quelled

and Bosch reinstalled as president. Yet this worthwhile historical counter

factual argument is rendered less convincing when analyzed in light of the

chaotic situation engulfing Santo Domingo at the time and the alarmist

reports that policymakers in Washington were receiving.

Several key elements of the military-many of whom had passively

stood by as Cabral was being removed-reacted with horror to the now
openly pro-Bosch and seemingly pro-leftist and Communist revolt. Gen

erals such as Wessin y Wessin (who had led the 1963 coup against Bosch)

an effort to prevent an outcome that would lead to Bosch's return as presi

dent. On April 28, Loyalist commanders formed a junta under the head

of Colonel Pedro Bartolome Benoit that worked out of the San Isidro base

just to the west of the capital." What started as an anti-Cabral coup and

had evolved into a pro- Bosch revolt was now an incipient civil war.

Loyalist commanders subsequently ordered Dominican air force F-SI

planes to strafe the presidential palace, where Molina Urena was serving

as the disputed provisional president." On Monday, April 26, Wessin and

de Los Santos requested the assistance of U.S. troops, but the U.S. embassy

told them not to expect anything. Nonetheless, on April 27, General Wes

sin's troops left the San Isidro base and crossed the key Duarte Bridge over

the Ozama River, the main western approach to the city. His forces then

advanced several blocks into the city in what was the bloodiest battle in

Dominican history." It appeared as though the Loyalists had all the

momentum and that, in a dramatic turn of events, a new reality was
imminent where Cabral was out of power, the pro-Bosch forces were

defeated, and a military junta was in power. Yet, remarkably, Constitu

tionalist forces began to push CeneralWessin's troops back toward the

river; the Constitutionalist forces lived to fight another day.

THE FATEFUL MEETING AT THE EMBASSY

Early on in the fighting, Constitutionalist leaders met with U.S. embassy

officials at the presidential palace. During those conversations, William

Connett, U.S. charge d'affaires, was in charge of the embassy as Bennett

was out of the country. From the first contact with the rebel leaders, the

embassy never seriously considered the notion of supporting a solution

that ended with Bosch's immediate return to power. Confident that the

Loyalist forces would prevail and thus U.S. military action was not neces

sary, Connett reported back to Foggy Bottom that the Communists were

moving with tremendous speed to convince the Dominican people that

Bosch should be restored.

Yet after several more days of fierce fighting, it appeared as though the

revolt had been defeated. Elements of the army had gone over to the Con
stitutionalist side.ibut the navy and air force remained loyal. Late on the

afternoon ofApril 27, Constitutionalist officers led by Molina Urena went

over to the U.S. embassy in order to get an end to the air attacks. Ambas-
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grant this request and 'repeated his concern about Communists involved

in the revolt and that the United States would only work to achieve a
cease-fire.8~

Bennett did, however, make it clear to the rebel leaders that the United
States had supported Bosch's presidency in 1963 and had condemned the
coup that removed him. The ambassador also told them that. he thought

the l'RD was a democratic movement but that they had allowed Commu
nists to exploit the situation." Urena and other Constitutionalist leaders
accepted Bennett's request to surrender and immediately sought asylum
in foreign embassies." lt is worth noting that U.S. officials would later use
Urena's withdrawalfrom the Constitutionalist side as an example of the
radicalization of the pro-Bosch camp. He also reported that the Urena
"government" was not able to control all of the rebel factions."

The pro-Bosch revolt appeared finished. Yet, angered by Bennett's
refusal and indignant about accusations of Communist involvement in the

revolt, Colonel Caamafio (who was not the highest-ranking Constitution
alist officer) left the embassy and returned to the front, where he ordered
his troops to cross the Duarte Bridge. It was here that they defeated Gen
eral Wessin's tanks that were attempting to cross over from San Isidro. By
the end of the day, the tables had turned once again. On the morning of
April 28, the Constitutionalists went on the offensive and attacked and,
seized the Loyalist holdout at the Ozama fortress, the-main depository of
weapons in the city.89

Following the Constitutionalists' stunning turn of fortunes, the U.S.
embassy in Santo Domingo began to view the events with increasing
alarm, especially the fear that mob violence or civil war could pave the way
for a Communist takeover. Ambassador Bennett was completely taken by
surprise by the strength of the Constitutionalists' counterattack. In the
previous days when Ambassador Bennett was in Georgia, Connett began
reporting back to Washington that "in view [of] extremist participation
in [the] coup and announced communist advocacy of Bosch's return as
favorable to their long-term interests," there was cause for concern. Con
nett also wrote that the Loyalist decision to attack the palace was the only
"course of action having any real possibility of preventing Bosch's return
and containing growing disorders and mob violence.'?" By April 28, the
U.S. embassy was becoming alarmed over this battle, which to them was
one between "Castro-types and those who oppose them."?'

what prompted the embassy.to radically alter its perception of the conflict
in Santo Domingo. In fact, on the same day that Caarnano was scoring his
stirring victories against Wessin's forces, Bennett sent a cable announcing

that the Loyalists had formed a military junta under the command of Col

onel Pedro Bartolome Benoit, an indication that he believed the situation
had stabilized." But within minutes of this cable, Bennett sent another
one that indicated that two police stations had fallen to the Constitution
alists. It is safe to say that had there been no imminent Loyalist defeat,
Washington would not.have ordered any military intervention that went

beyond evacuating U.S. nationals. Yet it is also worth mentioning that
Washington did absolutely nothing to prevent Cabral's removal in the first
place.

A lot has been written about what might have happened if the U.S.
embassy officials had acted differently during these critical meetings with
the Constitutionalist military and political leadership. The conventional
interpretation is that aggressive U.S. diplomacy and even intervention
could have resulted in a negotiated settlement, one that would have likely
included Constitutionalist participation in any eventual government. For

example, Abraham Lowenthal has written that "no attempt" was made by
American officials to promote a possible compromise." Other observers
have written that by not openly supporting the pro-Bosch forces, Wash
ington lost a prime opportunity to be on the right side of history. Theo
dore Draper wrote that

if the UnitedStates had actedquickly and firmly enough, Bosch would have
returned to Santo Domingo with a minimum of bloodshed. Wessin y Wes

sin's forces would not have been formed, and the Communists would not

have had time. even if we credit the official story. to take advantage of the
temporary setback to the pro-Bosch cause of the fourth day, Tuesday, April
27. It was as if,after AdolfHitlerhad committedsuicide in 1945, the Allies
had decided to back Air Force Marshall Hermann Goering as the man to
save Germany from Communism."

In another article, Draper argues that Bosch's "bid for power" would have
certainly been "bloodless" except for U.S. intervention and that Commu
nists could not have hijacked the revolt since they had already "missed the
boat."" Piero Gleijeses has also written about how events in Santo

I" ., _ 'l'L _ _ L' _
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Thus, insofar as history allows us to speculate, one can conclude that the

success of the countercoup would have resulted in a moderate answer to

the Dominican dilemma. A new Bosch administration would have sought
<. ,.,

social reforms while rejecting "radical" or "hasty" solutions. It would have

been anti-Communist, but respectful of political democracy. It would have
felt no sympathy for the "totalitarian" solutions of Cuba and the Soviet

bloc, but would have opposed U.S. imperialism in the Western Hemisphere
and asserted the national sovereignty of the Dominican Republic. In short,
it would have been a government of the "democratic left"-not of that
"democratic left"that enjoyed Washington's favor.%

It is no doubt valuable to posit such counterfactuals. What if the embassy
had rallied around the pro-Bosch forces? Would Bosch have returned to
lead a peaceful and democratic Dominican Republic? Unfortunately,
though, we will never know.the answers to these questions. It is important
to keep in mind that, as the polling indicated, Bosch was by no means an
overwhelmingly popular figure. Thus-and given the Dominican Repub
lie's history of political instability-there is little to conclude that his
return to power would have been bloodless. Another question we can ask,
however, is what motivated the United States to not support the pro
Bosch forces? Why did not the embassy support the rebel forces if at this
point in time a Constitutionalist victory would have meant Bosch's return
and an end to the violence?

The simple answer is that U.S. officials believed that, no matter the
good intentions of some of the rebels, a pro- Bosch victory would increase
the likelihood of a Communist takeover. And the United States was not
going to risk communism for the hope that Bosch's return would lead to
stability and democracy. After "losing" Cuba to communism, the stakes
were just too high in the Dominican crisis. As we will see, U.S. intelligence
reports were unequivocal in their belief that the Constitutionalist side was
heavily influenced by Communist elements.

For example, even as late as almost a month after the U.S. intervention,
a CIA intelligence memorandum wrote that "Communists continue to
play an important role in the rebel movement, although since 4 May their
part has not been an obvious or dominant one ... Communists did, in
fact, clearly dominate the rebel movement between 28 April and 2 or 3
May."?' Piero Gleijeses is correct to conclude that Washington feared a

Dominican "democratic left" that did not enjoy its' favor, but what he
should add is that for Washington this type of "democratic left" was con
sidered to be communism.

To its credit, the embassy's interpretation of events was not totally
unwarranted. American officials believed that while a number of officers
had joined the revolt since they were bitterly opposed to Reid, they would
have defected once it became apparent that Bosch was returning to the
capital. Therefore, they feared that a Bosch return would not have led to
a peaceful and democratic solution but would have fueled greater fighting
in Santo Domingo and possibly throughout the countryside. Rightly or
wrongly, many U.S. officials believed that a pro-Bosch victory very well
could have meant full-scale civil war.

The "what might have been" question concerning the U.S. embassy's
dealings with the Constitutionalist forces became a major point of conten
tion in congressional hearings a few months after the events in late April.
For example, in testimony that was classified until 1990, Senate Foreign
Relations Chairman J. William Fulbright asked Johnson adviser Thomas
Mann, the undersecretary of state for economic affairs, why the United
States did not back the rebels in the early stages of the revolt. Mann
responded by stating that Bosch was by no means the' consensus political
figure, that his return did not guarantee a return to stability. He continued

by testifying,

Senator, the possibility of having the PRD crowd set up a provisional gov

ernment on the 25th and 26th, 24th, 27th, is absolutely zero. This is pre
ciselywhatcausedthe military and a large segmentof the Dominican oppo
sition to split away from the rebelside.jet's say the anti-Reid side. They

split over the issue of Bosch."

Two days later, Fulbright asked Ambassador Bennett whether the

United States had missed an opportunity to promote a peaceful outcome
by supporting the Constitutionalist forces. Bennett responded, "I don't
think so," because by that point the Communists had sufficiently infil
trated the Constitutionalist forces so that a Bosch return could have led to
a Communist takeover. Bennett then went on to lecture Fulbright about
the stakes at play during these critical meetings:
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what-would have been the reaction in Latin America if we had not taken

the action and the place had gone completely bad and we had allowed
another Cubaor incipient Cuba to develop there? I am sure we would have
.been more heavilycriticized than we have been."

Fulbright then followed up his question by asking Bennett whether it was

his opinion-that a Constitutionalist victory would have led to a Commu

nist regime. Bennett replied, "It is mine, and I think almost every single

observer on the scene, the Papal Nuncio, the British Embassy, most of the

Latin American embassies, the Colombian, the Peruvian, the Guatemalan,

the Brazilian."'00 It is also interesting that Fulbright, who by September

1965 would go public with a harsh attack on Johnson's Dominican policy,

agreed with the assessment that there was significant Communist involve

ment in the pro-Bosch revolt. In later remarks to William F. Raborn,
director of the CIA, Fulbright stated,

I think likely the CIA established there was a significant Communist

involvement among the rebels. You have documented it this morning. The

question that interests me very much is not whether the Communists were

influential,which I think you have made clear, but whether they were dom

inant and, more importantly, whether we tried to exert a countervailing

moderate influence on the rebel leadership. WI

Fulbright's remarks reveal that even the Johnson administration's chief

critic on the Dominican intervention agreed with the perception of Com

munist infiltration but simply questioned if the United States could have

moderated it.

THE WHITE HOUSE RESPONDS TO THE CRISIS

Beginning on the morning of Saturday, April 24, the day of the anti

Cabral coup, President Johnson began to discuss and receive intelligence

concerning events in Santo Domingo. What emerges from the transcripts

of Johnson's deliberations-both in the early hours of the crisis and

through his decision to send in U.S. troops almost a week later-is that

the Johnson White House was concerned about the consequences of

Bosch's return to power and the potential for Communists to take advan
tage of the chaos or Bosch's return in order to seize power.

TnrL"",A th'" ",,,iA,,,nr,,, "11o-cr",,,t,, th"t- urhi)", h'" ,Hr\111A h""", 1;1-",1" .....;11

ordered the Marines into the country to assist with the evacuation of U.S.

nationals, if there had been no perceived Communist threat, then Iohnson

would certainly have not ordered the intervention. Like Theodore Roose

velt over sixty years earlier, johnson's position toward the situation in the

Dominican Republic was a reluctant conclusion that no other viable

options short of intervention would be sufficient to ensure an outcome

that suited the United States.

On April 27, Johnson ordered the Marines ashore to coordinate a non

military evacuation of U.S. nationals that lasted through the following

day."2 Captain james A. Dare led the Marines' Caribbean Ready Amphibi

ous Task Group-a rotating force of Marines stationed on warships. "3 On

the night of Saturday, April 24, Dare had moved his 1,700 Marines and

3,000 sailors under his command into the vicinity of Santo Domingo. The

Marines were sent into the HotelEmbajador, where Americans had been

gathering. The task was to get the citizens from the hotel to the sugar port

at Haina seven miles away, where they were to be loaded onto two ships

(the Wood County and the Ruchamkin) from the task force that was

moored there.'?'

The 1,172 evacuees ended up going to Haina by bus, truck, helicopter,

and even embassy automobiles. After boarding the ships, the evacuees

were transported to Puerto Rico. res The evacuation went off largely with

out incident other than one episode when a group of Constitutionalists

barged into the hotel, said they were looking for "counterrevolutionaries,"

and forced American citizens to line up against a wall. Eventually, though,

the Constitutionalists left, and no Americans were hurt.106

In his first recorded conversation on the crisis on the day of the first

evacuation, President Johnson demonstrated his belief that the United

States might have to intervene to guarantee stability. In a conversation

with Thomas Mann, johnson concluded, "We're going to have to really

set up that government down there and run it and stabilize it some way

or other. This Bosch is no good. I was down there." Mann responded by

saying, "And if we don't get a decent government in there, Mr. President,

we get another Bosch. It's just going to be a sinkhole."!"

Mann, who had previously served as assistant secretary of state for

inter-American affairs, emerged as one of Johnson's most trusted and
influential advisers during the course of the Dominican crisis. More con-
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McGeorge Bundy or trusted friend Abe Fortas, Mann had johnson's ear
for most of the crisis, a fact.that meant that, especially in the early days of
the revolt, 'johnson received briefings and advice that tended to focus on

the potential for a Communist takeover.
Yet no matter what they were telling johnson, his advisers themselves

were receiving intelligence reports from Santo Domingo that described a
threatening situation. On April 26, Bundy received an intelligence report

that listed

evidence of participation in the movement to restoreBosch byCommunists
and other extreme leftists has continued to come to light. .Tbe reprisal

threats among other indications point to increasing extremist domination
of the movement.... Some of the military leaders [rebel leaders] now
appear to realize. they were dupedbythe Bosch suppqrter,s and the extrem

ists.t"

The next day, the CIA delivered a report to Secretary of State Dean

Rusk that stated,

Should the forcesof General Elias Wessin y Wessin,supportedbythe major
eleme~ts of the air force and elements of the navy over the next several

hours or days be unable, to defeat that revolution that started lastSaturday,
the Dominican Republic in my opinion will be so faron the wayto becom
ing another Cuba that the tide may well not be able to be turned back,
unless the U.S. takes prompt and strong action. Pro-Communist-if not

Communist-people are emerging as members of the "cabinet" of "provi
sional president" Molina Urena. Communists are gathering arms and

reportedly have a real "inn with at least one arsenal. They set up strong

points within the city.'?"

Two days later, right before johnson ordered armed combat-ready

Marines onto the island, another CIA cable reported,

Early in the presentinsurrection it becameapparent that the well-organized

Dominican communists .and associated extremists were committing their

full resources to the rebeleffort ... the well-armed mobs now resisting the
hard-pressed Loyalistforces are largely controlled by the Communists and
other extremists... . While there is no evidence that the Castro regime is

directly involved in the current insurrection, it is nevertheless clear that

Cuban trained Dominican extremists are taking an active part.'!"

As the events of the days following Reid's removal indicate, President
johnson was constantly peppered-with reports about the Communist

threat implicit in a Bosch return. This is what led him to decide to move
beyond the much less controversial evacuation of American nationals and
to intervene politically and militarily in the Dominican civil war in order
to prevent the Communist scenario from unfolding.

In fact, while johnson implored his advisers to make it clear to the U.S.

media that the administration was "not supporting one [side] against the
other" in the conflict; it was already apparent on the first day of the revolt
that the United States had serious reservations about any outcome that
included Bosch's immediate return to power. This is not to say, however,
that at this point the johnson administration would not tolerate a Bosch
presidency. Rather, the conversations indicate that the worry was over
what Bosch would lead to. In a conversation on April 27 at 7:17 A.M.,

johnson asks Mann what a Bosch return would indicate: "Does it mean,
you think, that this is another Castro government?" Mann responds,

Not yet, no. Hard to tell what comes out of one of these messes, who comes

out on top.We don't think that thisfellow Bosch understands that thecom
munists are dangerous. We don't think that he is a communist. What we

are afraid of is that if he gets back in, he'll have so many of them around

him-and they're so much smarter than he is-that before you know it,
they would begin to take over.111

Yet, while it was clear that the administration was above all concerned
about where Bosch's return would take the Dominican Republic, johnson
made the fateful decision to go public with the line that U.S. actions were
geared entirely toward protecting American lives and using diplomacy to
stop the fighting. In the same April 27 conversation, Johnson asked Mann
what he should say at a scheduled 4:00 P.M. press conference, and Mann
responded by recommending that Johnson state that "the situation is
fluid. That we are evacuating Americans.... And we're in touch with both
sides, hoping to do what we can do to stop the bloodshed."!'>

It is worth noting that johnson was not asked a single question about
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the Dominican Republic during this press conference, a fact that reflects

how still at this point on April 27 U.S. actions were seen as largely related

to the rescue mission. This decision came back to inflict irreparable dam

age on the Johnson administration's eredibility, as it quickly became

apparent that the single most important goal of the U.S. intervention was

to ensure an outcome that did not lead to Bosch's immediate return. But

while Johnson was deciding to tell the American. public that the White

House was solely concerned about evacuating Americans, his advisers

continued to brief him on what they believed was a growing threat of

Communist involvement in the Constitutionalist revolt.
For example, Jack Hood Vaughn, the assistant secretary of state for

inter-American affairs, told Johnson right before the press conference that
"the involvement, sir) of the Communist elements is becoming clearer and

clearer.t''v Indeed, the fear of a Communist takeover came to dominate

the White House's view of the revolt in the days leading up to Johnson's

decision to send in the Marines on April 28 and the 82nd Airborne on

April 30. During the highpoint of the crisis from April 25 to May 2, John

son held dozens of meetings with National Security Adviser Bundy, Secre

tary of Defense Robert McNamara, and Secretary of State Rusk.'!'

JOHNSON ESCALATES THE INTERVENTION

Starting on April 28 and continuing through the next day, Johnson and

his top advisers were in constant contact with Bennett in the embassy in
Santo Dorningo.!" Bennett reported to Washington that "I regret we may

have to impose a military solution to a political problem.... While leftist

propaganda will fuzz this up as a fight between the military and its people,

this issue is really between those who want a Castro-type solution and
those who oppose it."'" Bennett's tone left little doubt that the .arnbassa

dor's interpretation of events in .the capital city gave the White House very
little room to maneuver. Seen through Bennett's lens, Johnson quickly

concluded that American inaction in the face of a formidable Communist

threat wasantithetical to its interests.!" Yet, despite this dire warning, even
at this point the White House was reluctant to intervene unless the out

come was in doubt. This fact is one more indication that there was one

overriding factor driving the decision to launch a full-scale intervention:

fear of a pro-Communist outcome.
One question that historians have largely overlooked'is this: If Wash-

ington was bent on stopping a Bosch presidency then why did not John

son order the invasion sooner? The violence in Santo Domingo and threat

to American lives were more than enough to allow Johnson to justify a

military intervention. Yet in reality, Johnson waited for the situation to

unfold, hoping that an intervention would not be necessary.

SECOND MARINE OPERATION

On April 28, Ambassador Bennett's alarming cables continued, and he
pleaded to Washington that "the time has come to land the Marines."!'!

Bennett's main concern was that Marine forces secure .the embassy, as it
was under sniper fire. Stating that his embassy staff was unanimously

behind this recommendation, using the urgent classified CRITIC cables,

Bennett asked that Rusk request that Johnson approve the "immediate

landing" of Marines to continue to protect American citizens and also

assist at the embassy.'!" During the evening, Johnson approved the plan.
Within two hours, 526 Marines landed near the hotel, and 200 evacuees

were flown to the USS Boxer. A platoon of Mariries then went in taxis and

private automobiles to the embassy to reinforce it.'lO It was the first time

since 1928 that American Marines had landed in Latin America.for mili

tary purposes.
About twenty minutes after Marines had received their order to go

ashore, President Johnson met with congressional leaders at the White

House to brief them on the operation and solicit their support. At 7:15

P.M., dressed in pajamas and holding a drink, Johnson told the congress

men that "I want you to know that I have just taken an action that will

prove that Democratic presidents can deal with Communists just as strong
as Republicans."!" Senate Minority Leader Everett Dirksen (R-Il!.) in turn

urged the president to take actions that were "vigorous and adequate."

House Minority Leader John McCormack (R-Conn.) asked rhetorically

whether the United States could afford "another Castro of this sort." Sen

ator Fulbright told Johnson that "this has been the most informative

meeting we have ever had. I feel much better informed. I support you

fully.?'> Following his meeting with the members of Congress, Johnson

informed Latin American ambassadors by telephone. At 8:51 P.M., the

president made an announcement on national television that hundreds
of Marines had landed in the Dominican Republic to protect the lives of

Americans and other foreigners. ras
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A force of 500 Marines was Johnson's "Dominican policy" on April 28;

this was hoped to be enough. Johnson agreed to more troops only after
Bennett made it exceedingly clear to him that the situation required a
much more robust U.S. force if Washington wanted to guarantee a non
Communist outcome.

As the dust began to settle after the first Marine landing the previous
evening, Bennett continued to send frantic cables to Washington. In.Ben
nett's estimation, the initial dispatch of Marines was not enough "in order

to prevent another Cuba from arising out of the ashes of this uncontrolla
ble situation.t"> By early afternoon on April 29, Johnson ordered the rest
of the Marines aboard the Boxer to go ashore; one hour later, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff ordered the remaining elements of the 6th Marine Expedi

tionary Unit aboard the Caribbean Ready Group (1,580 men) to go
ashore.

82ND AIRBORNE OPERATION

Late on Monday night, April 26, the 82nd Airborne was placed on high
alert in the eventuality that the initial decision to land the Marines did not
prove adequate.'" It was after this point that the White House's considera
tions were moving beyond evacuation of American nationals and toward
an intervention that would quell the revolt and ensure that Wessin's forces

were not totally defeated. The shooting and snipers at the U.S. embassy
throughout the day on April 29 and the ambassador's heated cables had
led polieymakers in Washington to conclude that both the second Marine
dispatch and the 82nd Airborne's deployment were needed.':"

Some of Johnson's key advisers strongly believed that the insufficient
use of forces at the Bay of Pigs in Cuba in 1961 had been a fatal mistake.
During that operation, Cuban forces horribly outgunned CIA-trained
Cuban exiles. President Kennedy then ordered the U.S. military not to
provide air and sea cover for the beleaguered invading force. Johnson's
team was not about to make the same mistake in the Dominican Republic,
and for this reason they recommended sending a relatively large force into
Santo Domingo.r?

Following the landing of the entire amphibious force earlier that day,
by the night of the April 29 the White House had concluded that a sizable
force was needed, and this meant the 82nd Airborne. One hundred and
forty C-130 transports flew from Pope Air Force Base in North Carolina

to San Isidro, which was still held by Loyalist forces.'> Even just the loca
tion of the Airborne's landing demonstrably showed which side the U.S.
military was on. The operation did not go off without hitches, though, as
San Isidro's small area forced the transports to land instead of having the

troops jump.
At 2:30 A.M. on Friday, April 30, 2,000 paratroopers of the 82nd Air- ,

borne began landing at San Isidro. On that same day, U.S. paratroopers
departed San Isidro toward the Duarte Bridge, where they secured it and
moved across into Constitutionalist-held areas within the city. This action
prevented the Constitutionalists from crossing over the river to attack
Loyalist forces at San Isidro, one more manifestation of which side the
U.S. forces were supporting. ByMay I, there were 6,200 U.S. troops in the

Dominican Republic. Within ten days, the U.S. military's buildup reached
23,000 men, half as many as were serving in Vietnam.':"

Once the Marines and 82nd Airborne paratroopers were in place, the
Marines moved out from around the hotel areas and occupied nine square
miles in the western part of the capital to set up the OAS-sa!,ctioned inter
national security zone, a rectangular perimeter that ran along the ocean
from near the Hotel Embajador and then went into the old part of the city
to include the United States and most of the other foreign embassies.'30

On May 3, troops from the 82nd Airborne continued to move west from

the Duarte Bridge and linked up with the Marines who had created the
international security zone beginning in the eastern end of the city. This
allowed the two U.S. forces to establish a corridor that stretched across the

city.
The U.S. military considered it a "line of communication," but there is

no doubt that this connectivity greatly enhanced the U.S. military position
vis-a-vis the Constitutionalists.':" In addition to the communication con

cern, the public justification for the corridor was that it separated the two
sides; in reality, an additional reason was that the corridor served to isolate
the Constitutionalists from the rest of the city. This is exactly what the
United States wanted to happen: to quarantine the rebels so that the revolt
would not spread.'>

What was also readily apparent is that, unlike the first and even second
Marine operations, there was no rescue or humanitarian value to the 82nd

Airborne's mission. Its primary task was to prevent a Loyalist defeat. At
the same time, though, Johnson's advisers did not want U.S. troops to be
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directly involved in the fighting if this could at all be avoided. Fears of a
"Budapest in the Caribbean," where U.S. troops were killing civilians just
as Soviet troops did in Hungary, and the international damage to Ameri
ca's prestige that these images would produce remained at the forefront of
policymakers' minds.

In short, Washington wanted to prevent a Communist takeover with
out provoking a full-scale U.S. occupation, another "Trujillo"or another

"Budapest."!» The orders that the Joint Chiefs ofStaff gave to the com
mander of the U.S. intervention force Sum up Washington's goals for the
operation:

Your announced mission is .to save U.S. lives. Your unannounced mission

is to prevent the Dominican Republic from going Communist. The Presi

dent has stated that he will.not allow another Cuba-you are to take all
necessary measures to accomplish this mission. You will be given sufficient
forces to do the job.'>

JOHNSON SELLS THE OPERATION TO THE
AMERICAN PUBLIC

Over the course of a little more than forty-eight hours, President Johnson
had escalated the U.S. response to the Dominican crisis from a force of

500 Marines intended to evacuate American nationals and protect the U.S.
embassy to a full-scale intervention into an incipient civil war. What is

clear is that, in addition to securing the safety of U.S. citizens including
the embassy personnel, the entire evolution of the response was predicated
on preventing an outcome in the Dominican Republic that was antitheti
cal to U.S. interests.

In a significant departure from Johnson's press release on April 28 that
characterized the initial Marine invasion as one to protect American lives,

on April 30 he warned that there were "signs that people trained outside
the Dominican Republic are seeking to gain control."'" Then in his May
2 speech, Johnson more specificallyfocused on the necessity of preventing
a Communist takeover:

Ambassador Bennett urged your president to order an immediate landing.

In this situation hesitation and vacillation could mean death for many of

our people as well as many of the citizens of other lands. I thought that we

could not---,-arid we did not-hesitate. Our forces, American forces, were

ordered in immediately to protect American lives. They have done that.

They have attacked no one, and although some of our servicemen gave their

lives, not a single American civilian and the civilians of any other nation, as

a result of this protection, lost their lives. -,' . The revolutionary movement

took a tragic turn. Communist leaders, many of them trained in Cuba,

seeing a chance to increase disorder, to gain a foothold, joined the revolu

tion. They took increasing control. What began as a popular democratic

revolution committed to democracy and social justice very shortly moved

and was takenoverand really seized and placed into the hands of a band of
Communist conspirators. We know that many who are now in revolt do

not seek a communist tyranny. We know it's tragic indeed that'their high

motives have been misused by a small band of conspirators who receive

their directions from abroad.... Our goal in keeping the principles of the

American system is to help prevent another Communist state in this hemi

sphere, and we would like to do this without bloodshed or without large
scale fighting.':"

While not very controversial at the time he gave the speech, over the

next several weeks a number of analysts and members of Congress began
to question the justifications that Johnson used in this talk. The main criti
cism was that he exaggerated the Communist takeover threat to justify
what had turned into a full-scale intervention. For example, journalist Tad
Szulc started to openly question the true extent of Communist involve
ment in the revolt, as what he was witnessing on the ground in Santo
Domingo did not fully square with the administration's portrayal of
events. One particularly controversial episode occurred on April 29, when
the U.S. embassy released a list of fifty-three identified Communists
within the Constitutionalist ranks. Secretary of State Rusk backed up these
assertions on April 30 during classified congressional hearings when he
testified,

We have identified 'eight well-known Communist leaders who are very

active at the present time in leading armed groups. We know there are

about 40 to 50 Dominicans in the Dominican Republic who have been

trained by Castro.'>"

Yet, contrary to the administration's claims, it was soon reported that
some of the persons were double listed, in jail, or out of the country. The
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list was revised to include only fifty names.':" As the situation stabilized in

Santo Domingo following the U.S. intervention, it became readily appar
ent to many observers that the Johnson administration would not be able
to credibly substantiate its claims about the overwhelming Communist
domination of the Constitutionalist movement.

This skepticism of the veracity of the administration's claims began
what came to be known as the "credibility gap," something that started
with the Dominican intervention and became a much larger problem dur
ing the Vietnam conflict.us By the end of the first week of May, the New

York Times wrote its first editorial on the crisis, stating that they would
not have been against an intervention had a Communist takeover been
imminent. "American troops were used almost as soon as they had landed
for political ends on the basis of reports that a few dozen communists
were involved in the rebellion and on the fear that they might gain control
of it.""o In short, many observers had no problem with a U.S. intervention
to protect American lives, but they were entirely unprepared for an occu

pation that was taking sides in what appeared to them to be an internal
conflict.

In the week following the intervention, the first voices from' Capitol
Hill began to question the administration's Dominican policy. At this
point, .the chief critic was Senator Robert Kennedy (D-N.Y.), who, in a
May 6 speech on the Senate floor, questioned that "I don't think we
addressed ourselves to the implications of what we did in the Dominican
Republic." Kennedy went on to urge the United States to avoid a "blan
ket" condemnation of the Constitutionalist cause because "our objective
must surely be not to drive genuine democrats in the Dominican revolu

tion into association with the communists."!" At the same time, though,

there were voices in Congress that unequivocally supported Johnson's
moves. Chief among these was Senator Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.), who
advocated the interpretation that the Communists were in the process of
hijacking the Constitutionalist revolt when the United States intervened:

Extremeleftiststook control of Radio Santo Domingo and operatedin typi

cal Castro style. parading captured Loyalists before television camerasand
haranguingviewerswith slogans and denunciations of the "bourgeoisreac

tionaries. imperialists" and so forth.... This was the complexion of the
rebellion when the original PRD leaders. who had organized the revolt to

restore Bosch, realizing that their movement had been capturedby the Cas
troist and Communist left, took asylum and by this action renounced their

by now nominal leadership.

Dodd also connected the United States' willingness to respond in Santo
Domingo to the credibility of the United States in Vietnam:

I hope the Senate will move rapidly to demonstrate that in the case of free
dom we are prepared to pay any price. I have said, because I believe it to be
true, that the outbreak in the Dominican Republic is directly tied to our

struggle in SoutheastAsia to defend freedom and independence of the peo

ple of Vietnam.':"

Robert Kennedy's increasingly harsh criticisms did .not deter the John
son administration, as it stuck to the line that the threat warranted the
military response, something that continued to be the mantra of the intel

ligence reports that were being passed to the White House. In comments
made on May 4, President Johnson continued to press the Communist
threat and danger to American lives:

We are not the aggressor in the Dominican Republic. Forces came in there
and overthrewthat government and became aligned with evil persons who

had been trained in overthrowinggovernments and in seizing governments
and establishingCommunist control, and we have resisted that control and
we have sought to protect our citizens againstwhat would have taken place.

Our Ambassador reported that they were marching a former policeman
down the streetsand had threatened to line a hundred up to a wall and turn
a machinegun loose on them. With reports of that kind, no President can
stand by.143

In a telling comment that demonstrated his frustration with the way that
the U.S. media were attacking his credibility on the Dominican issue, six
weeks after the intervention Johnson told his cabinet members in a

meeting,

If I were called on to review the incidents of the Dominican Republic,
beginning Saturday and going up through Wednesdayand Sunday, I would
take the same action. . . . I would have nothing to apologize for. ... I am
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very proud ofwhat we did.... We evacuated 5,500 people. We landed
troopswithin the hour of our decision.Webroughtabout generally a cease
fire. . .. Castro is not as of now operating in the Dominican Republic....

I want it clearly understood when any of my ambassadors tell me anyone

is shooting at American embassies and he Ambassadors are hiding under

desks-and we have five or six. thousand people who stand a chance to be

murdered-the Ambassadors are going to get some action out of this gov

ernment. You don't necessarily have to get the editorial approval. We are

going to go and do it.l 44

What is interesting about the Johnson administration's credibility gap

on the Dominican conflict is that, although they certainly were guilty of
inflating the Communist threat, there was far less controversy over the
intervention itself. In other words (and as we will continue to see), the
administration's biggest critics on Capitol Hill and the domestic media did
not have any serious problem with the administration's anti-Communist
justifications for going into the Dominican Republic; rather, they just did
notlike the way that the administration publicly overhyped the reasons

for the intervention.
It is crucial to point out that just because the administration's portrayal

of the Communist involvement in the revolt was overstated and turned
out to be exaggerated does not mean that Johnson and his chief advisers
did not perceive a real threat brewing in Santo Domingo. In-fact, tran
scripts of the taped recordings of Iohnson's deliberations in the White
House during the Dominican crisis reveal an administration-and in par
ticular a president-terrified by the potential for a Communist takeover
in the Dominican Republic. Once this is taken into consideration, we can
see how the credibility gap was driven by inaccurate and incomplete intel
ligence reports attempting to describe and predict events in Santo
Domingo. The transcripts and documents also reveal that Johnson was
deeply involved in the decision-making process leading up to, during, and
in the months following the intervention.

As we saw previously, Ambassador Bennett's cables beginning on April
28 left no doubt whatsoever where he believed the Dominican Republic
was headed without U,S. intervention. Influenced tremendously by Ben
nett's reporting and CIA intelligence reports, by April 30 Johnson's com
ments to his trusted adviser Abe Fortas show a president convinced that
American action was the only appropriate response:

They're killing our people.... They've captured our tanks now and they've

taken over the police, and they're marching down the. street, and they've

gota hundred of themas hostages, and they're saying they'regoing to shoot
them if they don't take over. Now, our CIA says this is a completely led.

operated, dominated--they've got men on the inside of it-Castro opera

tion. That it started out as a Bosch operation but he's been moved out of

the picture ... and their people took over....

Since last Saturday, Bosch lasted for a few hours. Then Castro started
operating.

Weknowit's Communist. So I think weought to get [the CIA] to give
us name. address, chapter. and verse ... and say, "This is a case of Cuba

doing this job ... we ought to have our military forces in sufficient quantity

.. . to take that island. And if we can get any other forces to join us, well

and good.... (They shouldhe] ready to do whatever joh theY mayhecalled
upon, without taking ariy overt action at this moment toward the invasion.

.. . But if all that fails, I'm not going to sit here and say .. ," I can work it

out after the Communist government is set up and start issuing orders.':"

Later that same day, Johnson told Fortas, "I think that the worst

domestic political disaster we could suffer would be for Castro to take
over."!" Amazingly, even though the conventional historical record has
ultimately condemned Johnson for his decision to intervene on the side
of the Loyalist forces, by April 30 Johnson was kicking himself for not
having talcen more decisive (more than the initial Marine deployment)
sooner. "While we were talking yesterday, we ought to have been acting.
... I think they're going to have that island in another twenty-four
hours."!"

Even more than a week after the initial intervention when criticism for
the administration's exaggerations was becoming sharper and more abun
dant, Johnson clung to his belief that the Communist threat was real. On
May -12 during a White House meeting, Secretary of Defense McNamara
told the president that he was "dubious" that fifty-eight Communists
could "control the revolt" and that he did not "believe that story that
Bosch and Caamafio are controlled by the Castroistes." Johnson agreed
with McNamara that their involvement was not certain but that "they [the
Communists] can sure have a hell of an influence. "148

What is critical to take into consideration when evaluating the Johnson
administration's decisions is that they Were based on inadequate, incom-
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plete, and at times mistaken intelligence reporting; yet these intelligence

reports defined the White House's "consciousness» on the Dominican cri

sis. Richard Rovere made this point in a May 1965 article in The New
Yorker:

If the CIA hugelyexaggerated the strength of anti-Communist sentiment in
Cuba at the time of the Bayof Pigslandings four years ago, it maywell have
exaggerated pro-Communist strength in the Dominican rebellion. -Bur in
situations such as the one he faced ten days ago, the President is hardly in

a better position to reject the findings of the CIA than he is to challenge the
reports of astronauts on conditions in outer space. J.I\I

THE JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE IN
HISTORICAL AND GLOBAL CONTEXT

While with the benefit of several decades of hindsight the Johnson admin

istration's preoccupation withthe Communist question might seem either

pathological or absurd, it is important to keep in mind the stakes that U.S.

policymakers believed were in play in these types ofCold War crises. Based

on the Cold War logic of containing communism at all costs, any expan

sion of Soviet or Cuban influence was by definition a. threat to Wash
ington.

At the height of the crisis on April 30, Johnson rhetorically asked Secre

tary of Defense McNamara and Undersecretary of State George Ball, "We

have resisted communism all over the world-Vietnam, Lebanon, Greece.

What are we doing under our doorstep?" The United States had to act
forcefully because "Castro cannot take Qver."150 In his memoirs in 1971,

Johnson recalled, "The Communist leader in Havana was always alert to

any exploitable weakness among his neighbors. He was promoting subver

sion in many countries in the Western Hemisphere, and we knew he had
his eye on the Dominican Republic."!"

It is also clear that the Johnson administration saw the Dominican cri

sis in global terms, especially in that a failure or lack of resolve in Ameri

ca's backyard could weaken its credibility around the world. Early on in

the crisis, an exasperated Johnson asked himself, "What can we do in Viet
nam if we can't clean up the Dominican Republicr'"? In a White House

cabinet meeting six weeks after the intervention began, Dean Rusk put the

Dominican intervention in global terms when he said that global Commu
nist propaganda

is now concentrating on criticizing us on South Vietnam, the Congo and
the Dominican Republic. Because it is quite clear that they had had plans
for all threeof these places that they have triedto commit to execution. So
naturally since we are standing in their way, we are going to become the
bruntof theirpropaganda typhoon.... But the Communist world has had
plans on all three of these.... The Dominican Republic is under control.
Therewill not be a Castro gover~l?ent in the Dominican Republic. IS)

THE ROLE OF THE OAS

From the beginning of the White House's reaction to the events in Santo

Domingo, President Johnson knew that the OAS was critical for the oper

ation's international legitimacy even if it was not needed militarily. Given

that the United States was one of the chief architects of the structure of

the inter-American system beginning in the 1930s and continuing in the

post-Cold War period, the OAS's response to the Dominican crisis would

be of critical importance if the Johnson administration wanted to be able

to claim that it was acting with the OAS's approbation. In other words,

Washington wanted to prevent a Communist takeover but was also con

cerned about hemispheric and global opinion.!" This point was made well

by Johnson adviser Arthur Schlesinger Jr. when he wrote to Bundy on May

2 that

the problem is to prevent a communist takeover in the DR while doing as
little harm as possible to our general positionin the hemisphere.... It is
conceivable thatwe may have no choice but to accepthemisphericcondem
nation,damn the torpedoesand go ahead; but clearly we should not pursue
a course so riskyto our long-term objectives unless we have exhausted all
other possibilities. ISS

The United States had worked to create the OAS to resolve hemispheric

disputes, and thus the events in Santo Domingo in 1965 would be a firm

test of the organization's.effectiveness and, more important, the willing

ness of the United States to work through the OAS as opposed to unilater

ally. Yet at the same time, Johnson had almost no confidence in the hemi

spheric body's ability to effectively stabilize the situation in Santo

Domingo, let alone ensure that the Communists did not take power. In a

conversation with Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield on the morning
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of April 30, the day the 82nd Airborne was going into San Isidro and the

GAS was voting on cease-fire resolution, Johnson said that

The Castro forces are really gaining control. ... We begged the [OASj to
send somebody last night. ... They're just the damnest fraud I ever saw.
.. . These international organizations aren't wortha damn, except window
dressing.... It looks to me like I'm in a hell of a shape. .. . They're going
to eat us up if I let another Cuba come in there. They'll say, "Why did you
sit on your big fat tail?"lS6

Starting at 10:00 P.M. on April 29 but not finishing their deliberations

until 2:00 A.M. the next morning, the GAS passed its first resolution on

the Dominican situation, calling for an immediate cease-fire and the

establishment of an international security zone in Santo Domingo that

was intended to protect the various embassies in the capital.tv The vote

was sixteen to zero with four abstentions (Chile, Uruguay, Mexico, and

Venezuela). With the Marines and the 82nd Airborne were already in

operation when the resolution was passed, the timing of the GAS's resolu

tion immediately compromised the Johnson administration's attempt to

portray the intervention as an GAS-sanctioned, multilateral effort. Any

GAS approval of the intervention would be retroactive.!"

A subsequent vote on May 6 to create the Inter-American Peace Force

(IAPF) to serve as peacekeepers in Santo Domingo received only the mini

mum fourteen votes (and this included the representative of the just

ousted-and far from legitimate--Dominican governmentl.v" The U.S.

delegation needed fourteen votes to pass the resolution, but on May 6,

Washington had lined up only twelve supporting nations. Thus, the vote

of Jose Bonilla Atiles-the Cabral government's delegate to the GA5--was

added to the thirteen existing votes. The governments voting in favor of

the IAPF were overwhelmingly from military regimes such (Brazil or Hon

duras) or dictatorships (Nicaragua and Paraguay). Costa Rica was the only

democratic government that participated in the IAPF, and it sent only

twenty police officers.w The IAPF SOOn began peacekeeping operations in

Santo Domingo.

While President Johnson was at best dubious of the GAS's ability to

accomplish anything worthwhile in Santo Domingo, in the early days fol

lowing the intervention his administration nonetheless began to rely on

the GAS to lead the political negotiations. Declassified White House mem

oranda indicate that there was in fact a concerted effort to use the GAS to

promote a settlement that would restore a political system and a set of

leaders who were in the line of the Alliance for Progress's model of Latin

American social democratic reformers, such as former Venezuelan presi
dent R6mulo Betancourt."!

Washington's hope for a democratic-left commission with the credibil

ity to resolve the crisis never went operational in Santo Domingo in part

because the Brazilian and Paraguayan foreign ministers objected to this

group, viewing them as too liberal and too partial to the Constitutionalist

side. At the same time, though, the fact that Washington even considered

this commission reveals a key component of U.S. policy following the sta

bilization of the fighting: Washington made a number of concerted efforts

with the other Latin American countries to promote an outcome that con

sisted of left-leaning democratic leaders assuming political control.

For the Johnson administration, the only real excluding qualification

was that they could be viewed as Communist or even willing to tolerate

Communist activity in the country. For example, on May 26, the Depart"

ment of State sent a cable to Bundy (who by then was in Santo Domingo

attempting to negotiate an agreement between the two factions) inform

ing him, "We hope GAS will continue to establish [sic] government of

moderate progressively oriented anti-communist elements representing a

broad spectrum of Dominican opinion. We are making our information
available to the GAS."'"

WASHINGTON DETERMINES THE OUTCOME IN
SANTO DOMINGO

In the midst of the fighting in Santo Domingo, the Loyalist forces named

air force general Pedro Bartolome Benoit as president of the newly formed

junta. The junta immediately called for the Constitutionalist forces to sur

render, yet this was a demand the Loyalist forces could not enforce seeing

as their forces had just been defeated at the battle of the Duarte Bridge.!"

Benoit also immediately called on the United States to intervene to main

tain order, a request that was rejected by Ambassador Bennett.

By May 7, when the fierce fighting had subsided and U.S. troops had

cut off the Constitutionalist forces from the rest of the city, Benoit stepped

down and was replaced by a Government of National Reconciliation
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(GRN) headed by Antonio Irnbert, who had been one of Trujillo's assas

sins. Imbert stated that he had joined the GRN in order to "save the Dom
inican people from Communist dictatorship."'" Yet the establishment of
the new Loyalist junta did not end the legitimacy problem: on the same
day, Colonel Caamano was sworn in to be the "constitutional president,"
meaning that there were two competing governments in the capital city.

For the next several days following the creation of the Imbert junta,

U.S. diplomats worked with the papal nuncio, Monsignor Emanuele Clar
izio, in efforts to get the two sides together. These delicate negotiations
were complicated by the fact that Constitutionalist forces were taking
advantage of the cease-fires to move.snipers into position, and the Loyal
ists were planning for a major offensive. Indeed, on May 14, Irnbert's
forces attacked the Constitutionalist-held Radio Santo Domingo station
from the air. By the end of the second week of May, at least two cease

fires were broken. The situation remained tense and could have easily
spilled out of control, another indicator that U.s. intervention might have
been the only thing that kept the two sides from outright warfare.

From Washington's perspective, the Imbert junta served as an impor
tant political ballast to Caamario's "government." At the same time,
though, and especially after the immediate threat of a Communist take
over had been addressed through the military intervention, U.S. officials
were fearful that allowing Imbert to take over permanently would create
"another Trujillo." This was certainly true of Johnson, who on May 12
shouted, "I'm not going down in history as the man responsible for put
ting another Trujillo in power.":" As we will see, Imbert had more perma

nent plans for himself than did Washington, a key difference that led to
great tension between the two sides over the next several months. In fact,
in the fall of 1965, Imbert was a much greater obstacle to the U.S. plans
for a democratic election and withdrawal of foreign troops than were the
Constitutionalists.

THE GUZMAN FORMULA
In early May, the White House established the "Bundy committee" to
promote a political solution to the standoff in Santo Domingo. The com
mittee members were the key decision makers on the Dominican crisis

from the involved agencies and included Thomas Mann, Deputy Secretary
of Defense Cyrus Vance, Deputy Director of the U.S. Information Agency

Donald Wilson, and Deputy Director of the CIA Richard Helms. At the
same time that the Bundy committee was being organized in Washington,

responding to a special request from President Johnson, John Martin, who
had been ambassador in Santo Domingo during the Bosch years, met with

Bosch in Puerto Rico.
Within two weeks Bundy, Abe Fortas, Cyrus Vance, and Jack Hood

Vaughn also went to Puerto Rico to meet with Bosch. The talks finally
moved forward once Bosch dropped his call for an immediate withdrawal

of U.S. troops. After days of secret talks, Bosch and Bundy agreed on the
main components of what came to be called the "Guzman formula."
Bosch and Bundy agreed that PRD leader Silvestre Antonio Guzman Fer
nandez would be the choice for provisional president.''''' From Washing
ton's perspective, Guzman was the best among the liberal candidates, as
he was viewed as one of the most pro-American. Indeed, an October 1963
National Security Council memorandum described Guzman as "very pro

U.S." and "not strong Pklz."!"
The Bundy committee's initial support of the "Guzman formula" indi

cates that Washington was looking for a solution that would allow for a
social democratic government as long as it was squarely anti-Communist.

A State Department memo stated that Guzman "does not seem to us very
strong, but we believe his repeated assertion of convinced anti
communism.... While discussion shows solid base of your basic policy:
Constitution Si, Communism No."I" Indeed, the major point of conten
tion between Bundy and Guzman was what to do about Communists in,
any Guzman government or even just in the country. On May 16, Fortas
returned to Washington, and Bundy and Vance movedon Santo Domingo

to continue the negotiations.
As one might expect, Imbert was furious that Bundy was working with

Guzman, who "will be nothing but a puppet of Bosch" and the proposed
provisional government "would again open doors to [the] growth of
Communist influence and would lead to another blood-bath.l'w Yet the

politically liberal Bundy remained committed to producing an outcome
that adhered to at least some of the provisions of the 1963 constitution.

In fact, even Bennett, who had been the main advocate for a U.S. inter
vention, was concerned with Imbert and the potential for Trujillo sup
porters to get back into positions of political power. In a cable to Bundy
on May 20, Bennett wrote that "concerning active Communists and active
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Trujillistas it is agreed that they present a problem for democratic govern

ment in tbe Dominican Republic and that effective measures must be
taken by the Constitutionalist Government to protect the Dominican peo
ple from their subversive activities."!" He followed up the next day with
another cable to Bundy that read,

[As] regards Imbert, the gangster side of his nature has surged rapidly to
the fore as"he has felt himself more pressed. He is getting advice from
amongothers, oldTrujillo types whom[ find unacceptable to U.S. interests
as extreme left elements downtown.'?'

Yetas Bundy was continuing to work Onthe Guzman formula in Santo
Domingo, hack in Washington, Johnson was beginning to voice concerns

about the U.S. support for Guzman. All of Johnson's top liberal advisers,
such as Abe Fortas and Arthur Schlesinger Jr., believed that Guzman
would be another Bosch but without "Boschismo": an the democratic
reform butnone of the worry about communism. On the other side were
Johnson's more conservative voices, such as Mann, Bennett, and Bruce

Palmer, who commanded the U.S. forces in the Dominican Republic.
They believed that both Bosch and "Boschismo" ,(read Guzman) needed
to be prevented at an costs and that Washington should work to get some
one such as Balaguer back through democratic elections. This diversity of
views that Johnson drew on is noteworthy and shows a laudable commit
ment to open dialogue and debate.

Transcripts from White House deliberations reveal that Johnson was
torn between his liberal and conservative advisers. For example, on the
evening of May 14, Abe Fortas-operating under the code name Mr.
Davidson-reported to Johnson that progress had been made on negotia
tions with Bosch in Puerto Rico. Johnson was immediately excited that
progress was being made toward a solution, but he also worried that he
would be attacked by conservatives for being too soft on the Communist
question: "Here's our problem.... My right wing ... won't give me forty
cents if I'm not careful. ... I've got my Ambassador and I've got my gen
eral andI've got my CIA people and I got my Navy admiral, and they're
just about to revolt on me."!"

As the days passed, Johnson becomes increasingly unable to compre
hend that the U.S. approach-provisional government, democratic elec-

tions, but no communism-was not working. He was also being criticized,

from the left, which saw the American position as imperialist, and the

right, which viewed it as weak on communism. On May 18, Bundy

updated the president from Santo Domingo about potential scenarios,
and Johnson responded,

It doesn't look like to me that there is any evil in this-if we get reasonably
honest people, if they're anti-communists, if we're going to have a popular
referendum in two months on the basics of the machinery-the constitu
tion.... NowI don't knowwhatelse youcoulddo.Wecouldpicka dictator
and just say. "To hell with the constitution!" ... Looks to me like we're
being about as democratic as you can be.... I don't know what else we
could do if we stayed there a million years.m

There is no question that Johnson would have ideally preferred the

Guzman formula. Yet, even though the Constitutionalists were isolated in

Santo Domingo, Johnson concluded that Guzman was not the right man.
Johnson also betrayed his growing irritation with liberal U.S. critics of his

administration's policies toward the crisis. Referring to his support of
Mann and other conservative voices in the administration)

I'm not going to let ... a hunch of littleyellow pinkos run themout of the
government. ... They're loyal and theyworkhard.They're not going to get
rid of me for four years, and they're not going to get rid of them.'>

Convinced that he could not risk an outcome that would paint him as

hesitant or unwilling to address communism at America's doorstep, John

son ultimately agreed with his conservative advisers. Johnson instinctively

sided with his more straight-talking conservative advisers than the intel

lectual and elitist liberal ones (almost all holdovers from the Kennedy
administration). On May 19 at the White House, Johnson remarked,

I havemore confidencein Mann's judgmentthat I do Bundy's.... Now he
is a whipping boy, and he had incurred the displeasure of the Bundy's and
the Schlesinger's and the rest of them, because he doesn't agree with each
theoretical thing."?
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On May 26, the Guzman formula finally ended, and after ten days of furi

ous negotiations in the country, Bundy immediately returned to Washing

ton. Johnson had decided that Guzman was simply not worth the risk."

THE AD HOC COMMITIEE

By June, the OAS created a new three-person mission known as the Ad

Hoc Committee (AHC) with representatives from the United States, Bra

zil, and El Salvador. The committee ultimately was able to iron out a last

ing agreement between the two sides that paved the way for democratic

elections the following year. Ellsworth Bunker, who up until this point

was still the U.S. ambassador to the OAS, was appointed as the U.S. repre

sentative on the committee. The committee began its work in Santo

Domingo during the first week of June. 177 Constitutionalist commander

Caamafio immediately rejected the AHC, believing that, especially after

the breakdown of the Guzman formula, the OAS was a tool of Washington

and that the rebels were better off negotiating through the United Nations.

In fact, UN Secretary-General U Thant sent Jose Antonio Mayorbe, a
Venezuelan from Betancourt's Acci6n Democratica party, as a "special

observer:" Bunker was concerned that Mayorbe, who was openly critical

of the U.S./OAS approach, was getting in the way of the AHC's negotia

tions and that he might lead the Constitutionalists to believe that a more

favorable accord could be reached." In short, Bunker wanted to keep the
United Nations out and the OAS in.'??

By June, the two warring Dominican sides were getting firmer, and a
solution appeared farther away than ever. Bunker made it clear to Wash

ington that he would tell it what needed to be done rather than wait for

its instructions. Bunker's negotiations were much slower than Bundy's, as

he did not believe that a "home-run" solution was possible. Rather, the

crisis was now "trench warfare," and a settlement would be more attrition

than decisive victory.w During its existence, the AHC met with Caamano

forty-eight times and with Imbert or the Loyalist military fifty-three
times.w

The Constitutionalists had five demands: reinstatement of the 1963

constitution, restoration of the 1963 congress, formation of a democratic

government, continuation of Constitutionalist forces in the military, and

the immediate withdrawal of the American and OAS troops. By contrast,

the GRN argued that it was the sole legitimate government and that it

must rule in that capacity during any transitional period. Bunker soon

realized that it would be virtually impossible to get the two factions to

agree to a settlement and that he needed to reach over their heads and

appeal directly to the Dominican people. In a June 10 cable to Dean Rusk,

Bunker wrote,

I have reached the conclusion that about [sic] only way to break present

political impasse here and restore a measure of harmony is to let the people

decide for themselves through free and open elections supervised by OAS

and the formation in the meantime of a provisional government of techni

cians who, governing under an institutional act with strong OAS support,

could take [sic] country to elections.!"

On June 16 and 17, the AHC's recommendations were published in two

documents that took the Dominican population's desire for democracy
and attempted to channel it in support for a provisional government.!"

Unlike the Guzman formula, which attempted to rely on a complete

package solution, the AHC's proposal was a framework and not a settle

ment. What was needed was for the Dominican people to believe in the

process of the proposal; details would be worked out later. The proposals

addressed issues such as a general amnesty, a temporary constitution that

would guarantee civil liberties, military reform, and elections oflocal and

national leaders to be held six to nine months after the establishment of

the provisional government.

GARCiA GODOY BECOMES PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT

On June 20, Caamafio announced over the radio his intention to negotiate

on the basis of the proposals. He added that the IAPF must leave no later

than one month after the establishment of the provisional government

and that all rebel officers be reinstated at their original mark, among other

demands. The GNR indicated its support for the proposals but said that

they should also include the deportation of all identified Communists as

well as the immediate removal of the IAPF. Knowing that the IAPF's

departure would likely lead to more fighting, Bunker did not consider

either side's claim. Instead, Bunker identified Dr. Hector Garda Godoy,

who had served as foreign minister under Bosch and as vice president of

Balaguer's Reformist Party, as the candidate for provisional president.
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The biggest obstacle to the Garcia Godoy solution was Imbert, who had
become quite comfortable in his position as head of the GNR. In one
aborted plan, Bunker and Bennett jointly recommended to Washington

that Johnson issue a statement awarding Imbert a medal or an invitation
for him and his wife to visit the White House. The request was withdrawn,
as it was decided that it was too sensitive for Johnson to be seen courting

an undemocratic leader.
The pressure on Imbert to step down increased when, after a fewweeks

of deadlock, the Constitutionalist leadership agreed to the AHC's plan for

the provisional government; they also announced that they would not
oppose Garcia Godoy as president. Far-left groups such as the 14th of'june
Movement, however, criticized the Constitutionalists' decision, arguing

that Garcia Godoy was a "reactionary" imposed by the OAS. On June 28,
Balaguer returned from exileand announced his support for the proposal.

In early August, the AHC distributed what it considered the final settle
ment proposals. These documents contained the texts of the "Acts of Con
ciliation," an agreement drafted by the AHC that set out the specifics of
the provisional government. They key element of the act was the naming
of Garcia Godoy as provisional president, a general amnesty, and mea
sures to release political prisoners. Weeks of jockeying by both sides

ensued. During this time, the State Department continued to remind Bun
ker that Washington's first priority was still preventing a Communist gov

ernment:

The objective of preventing communist takeover in the Dominican Repub
lic remains [sic] essential U.S. objective. 'In view of weakness and division
in non-communist ranks it is important that person emerging as single

president of [sic] -provisional government clearly understand [sic] commu

nist problemand thathe be determined to deportor otherwise immobilize
leading communist personalities in all threeparties and prevent three com
munistparties from participating in an electoral process. 1M

Weakened even further by his own military's support for the AHC plan,
Imbert resigned on August 30, and the next day the Act of Reconciliation
was signed by the Constitutionalists and the military, which signed for the
Loyalist side. Garcia Godoy took over as head of the provisional govern
ment on September 3, and Bunker then assumed the role of "adviser" to

the provisional government. From now on, the IAPF no longer main

tained its ostensible neutrality between the forces; it was now overtly sup

porting the provisional government. General elections were to be held in
no more than nine months' time.

No puppet of the United States, Garda Godoy's first critical task was

to take care of problematic (i.e., those not cooperating with the U.S.

supported solution) military officers among the Constitutionalist and

Loyalist ranks. Garcia Godoy first focused on Wessin, who for many Dom

inicans had by now become a symbol of antidemocratic forces. Yet Wessin

commanded an intensely loyal following and had no desire to leave the

country. After a tense standoff-which included IAPF units blocking his

forces-Wessin agreed to leave the Dominican Republic for Miami on a
U.S. military plane. ISS

A few months later, Garcia Godoy turned his sights to the Constitu

tionalist side. On January 6, 1966, Garcia Godoy announced on national

radio that dozens of Constitutionalist and Loyalist officers-including

Camaafio-would have to step down. While there was initial resistance to

this decision, including a move from disgruntled Loyalist forces against

the provisional government, Garcia Godoy was able to quell this' attempt

with the reluctant support of the IAPF.

It is important to point out that while the White House was squarely

behind the Garcia Godoy government, IAPF commanders Palmer and

Alvim still leaned toward the Loyalist/military forces, a departure from

U.S. policy that was eventually corrected through stern words from Wash,

ington. The Johnson administration had its strategy in place, and it was

not about to allow one of its military officers to set his own policy. Several

weeks later and with the help of Juan Bosch, who acted as a mediator,

Colonel Carnaano agreed to be "reassigned" as a military attache in

London.

Over the course of the fall of 1965, there was continued concern in

Washington that Garcia Godoy had appointed leftist leaders to his cabinet,

but Bennett argued successfullythat giving him a looser rein would dem

onstrate his independence and bolster his legitimacy. If anything, repeated

rightist attempts against Garcia Godoy served to ingratiate him with

American diplomats and the White House, as he was increasingly seen as

a critical moderate voice between two extremist sides. In one indication
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of his growing legitimacy, a November 21 right-wing coup attempt against

him was put down by the military, not the IAPF.'86

On September 25, 1965, Bosch returned to the Dominican Republic. In

a fit of irony, U.S. soldiers guarded Bosch as he departed the plane to
chants of "Yankees no!"187 But by this point, the Johnson administration

was not overly concerned with Bosch returning to the political scene in

the Dominican Republic. However, there was still a lingering fear that he

would be manipulated or eventually ousted by more hard-line leftist ele
ments.w

More than Bosch, it was Bosch's party, the PRD, that Washington had

its eye on. Rostow warned about the "political polarization" in the Dom

inican Republic, which, left unchecked, could allow for the PRD's "radical

elements" to move toward the "extreme left" and "make for common

cause with the Communists." In a memo, Rostow provided Johnson with

three scenarios:

Letmatters taketheir courseandhope for the best. (This is out of the ques

tion.)
Encourage the deathof the PRO to the point that it becomesan extreme

left splinter associated with or allied to the Communists, and thereby dis

credited. (It is too risky to let the Communists capture.the PRDIabel.)
Try to keep the PRO from moving to the far left and at the same time

persuade Balaguer to open up his party. (This is the sensiblecoursewe must

follow.)'"

FULBRIGHT ATTACKS JOHNSON'S DOMINICAN
POLICY

In September 1965, the Johnson administration's Dominican policy

which by this point was looking increasingly successful, as the Garcia

Godoy government was in office and presidential elections were slated for

the following year-received by far its sharpest critique. It is interesting

that Senator Fulbright-who in the early days of the crisis appeared sup

portive if not uninterested-led the charge. Fulbright's attack centered
largely on the administration's credibility; more important, this was a

more personal matter against the president, as he "decided to go for it
on the Dominican Republic because he felt he was being stonewalled (by

Johnson) on Vietnam."!" Specifically, Fulbright had felt betrayed on the

Gulf of Tonkin Resolution (which gave the president greater leeway to

escalate the U.S. commitment in Vietnam without Congress's approval)

the previous year. Fulbright was even more heated that Johnson had not

met with congressional leaders in July before he announced a move to

increase troop numbers in Vietnam.'?'

This theme continued in his dramatic September 15 speech on the Sen

ate floor (Fulbright had provided the White House with a copy that morn

ing). The senator focused on Johnson's credibility on the Dominican

issue. American policy in the Dominican crisis was "characterized initially

by timidity and subsequently by overreaction. Throughout the whole

affair, it has also been characterized by a lack of candor." Fulbright con

ceded that it was "understandable that administration officials should

have felt some sense of panic; after all, the Foreign Service officer who had

the misfortune to be assigned to the Cuban desk at the time of Castro's

rise to power has had his career ruined by congressional committees."!"

Fulbright nevertheless also criticized the administration from straying

from the principles of the inter-American system:

The point I am making is not-emphatically not-that there was no com

munist participation in the Dominican crisis, but simply that the adminis

tration acted on the premise that the revolution was controlled by Commu

nists-a premise which it failed to establish at the time and has not

established since.... The United States had legal recourse when the crisis

broke on April 24, 1965. We could have called an urgent session of the

Councilof the OAS.... But wedid not do so. The United States thus inter
vened in the Dominican Republic unilaterally-and illegally.... Underly

ing the bad advice and unwise actions of the United States was the fear of

another Cuba. The specter of a second Communist state in the Western

Hemisphere-and its probable repercussions within the United States and

possible effects on the careers of those who might be held responsible

seems to have been the most important single factor in distorting the judg

ment of otherwise sensible and competent men.... The tragedy of Santo

Domingo is that a policy purported to defeat communism in the short run

is more likely to have the effect of promoting it in the long run.'>

As one might expect, Johnson "went nuts" after hearing about Ful

bright's speech and never forgave the senator for his perceived betrayal.

Johnson quietly barred Fulbright from state ceremonies; a few months

later, he denied Fulbright and his staff a jet to use to travel to a conference
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in New Zealand. As Fulbright's aide Pat Holt recalled, the irony of this

move was that it forced Fulbright to take three more days to make the
trip, time that "gave him lots of time to read up on Vietnam."!" While

Johnson would not express his outrage publicly, Senator Thomas Dodd
had no reservations about accusing Fulbright of suffering from "an indis
criminating [sic] infatuation with revolutions of all kinds." Dodd also
implied that Fulbright's speech benefited Fidel Castro. "The [chairman's]
speech will be picked up and played heavily by every Communist and
crypto-Cornmunist and anti-American leftist who wields a pen in the
Latin American press."l95

While Fulbright's speech has been used by critics as the manifestation
of important parts of the U.S. political establishment's turning against
Johnson's Dominican policy, once put into context Fulbright's actual crit
icisms-while certainly valid-lose some of their bite. For example, Ful
bright lambasted the administration for acting on the "premise" that the
revolution was controlled by Communists. What Fulbright failed to

acknowledge is that the administration truly believed that the revolution
was controlled-or could soon be controlled-by Communists.

One might ask, What would have been Fulbright's reaction if Johnson
had not intervened "unilaterally" and "illegally" and Communists took
over? Nor did Fulbright give Johnson credit for orchestrating a "liberal"
postintervention solution, one that led to Bosch's return to the Dominican
Republic only ten days after he made his Senate speech. The truth of the
matter is that, as his initial response to the crisis indicated, Fulbright had
no problem with a "unilateral" and "illegal" intervention. Rather, Ful
bright "didn't like being lied to (by Johnson)" and thus wanted to expose
the imperfections of Johnson's Dominican policy.l96

THE 1966 ELECTIONS

The Reformist Party's Balaguer won the IAPF-supervised presidential elec
tion in June 1966 with 56 percent of the votes; the PRO's Bosch came in
second with 39 percent, and Rafael Bonnelly of the National Integration
Movement received 35 percent. The pro-Castro 14th of June Movement
took less than I percent.

Bosch ran a listlesscampaign; in fact, concerned for his safety, he rarely
left Santo Domingo. On the other hand, Balaguer ran an aggressive and
well-organized effort, one that went after Bosch's former base of support:

rural farmers and women. There is no doubt that some Dominicans were
afraid to vote for Bosch because they feared that, while he was their true
choice, his return to the presidency would entail a renewal of violence or
political instability. A classified American intelligence report on the elec

tions characterized Dominican voter preference:

The US is almostcertainly viewedas anti-Bosch and committed tothe Bala
guercandidacy. Thiswill give Bosch the benefit of anti-Yankee prejudice at
the polls. At the same time, many Dominicans will recognize that, without

US economic aidand its steadyinginfluence exercised throughthe GAS and
the IAPF. no solutions to the country's grave political and economic prob

lems are possible. Many such people will vote for Balaguerdespite a possible

distaste for the Yankee presence.!"

We know that the Dominican people voted enthusiastically for Bosch

back in 1962,yet his tenure as president was viewed largely as disappoint
ing. This fact helps explain why opinion polls in precrisis 1965 had Bala
guer ahead of Bosch. Amazingly, Balaguer's margin of victory over Bosch
in 1966closelymirrored the pre-1965 polling numbers. In other words, it
is not unreasonable to conclude that Bosch would have lost a free and fair
election to Balaguer even if the United States had not intervened in 1965
or provided secret funds to the Balaguer campaign in 1966.198

Declassified documents show that, to help ensure that its preferred can
didate won the elections, the Johnson administration organized a covert
effort to assist Balaguer's campaign. Interestingly, Washington decided to
provide support for Balaguer in part because it concluded that critics

would accuse the United States of supporting Balaguer even if it actually
remained neutral."? As part of this operation, Washington even consid

ered also providing support to Bosch (although in much smaller amounts)
to make him seem like a "viable" candidate."'" The U.S. government orga

nized the 303 Committee to carry out this operation. A secret memo laid

out its mission:

The purpose of the projected operation is to provide essential support to

Balaguer's campaign; its implementation must be guided by certain basic

considerations. First. it is essential that the operation be carried out in such

a way that United States sponsorship cannot be proven in any way.

Two factors enter here: (a) the U.S. is already believed to favor Balaguer
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and will be accusedof supporting him regardless of its real actions; (b) the
exposure of actual facts of U.S. support would be nonetheless damaging
both to the U.s. and to Balaguer. Normal operating conditions in the gold
fish bowl environment of Santo Domingo present difficult security prob
lems. Such problems willbe further complicated by the international atten
tion and interest which will be focused to an unprecedented degree on the
Dominican elections.

Second, while Balaguer will need financial help as well as assistance in
other forms in order to overcome certain handicaps, the amount of assis
tance given him must be controlled to avoid overweight. His campaign
should be lean and hungry and his partyorganization should exert itself to

the utmost in order to achieve the necessary degree of efficiency and at the
same time hold to a minimum the inevitable accusations that he is getting
help from non-Dominican sources. 10 addition to money, Balaguer will
need help in the form of advice and inforrnation.>'

Opinion polls taken in the fall of 1965 suggested that Balaguer enjoyed
a wide lead over Bosch (42 to 28 percent) in a head-to-head presidential
contest. (The poll also found that 64 percent of Dominicans viewed the
U.S. intervention positively.)" Yet, in what adds a layer of complexity to
the conclusion about the impact of the U.S. covert assistance, the Johnson
administration was alarmed by confidential polls taken in tbe weeks lead
ing up to the June 1966election indicating that Bosch was closing the gap
on Balagucr.> It is likely that covert American funds were used to help
Balaguer campaign aggressively during these crucial final weeks, especially
in rural areas. Adviser Walt Rostow wrote in a merna to PresidentIohn
son, "I underlined again that nothing should be spared which will not be
counterproductive to get out the rural vote."'!" It is impossible to know
for certain to what extent this secret funding influenced the outcome of
the election. Yet the extent of American involvement was very likely far
less than outright fraud.

While it was an open secret that Johnson and his key advisers in the
White House and State Department desperately wanted Balaguer to win
the 1966 election, it is noteworthy that at the same time the U.S. govern
ment's most critical intelligence estimate argued that a Bosch presidency
might not be as bad as many in Washington feared:

This is not to saythat Boschwould set a policy line antithetical to US inter
ests, but simply that he bears a·bitterness which cannot readily be erased

and would not be likelyto cooperatemore enthusiastically than he thought
necessary. Forexample, a governmentheaded by Bosch would probably be
difficult in dealings with the US on GAS matters, but would probably go
along with the US position on most global issues considered by the UN. In
general, we believe that he would be likely to follow foreign policy lines
acceptable to the US, mainly because of concern that badly-needed USeco
nomic aid would not otherwise be continued.>"

It is unlikely that President Johnson would have agreed with this more
encouraging assessment of Bosch, but the fact that the report represented
the consensus view of the American intelligence community suggests that
there were important elements within the U.S. government that would
have been more accepting of a Bosch presidency.

A DEMOCRATIC LEGACY? .

Perhaps one way to evaluate the quality of democracy in the Dominican
Republic is not to necessarily condemn it because Bosch failed to win the
presidency in 1966 but rather to look at the Dominican political system in
the years following the intervention. While far from perfect, Dominican
democracy was unquestionably stronger than it had been before the U.S.
intervention.

Balaguer's tenure in office often tended toward the autocratic and cer
tainly was not a model of democratic practices. Yetat the same time, Bala
guer was reelected in 1970~the first time in Dominican history that a
president had been democratically elected for two consecutive terms with
out military intervention or chaos. Interestingly enough, in the years
immediately following Balaguer's election, Washington secretly funded
non- PRD leftist parties so that the "participation of a responsible opposi
tion also served to make the victory of the PR [Reformist Party] more
generally acceptable and had the net effect of strengthening both President
Balaguer's image and the democratic process in the Dominican
Republic. ))206

A decade later, in 1978, Balaguer lost to Antonio Guzman, the very
same politician of the failed "Guzman formula." The 1978 election was
not perfect, as the military intervened when it was clear that Guzman was
going to win. Yet, under pressure from the Carter administration, Guz
man took office, and a peaceful transition of power from one elected pres
ident to another took place.t"
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In 1982, Jorge Blanco, also of the PRD, was elected. Tragically, Guzman
committed suicide before Blanco was inaugurated. Bosch ran unsuccess
fully for president in 1966, 1978, 1982, and 1990, indicating that he was
never able to regain the popularity he enjoyed when first elected president.
Unlike its absolute dominance in the centuries and decades leading up to

1965, the Dominican military has been largely and increasingly out of pol
itics since the intervention.

As we have discussed previously, the conventional critique of the U.S.
intervention is that it forestalled a scenario that would have inevitably
been progressive and democratic had U.S. Marines and paratroopers not
squashed it. Yetwe should weigh any damage caused by the 1965 interven
tion or subsequent meddling in the 1966 elections against the U.S.
orchestrated political settlement that led to relatively free elections and the
rapid departure of American forces.

Given the country's tumultuous and violent history, a compelling case
can be made that the U.S. intervention prevented an incipient civil war
from turning into something much worse. The intervention also helped
promote a modern political system that has provided four decades of
highly imperfect but uninterrupted democracy after over a century of
tumult.

There is no question that democracy in the Dominican Republic after
the American intervention did not emerge nearly as quickly or as strongly
as was the case after the U.S. interventions in Grenada and Panama. What
is interesting about this fact is that the U.S. use of military force in the
Dominican crisis was much less than the full-scale invasions that took
place in Grenada and Panama.

This is not to say that a full-scale invasion in 1965 would necessarily
have ensured faster and better democracy in the Dominican Republic.
Nevertheless, even raising this question should make us reconsider the still
pervasive view that U.S. intervention dashed the country's "glorious"
future and replaced it with a much darker chapter in Dominican history.
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•
The Invasion of Grenada,
1983

The Reagan administration's decision to invade Grenada in October 1983
is best viewed in the context of the changing global environment in the
1970s and early 1980s. Unlike the Dominican invasion that occurred
before the "credibility gap" and before the politically divisive and mili
tarily dubious war in Vietnam, the Grenada invasion took place at a time
when many Americans were questioning America's morality and resolve

in the world.
The Iranian hostage crisis that began in 1979 and the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan the same year exacerbated the post-Vietnam and post
Watergate malaise in the country. Furthermore, the economic stagnation
of the late 1970s and early 1980s did nothing to bolster confidence in
America's position in the world.' Indeed, .by the end of Jimmy Carter's
term in early 1981, a growing number observers-especially conserva
tives-began to believe that the United States was on the defensive in the
international arena) especially vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

The. Marxist Sandinista guerrilla insurgency's consolidation power in
Nicaragua after the more broad-based overthrow of dictator Anastasio
Somoza-and the prospect that the same thing was going to happen in El
Salvador-led many U.S. policymakers to believe that the United States
was also losing the war against communism right in its own backyard.
After taking office in 1981, the Republican administration under Ronald
Reagan started to ratchet up its rhetoric against the Sandinistas and leftist
guerrillas attempting to seize power in nearby El Salvador. The Reagan
administration firmly believed that the Soviets and Cubans were imple-
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menting a phased strategy to turn Central America into a series of Com

munist satellites. To prevent this perceived doomsday scenario, the Reagan
administration adopted a "zero-tolerance" policy against Communist
expansion in the region in addition to supporting efforts to militarily
overthrow the Sandinistas.

Reagan made no apologies about his belief that the United States
needed to check and even roll back perceived Communist gains in Central
America and throughout the world. Reagan believed he was elected in

large part to restore America's prestige and self-confidence. Thus, Reagan
interpreted the invasion of Grenada and its subsequent approbation from
the American people as the triumph, validation, and viability of the anti
Communist, hawkish interpretation of the Cold War. In the words of one
of Reagan's senior foreign policy advisers, Grenada was a "small but cru
cial piece of a very large geopolitical jigsaw puzzle."

Early on, the Reagan administration identified the Grenadian regime as
a threat to security as well as an extension of the Soviet/Cuban axis into
the Western Hemisphere. Then in 1983,when it was perceived that Ameri
can lives were being threatened, Reagan did not hesitate to order U.S.
troops onto the island to secure the safety of the American citizens and
enact what was later called "regime change" in one of the «Evil Empire's"
Caribbean outposts. The Reagan administration viewed its battle with

communism as one pitting good versus evil, and Grenada was too close
geographically and too easy militarily to pass up.

Critics denounced the invasion for many of the same reasons that con
servatives had embraced it. While conservatives celebrated the use of U.S.
military force to protect Americans, oust a murderous regime, and install
a democracy, many academics andliberals saw the invasion as one more

example of U.S. imperialism in the Caribbean.' In particular, opponents
of the invasion also strongly objected to Reagan's rhetorical justification
for the invasion. Comments such as Reagan's famous quip "We got there
just in time" infuriated observers who believed that Reagan was resorting
to this moralistic rhetoric in order to cover the more nefarious and calcu
lating means of the United States.

To be sure, in the post-Vietnam era,many conservatives and increasing
numbers of ordinaryAmericans wanted "victories," and Reagan provided
them with Grenada. Grenada was undoubtedly a case of rolling-back com
munism that could not lose. Yet the case of Grenada goes well beyond this

widely held interpretation. The intelligence reports that the White House

had received in the years preceding the invasion indicated that the country

was indeed being readied to serve as a base for Cuban operations in the

region.

Like the case of intelligence regarding' the Constitutionalist revolt in

Santo Domingo, the critical question is not whether this intelligence was

correct but whether U.S. policymakers perceived it to be correct. The

Reagan administration also received intelligence reports that concluded

that the safety of the American medical students could not be guaranteed

and that a "Tehran-like" hostage situation was not out of the question.

Thus, no matter how inflated Reagan's rhetoric justifying the invasion

might have seemed to critics, there were severallegitiniate reasons why a

regime change option was preferable to, say, an economic embargo against

Grenada or simply doing nothing. There is no denying that the timing of

the Grenada crisis was extremely critical to the Reagan administration's

decision to invade. In addition to the looming nightmare of another hos

tage situation, the more immediate tragedy of a terrorist attack in Beirut

that killed 241 Marines only a few days before the invasion weighed heav

ily on the minds of White House officials.

What many critics of the Grenada operation did not anticipate was the

American public's widely supportive response to it. Liberal Democratic

congressmen immediately jumped on the invasion as evidence that

Reagan was a warmongering "cowboy" who had unleashed naked Ameri

can aggression and could not be trusted with foreign policy lest he act too

rashly and get the United States involved in an unnecessary war with the

Soviets. Governments throughout the world were outraged at the seem

ingly unprovoked U.S. military adventure in the Caribbean; some focused

on the abstract idea of an "invasion," arguing that the violation of another

state's sovereignty was always wrong.' Still others were quick to draw a

moral equivalency between the U.S. invasion of Grenada and the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan a few years earlier.

Based on polls conducted shortly after the invasion, one can infer that

many Americans believed Reagan. when he told them that Grenada was

being readied as a military base.' They believed'him when he told them

that American lives were in danger and that the United States needed to

act promptly in order to prevent a bad situation from becoming much
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worse. They believed him when he said that the United States would leave
behind a free and democratic Grenada. A solid majority of the American
people saw little if any equivalency with Soviet actions in Afghanistan. As
we will see, this unprecedented level of support for Reagan's moral, mus

cular, and unapologetic foreign policy left many of his political opponents
breathless; in fact, many initial congressional critics quickly came around
to supporting the president's action.

A common perception .following the Vietnam debacle was that the
American public was unwilling to support sending its young men to other
countries in order to fight ill-defined wars against ill-defined enemies.
And, indeed, had the Dominican.crisis come after Vietnam, there is little

doubt that there would have been many more critics to the Johnson
administration's decision to intervene in that civil war."

The fact that almost all of Grenada's island neighbors were squarely
behind the invasion weakened the critics' argument that this was a unilat
eral action and that it was unpopular regionally. In fact, from the begin
ning of the crisis, the Caribbean nations were out well ahead of the United
States in their belief that a U.S.-led invasion was both desirable and neces
sary.

It certainly did not hurt that Grenada was "close, convenient, and
small" (whereas Vietnam was "far, inconvenient, and jungly") and that
the American public received the news of the invasion as a fait accompli.'
With its population of around I00,000 and size of 142 square kilometers,
Grenada might have not been very representative of the sacrificeand effort
normally needed to roll back Communist regimes and install democracy
around the globe. (A joke that circulated at the time went something like,
"Why didn't Reagan invade Rhode Island instead?" Answer: "Too big!")
Nonetheless, Grenada was a feather in the cap"forthe "Reagan Doctrine":
a new type of post-Vietnam foreign policy.'

Given the public's post-Vietnam hostility toward large-scale U.S. mili
tary interventions abroad, President Reagan knew very well that regime
change through military invasion in Cuba or even Nicaragua was out of
the question. So in terms of his anticommunism strategy, Grenada offered
a great deal: it made Americans feel good about themselves and sent a
message of resolve to the rest of the world. In this sense, the Reagan
administration achieved an extraordinary "bang for its buck" in Grenada
as it simultaneously demonstrated America's willingness to use force to

back up its policies, rally Americans around the flag, address a perceived
threat to Americans; and overthrow a repressive, hated regime and replace

it with a democratic one.
The invasion of Grenada relegitimized the use of military force as a

means of effecting political and strategic change in areas of the world
where the United States had an interest.' The invasion of Panama in 1989

to remove Manuel Noriega's regime from power was the next example of
regime change and democracy by force. Yet had there been no successful
and popular Grenada invasion, it is highly unlikely that the George H. W.
Bush administration would have ordered the invasion of Panama.

In this sense, the Grenada and Panama invasions can be seen as precur

sors to the military operations in Kosovo in 1999 and Operation Iraqi
Freedom in 2003. Grenada was undoubtedly a creation of the unique cli
mate of the Cold War and its singular focus on preventing Communist
expansion, yet its lessons outlived the Cold War and continue to influence

U.S. foreign policy.
It is also important to evaluate the Grenada invasion in terms of what

the United States left behind after its military troops left the island. In a
prescient article soon after the invasion, The Economist magazine laid out

the appropriate criteria for evaluating the invasion:

If. as the Americans have promised. the invasion enables the Grenadians to

restore their democratic institutions and freely choose who shall govern
them, that will provide a stronger justification than is likely to be found in
any other quarter. It may also make some of this week's shouting sound far

too shrill. 10

GRENADA UNTIL 1983
In 1833, Grenada became part of the British Windward Islands adminis
tration, which meant that the governor of the Windward Islands ruled
Grenada until the end of colonial rule in 1974. The country's modern his
tory began in the early 1950s, when young Grenadian-born black labor
activist Eric Gairy returned to his country and began to organize against
the colonial government and Grenada's mulatto elite. Gairy was a former
teacher, sugarcane cutter, and oil refinery worker. He first gained notori

ety when he won compensation for tenant farmers who were from a rural
estate. One of the first Grenadians to activate the politics of the majority
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black working class, in 1950Gairy registered a labor union whose creation

led to a general strike in February 1951. The colonial authorities
responded by declaring a state of emergency, and British troops arrested
Gairy.

Gairy was first elected to the Legislative Council in the British colonial
administration in 1951. In 1961, Gairy became chief minister,' but only a
year later the British suspended the constitution and dismissed Gairy and
his administration for the misuse of public funds. Undeterred, Gairy

returned to power in 1967, when his political party, Grenada United
Labour Party (GULP), won the elections and placed Gairy as prime minis
ter." As prime minister, Gairy used his charisma to rail against the
bureaucracy and political and economic elites and champion the plight
of rural agricultural workers. Gairy also maintained cordial relations with
Washington, although Grenada's low geopolitical standing meant that
there was never much of a strategic relationship.

Quickly, however, Gairy consolidated his increasingly autocratic rule
and, in the spirit of the Dominican Republic's Trujillo, conferred on him
self "some thirty honors, decorations, degrees, and titles.?" While he did
not kill or torture as many people as Trujillo did, Gairy did establish a
police state-including the notorious militia group the "Mongoose
Gang"-fiJ]ed with informers and security agents. Fear was widespread.
Gairy was also one of the world's most bizarre political figures. For exam
ple, Gairy asked the UN General Assembly to declare 1978 "the year of

the UFO." Gairy also believed that his rule was a direct command from
God and claimed that he could send out "love waves" to his enemies that
prevented them from sleeping or eating."

Historian Gordon Lewis has described Gairy's ideas as a "curious mix
of God, Marx, and the British Empire" and "bogus radicalism."" In addi
tion to his heavy-handed rule, Gairy's inept economic management fur
ther increased resentment against his regime. In 1976, his government
enacted a law that required banks to place 5 percent of their deposits in
the treasury; this increased to 10 percent two years later and then was
increased to 20 percent."

By the early I970s, there was growing opposition to Gairy's increasingly
unpredictable and authoritarian rule. Many middle-class Grenadians who
had been studying in the United States returned to oppose a repressive
political system; Gairy responded to this incipient political opposition by
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further strengthening the state's repressive apparatus. The New Jewel
Movement (NJM) was founded on March II, 1973, and was a combina
tion of three opposition movements that were united against Gairy and
his GULP Party."

The NJM was a formation of middle-class intellectuals who met in
small private groups in the late 1960s and early 1970s to discuss political
issues. Similar groups had been active in Trinidad and Iamaica in the
1940s and 19S0s." The NIM was especially influenced by events such as
the Cuban revolution and the black power and civil rights movements in
the United States. Many of its leaders had studied outside Grenada,
including Maurice Bishop, who had studied in London, and Bernard
Coard, who had studied at Brandeis University in Massachusetts.

The NIM initially represented a diverse cross section of the anti-Gairy
movement; it included groups from militant labor unions all the way to
the Lions Club. Yet as the 1970s wore on and opposition to Gairy's rule
galvanized, the NJM continued to move away from its black power orien
tation and toward "scientific socialism" and the "Leninization" of the

party, a shift that continued to split the party right up until the U.S. inter
vention in 1983. In a manifestation of the breadth of the opposition
against Gairy, in 1976 the NIM united with two conservative groups-the
Grenada National Party and the United People's Party-to form the Pop
ular Alliance coalition.

THE 1979 COUP AND THE NJM IN POWER
Gairy's answer to the rise of the NIM was to "meet steel with steel." For
example, in 1973 Gairy ordered his henchmen to beat up NIM leaders,
and soon after he repressed a general strike." Throughout the late 1970s,
Gairy used his Mongoose Gang to target.political and labor opponents.
Yet Gairy's heavy. handed tactics served only to swell the ranks of his
detractors.

On March 13, 1979, roughly fifty men took part in acoup attempt to
overthrow Gairy's regime. Within twelve hours, the thirty-four-year-old
Bishop routed Gairy's cabinet ministers out of their sleep, arrested them,
and immediately bu~ned the police headquarters and the barracks of the
SOD-member Grenada Defence Force. The coup ended in success as the
army and police surrendered without firing a shot. Only three people were
killed. The coup plotters claimed that the effort was a "seizure of state

Honduran soldiers, first troops of Inter~American peace force, arrive to assume
peace-keeping in the revott-tom country, January 1, 1965. Photo by Jack Lartz.

Courtesy of the Department of Defense.
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Food distribution in front ofa "Yankees come back" sign, Santo Domingo, May 9, 1965.
Photograph by Jack Lartz. Courtesy of the Department of Defense.

President Reagan and Prime Minister Eugenia Charles of Dominica at a White
House press conference announcing the invasion of Grenada, October 25, 7983.

COurtesy of the Ronald Reagan Library.



Cuban prisoners stand in line along a runway as they prepare for their departure
from Grenada, October 25, 1983. Courtesy of the Department of Defense.

Flight deck crewmen hose down a UH·60· Blackhawk helicopter upon its landing
aboard the amphibious assault ship USS Guam during Operation Urgent Fury.
The helicopter's engine was hit by anti-aircraft fire on the island of Grenada.
Courtesy of the Department of Defense.



A U.S. Air Force cameraman videotapes the activities of 82nd Airborne Division
troops during the multiservice, multinational Operation Urgent Fury. The soldiers
are stationed near the Port Salines airfield, where a C-141 StarJifter aircraft is prepar
ing to take off, October 28, 1983. Photograph by Mike Creen. Courtesy of the

Department of Defense.
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Troops from the 82nd Airborne Division at a checkpoint shortly after the invasion of
Grenada. Courtesy of Chick Harrity for U.S. News & World Report.
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President H. W. Bush on a conference call right before the invasion of Panama,
accompanied by National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft and Chief of Staff John

Sununu. Courtesy of the George H. W Bush Presidential Library.

An American soldier with the 82nd Airborne Division poses with students from the
St. George's University Medical School on Grenada a few days into the invasion.
AP;Wide World.
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An M-113 armored personnel carrier from 4th Battalion, 6th Infantry, 5th Infantry
Division, drives down the highway in front of the base to help control a demonstra
tion being held outside the gate by supporters of General Manuel Noriega,
November 18, 1989. Photograph by J. Elliott. Courtesy of the Department of Defense.

American soldier checks displaced persons at Balboa High School shortly after the
invasion of Panama. From the Collection of Burt Mead.
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power by the Grenadian people," but is clear that it was done by a small
group and that the Grenadian people did not know about it until after
ward."

The same day of the coup, Bishop went on the air at Radio Free Gre
nada (they had already changed the name from Radio Grenada) to inform
his fellow Grenadians, "People of Grenada, this revolution is for work, for
food, for decent housing and health services, and a bright future for our
children and great grandchildren."" A week later, Bishop announced that
the revolution was irreversible.

While it suspended the Gairy-era postcolonial 1974 constitution, the
new government decided to remain a constitutional monarchy, which
meant that the British Queen was still head of state and was represented
on the island by Governor General Sir Paul Scoon, who had been
appointed in 1978 on Gairy's recommendation. The PRG ruled using a
sixteen-member Central Committee. Day-to-day decisions were made by
an inner circle of eight members called the Political Bureau.

Bishop, appointed as prime minister, had the role of approving most
of the decisions of the political bureau. The NjM inherited a stagnant
economy mired with high unemployment, inflation, and a large balance
of-payments deficit. Indeed, for the next severalyears the PRG was forced
to balance idealism with pragmatism, and this often was related to the
economic realm. Of particular note, Deputy Prime Minister Bernard
Coard advocated an orthodox Leninist approach, while the more moder
ate and pragmatic Bishop wanted something more mixed."

While the economy Continued to soffer, Bishop enjoyed the strong lev.
els of popular support that Gairy had initially enjoyed when he assumed
office in the 1960s. Bishop was the NjM's charismatic, more pragmatic
leader, while Coard acted as the party's "chief theoretician."" Following
the coup, Bishop, Coard, and other leaders announced the formation of
the Provisional Revolutionary Government, which was later named the
People's Revolutionary Government (PRG). Hudson Austin was named
general of the armed forces and chairman of the Revolutionary Military
Council (RMC).

On taking office, the NjM received support from Cuba as well as East
Germany, Bulgaria, and North Korea. Over the next few years, Grenada
signed a number of trade agreements with the Soviet Union. The PRG
remained in the regional multilateral organizations Caricom (the Carib-

bean economic community) and the Organization for Eastern Caribbean
States (OECS). jamaica, Barbados, and Guyana recognized the PRG
within ten days of its creation, but most OECScountries (OECS members
are Antigua and Barbuda, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, Montserrat, St. Vin
cent, Dominica, and Grenada) remained more hostile.

Using social programs, political propaganda and mobilization, and the
creation of a "vanguard" political movement, the PRG attempted to turn
Grenada into a Marxist-Leninist society. With the Cuban revolution as a
model, the government enacted free milk and lunch programs for elemen
tary schools, eliminated' secondary school fees, and built medical clinics
across the island. In addition, like Cuba, Bishop did not hold elections
after the coup even though he would have certainly won them, When Fidel
Castro visited Nicaragua in july 1980, he stated that, "There is only one
road to liberation: that of Cuba, that of Grenada, that of Nicaragua. There
is no other formula."2)

Starting in 1979, Cuba became Grenada's main supplier of military
hardware and training. In late 1981, the PRG and the Cuban government
signed a protocol of military collaboration that established a twenty
seven-man Cuban military mission in Grenada, a group given the task of
training the newly formed People's Revolutionary Army (PRA)." The
Cuban government subsequently supplied thousands of rifles, machine
guns, and rocket launchers up until the U.S. invasion in October 1983.
Grenada also signed military assistance agreements with the Soviet Union
and North Korea, paving the way for weapons shipments from both coun
tries. According to then prime minister of Barbados, Tom Adams, Gre
nada was "one of the perhaps dozen most militarized states in the world
in terms of population under arms.">

THE'CARTER AND REAGAN ADMINISTRATIONS
RESPOND TO THE NJM

just a few days after the coup, Bishop met with U.S. Ambassador Frank
Ortiz, who warned him that the United States would not look kindly on
the NjM if it developed closer ties with Cuba. Bishop responded by deliv
ering a strongly worded speech three days afterward, declaring, "We are
not jn anybody's backyard."> It is interesting that Ortiz reported on the
meeting back to Washington that Bishop was "pleased" with Washing
ton's "speedy recognition" of the. new government and that he appeared
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to want to have "friendly relations," allow the Peace Corps to remain in

.the country, and assure the protection of U.S. citizens and property on the
island."

Although few shed any tears for Gairy's overthrow, the Carter adminis

tration reacted to the Bishop government with a considerable amount of

concern. In fact, on the basis of the intelligence reports that they were

receiving, President Carter's top advisers on Latin America recommended

that the United States make a concerted effort to ensure that Washington
not "lose" Grenada to the Communist camp.

lust two days after the coup, National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzez

inski wrote a memo to Carter pointing out that he believed the NJM was

"sensitive to the international reaction to their COUpH and "eager to gain

international legitimacy." But he also warned that if Washington was not

"sensitive" to their overtures, they could turn toward "social revolution

or towards alliance with the Cubans." Brzezinski recommended that the

United States make "concrete inducements" to ensure that the NIM

remained "directed to a more stable and democratic future."?"

While the initial reaction to the NIM government was one of caution,

there remained a hope that a warm relationship could be established

between the two governments. Within a month, however, President Car

ter's top advisers were beginning to sour on the new government in Gre

nada, above all concerned about perceived growing Cuban involvement.

Part of the Carter administration's alarm regarding Grenada came as a

result of the recent discovery of a Soviet combat brigade station in Cuba,

a revelation that soured relations between Washington and Havana. In

response to the growing security concerns in the Caribbean, in 1979 Car

ter announced the establishment of a permanent Caribbean Joint Task
Force Headquarters and the expansion of military exercises."

On April 14, White House aide Robert Pastor wrote a memo to Brzez

inski titled "New Direction in Grenada: The Cubans Arrive." In it, he
wrote that

the Cubans are now directly involved in trying to help "consolidate" Bish

op's revolution. Eight Cubans arrived covertly yesterday. A large shipment

of arms was flown from Cuban to Guyana where it was transshipped to

Grenada.... While telling us (and Canada and UK) of his interest in
obtaining militarysupport, he was already receiving covert military support

THE INVASION OF GRENADA, 1983

from Cuba. A Cuban merchant ship (Viet Nam Heroico) with 200 cadets
on board is apparently on its way to Grenada.

Pastor added that he believed that Bishop had "lost interest in free elec

tions" and that "it looks as if he might try to create a one-party state. It is

conceivable he could have his closest ties with the Cubans. Grenada could

become a training camp for young radicals from other islands." Pastor

recommended a new strategy for U.S. policy whereby Washington should

demonstrate to the new government that it was "serious" but that the

United States should work in a "supportive role" behind Trinidad and

Barbados and "in concert" with the Canadians and the British. He urged

that Washington send "a clear message to the Cubans to stay out." Pastor

also considered using a recent volcanic eruption on St. Vincent as a cover

for sending "a number of vessels" to the region as a show of force. A few

days later, Pastor wrote another memo in which he stated that "while rec

ognizing the 'mouse that roared' dimensions of Grenada," it would be "an

error to underestimate the domestic, political and geo-political impor

tance of Grenada's shift to the left and towards Cuba."?"

Over the course of the nextseveral months, memoranda from Carter's

advisers began to be enacted into policy. In January 1980, Hurricane Allen

destroyed agricultural crops on Grenada, St. Vincent and the Grenadines,

51. Lucia, and Dominica. The United States granted aid to all these coun

tries except Grenada. President Carter also instructed his new ambassador,

Sally Shelton, not to pay a courtesy farewell to Grenada (the United States

conducted its relations with Grenada through its ambassador in Barbados

who was also accredited as ambassador to the nearby island nations) even

though Bishop invited her."

THE REAGAN YEARS

As one might suspect, the tilt toward Cuba and Marxist-Leninism won

Bishop and the PRG few friends in the Reagan administration after it took

office in January 198I. Between 198I and 1983, the Reagan administration

continuously attempted to pressure the PRG. Secretary of State Alexander

Haig directed the State Department's Bureau of Inter-American Affairs to

ensure that Grenada did not receive "one penny" from any international

financial institution." For the next two years, U.S. officials repeatedly

attempted to exclude Grenada from receiving international assistance,
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although these efforts were met with mixed results, as other countries
often were unwilling to go along with Washington's wishes.

In June 1983,Bishop made a widelypublicized trip to the United States.
He hoped to meet with Reagan, but this request was denied, so he instead
met with senior administration officials such as National Security Adviser

William Clark and Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth Dam as well as con
gressionalleaders. Above all, Bishop needed money for his faltering revo
lution. In a memo that Dam wrote to President Reagan on June 7, he sum
marized the meeting as "straightforward but amicable" and that he
relayed the fact that normalization of relations would depend on Grena

da'sactions in "keyareas" such as improving civil liberties, cutting Sovietl
Cuban presence, and "toning down" anti-American rhetoric. Dam also

reported that Bishop "demurred" on his government's relations with
Cuba and the Soviet Union and had "nothing to say" on human rights."

Reagan continued his rhetorical War on Grenada through a series of

speeches on the topic. In February 1982, Reagan told representatives of
the Organization of American States (OAS) that Grenada was in the
"tightening grip of the totalitarian left," and a few months later he told
OECS leaders in Barbados that Grenada had the "Soviet Cuban trade
mark."> Reflecting that by 1983 his advisers were in strong agreement

about the nature ofthe PRG, on March 25, 1983, Reagan told the Ameri
can people on national television that

Grenada, that tiny little island-with Cuba at the west end of the Carib
bean, Grenada at the east end-that tiny little island is building now, or

havingbuilt for it, on its soil and shores, a naval base,a superior navalbase,
storage bases and facilities for the storage of munitions,barracks, and train
ing ground for the military. I'm sure all of that is simply to encourage the

export of nutmeg. People who make these arguments haven't taken a good

look at a map lately or followed the extraordinary buildup of Soviet and
Cuban military power in the region or read the Soviet's discussions about

why the region is important to them and how they intend to use it. It isn't

nutmeg that is at stake in the Caribbean and Central America. It is the
United States' national security."

Many critics viewed Reagan's public condemnations of the PRG as
another manifestation of his administration's hyperbole and paranoia
when it came to leftist socially oriented regimes in the Third World. The

belief was that Reagan had confused a progressive leftist government with
a pro-Soviet, pro-Cuba totalitarian state. Classified intelligence reports,

however, repeatedly highlighted growing Cuban involvement. In other
words, contrary to what many people then believed about what was com
ing out of the White House, Reagan's heated rhetoric was based on hard

intelligence.
for example, in January 1983 a CIA intelligence report indicated that

"the scale of military collaboration between Cuban and Grenada contra
dicts claims by Havana that it has no strategic interest in Grenada."" It

added that a new military camp would enable Cubans and Grenadians
to "train leftists from other English-speaking islands, or possible [sic] to
stockpile weapons for transshipment to revolutionary regimes in the
region." Another CIA memo estimated that Cuban economic aid had
reached a "conservative estimate" of $66 million and that the Cubans are
"hoping that Grenada will feel so indebted to Cuba that they will give the
Cubans a free hand in the island's future."?

The PRG's motives appeared even more dangerous with the 1980 con

struction of a new runway at Point Salines. The new runway was ostensi
bly intended to replace the older "Pearls" strip located in the northeastern
end of the island at the end of a long and poorly maintained road. Grena
dians often had to spend a day in Trinidad or Barbados waiting for a con
necting flight to the island. The old runway was 5,520 feet long, and the
new one that had been under construction in some form or another for
over a decade was proposed to be more than 9,000 feet long, a length that
would put it right in line with that of its neighbors. While financing for
the runway came from a variety of sources, including some in the United
States, there is no question that Cuban aid was critical for the construc
tion. By October 1983, Cuban assistance for the airport had reached an
estimated $60 million, and hundreds of Cubans were working on the

project.
The intended use of the runway remains a controversial question.

Reagan's critics argued that the runway was the key to Grenada's eco
nomic well-being and cited reports that American medical students lived
within a mile of the strip and used it as a jogging track. Reagan's sup
porters highlighted the arms caches that were discovered near the air
port, the fact that no hotels were being built, and that the Cuban work
force had jumped from 150 in 1979 to 650 in 1983." According to a
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senior Reagan administration official, "You could tellit was for military

purposes.... We had the satellite intelligence. There was no question in
my mind. »39

Whatever the case might have been, there is no question that the run

way could have easily been used for either purpose, a fact that observers

on both sides tended to overlook. What is more certain, however, is that

U.S. intelligence services mirrored Reagan's conclusions about the inten
tions for the airport.

In May 1983, a U.S. intelligence memo indicated that "Cuba's promi

nent role in the airport project suggests that Havana sees some potential

strategic benefits from the airporr.'?" Another report posited that the air

port, "which may be complete by mid-1983, could provide a refueling and

transit route for Cuban transport bound for other points in the Western

Hemisphere or for Africa.?" American officials also believed that Soviet

long-range TU-95 Bear bombers and reconnaissance aircraft would be

able to use the strip. These planes had been flying from the northern

Soviet base of Olenogorsk to Havana, and extending the route to Grenada

would have increased Moscow's strategic position in key oil-shipping

lanes between Venezuela and the Gulf of Mexico."

Both Reagan and his advisers clearly believed that the airport could

have easilybeen used for military purposes. It is also clear that Reagan was

"deeply interested in the airport issue" and that he was briefed on it "all

the time."? This reality added a "new and serious dimension" to Ameri

ca's security concerns in the region .... During his March 23, 1983, address

to the nation, President Reagan showed aerial reconnaissance photographs

of Grenada and explained that "the Cubans with Soviet financing and

backing are in the process of building an airfield with a 10,000 foot run

way. Grenada doesn't even have an air force. Whom is it intended for?""

To keep up the pressure against a regime that it perceived was firmly in

Cuba's camp, between 198i and 1983 the United States held its largest

naval operations since World War II. Called Ocean Venture, the opera

tions involved 120,000troops, 250 warships, and 1,000aircraft. Part of the

exercise was labeled "Amber and the Amberdines," a thinly veiled refer

ence to Grenada and the Grenadines. The exercise took place on the

Puerto Rican island of Vieques and simulated an invasion and occupation

of a small island." By early 1983, Grenada was undoubtedly a concern to

the Reagan administration, but it would take a series of events in the fall
of that year to lead to the decision to launch a full-scale invasion.

THE MURDER OF BISHOP

Both publicly and privately, the Reagan administration continued its pres
sure on the PRG well into 1983. Yet it was internal divisions and an ane
mic economy, not American pressure, that by the middle of 1982 were
causing deep divisions within the NjM's leadership. In july 1982, Coard

resigned from the Political Bureau and Central Committee in disgust over
Bishop's putative moderate policies. Yet this change was not enough to
alleviate the tension between Coard and Bishop. Throughout September
1983, the Coard faction argued that the party was imploding and that the
population's ideological development needed to be the priority. They said
that Bishop had become a "right wing opportunist" and was not moving

the party toward pure Marxist-Leninism."
Then, on September 25, 1983, right before departing on a trip to

Czechoslovakia and Hungary, Bishop agreed with Coard on a power
sharing system. After stopping off in Havana on his return from eastern
Europe, Bishop arrived in Grenada on October 8. In an ominous sign,
none of the Central Committee members showed up at the airport to greet
him." On the eve.of the Political Bureau meeting slated for October 12,
Coard's faction told members of the army that they should no longer take
orders from Bishop, only from the Central Committee. Following the
meeting the next day, Bishop was forced to go on national radio to dispel
a rumor that he had started' a rumor that Coard planned to assassinate

him.
On October 12, Bishop was again called to a NjM meeting at which he

was accused of plotting against his fellow central committee members. A
few days later, the Central Committee proceeded to place Bishop under
house arrest, a move that sparked widespread protests in St. George's
against Coard and for Bishop. During Bishop's six days of house arrest,
General Austin, who was supporting Coard, declared,

Sisters and brothers, over the past four and a half years, the Central Com
mittee has struggled veryhard to wio_ ComradeBishop to a position of col
lective leadership. Comrade Bishop was hoping to use the masses' love for
him and violate the principled stand by the Central Committee of the
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party.... Even withall the love and admiration thatexists within our party
for Comrade Maurice, the entire membership, except for a tiny minority,

fully support the position of the Central Committee.... Comrade Bishop
is at home and he is quitesafe."

A, week later, on October 19, known as Bloody Wednesday, the pro-Bishop

protests swelled to over 10,000 people who gathered in St. George's central

square chanting, "Wewant Maurice.t"? Coard's faction clearly underesti
mated the extent of support for Bishop. Then between 3,000 and 4,000

Bishop supporters broke away from the protest and headed up the steep

steps to Bishop's house. There they forcibly entered and rescued Bishop

and his pregnant mistress and education minister Jacqueline Creft.

The newly liberated Bishop went to the central square and told his sup

porters that he wanted to go Overto Fort Rupert to use the army transmit

ter to address the nation. In his communique, Bishop announced that

General Austin was no longer head of the PRA. Bishop and a few dozen

supporters remained at the fort for several hours until dozens of PRA

troops led by Major Leon Cornwall arrived in a convoy of three Soviet

BTR-60 armored personnel carriers." Some of Bishop's loyalists believed

that Cornwall might have been arriving to join Bishop.

That hope was immediately dispelled when shots rang out and Bishop's

supporters realized that they Were surrounded. Under orders from Coard,

Bishop was executed by a hastily organized firing squad in front ofa mural

of Che Guevara along with seven close supporters, including his mistress

Jacqueline Creft." The day after Bishop's assassination, Austin announced

the establishment of the sixteen-man RMC, which comprised sixteen

politically active members of the PRA. Coard was not named, but he

remained one of the new regime's key figures. The RMC immediately

imposed a twenty-four-hour shoot-to-kill curfew.

It is no exaggeration to say that Bishop's murder is the critical episode

that led to the U.S.invasion just a few days later. The Reagan administra

tion had been concerned enough about Grenada to include it in the presi

dent's March 1983 address to the nation; it also held massive military exer

cises in the region that simulated an invasion of the island. Yet with no

apparent threat to American lives and perceiving Grenada's role as a lily
pad for Communist expansion still just a future threat, there was no com

pelling reason for the Reagan administration to go beyond its saber rat-

tling to a full-scale invasion. For them, Grenada was just too small and

still not an imminent threat to U.S. interests to justify an invasion. There

is no indication that Washington was planning an imminent invasion

before October 19.

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION RESPONDS

In the weeks following the invasion, critics began to make a number of

arguments that placed the administration's justifications in doubt." The

most cutting criticism was that the American students' lives were not in

any real danger and that, at the very least, they could have been evacuated.

Observers disputed the administration's claims that the Pearls airport had

been closed, citing evidence that charter flights had been taking off and

landing until right before the invasion. Robert Pastor, who in 1979 as Car

ter's national security adviser for Latin America had recommended a
hawkish policy toward Bishop's new government, testified in front of

Congress that "we know that airplanes went in and out through the week

end (October 21-23). Four to five airplanes left on Monday.">

While an evacuation was one of the first options considered (they even

considered using a nearby Cunardcruise liner to which they could evacu

ate the students), it was ultimately discarded, as officials believed that they

could not rely on the regime (or the Cubans for that matter) to cooper

ate." On October 20, Secretary of State George Shultz and Chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff John W. Vessey Jr. told the Special Situation

Group chaired by Vice President George Bush that the Grenadian junta

"might resist" a U.S. evacuation attempt and that "armed Cuban con
struction workers might intervene. "56

Critics of the invasion have also cited the fact that the RMC attempted

on a number of occasions to convince U.S. government officials that

American lives were not in any danger. And there is absolutely no doubt

that U.S. officials received oral and written messages from the RMC to this

extent. In fact, later on, the White House admitted that two days before

the invasion, the RMC offered the U.S. government an opportunity to

evacuate its nationals but that the administration doubted the veracity of
the offer.

For better or worse, the Reagan administration decided to ignore the
RMC's assurances, believing that the RMC could not be trusted to keep

its word. For example, in an effort to stave off any type of military
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response from the United States, in the days after Bloody Wednesday the
RMCbroadcast announcements every fifteen to thirty minutes on Radio
Free Grenada stating that no American citizens or foreign nationals had

been harmed as a result of the curfew.
Nonetheless, on October 21, the U.S. embassy in Bridgetown sent a

cable to the White House reporting that the RMC broadcasts must be
"taken with a grain of salt" and that it was "obvious" that the RMC was
"talking a very well defined party line,of psy-ops in an attempt to obviate
the need for foreign intervention. It is also very evident that there are in
fact life-threatening situations in Grenada.">' In a memo strikingly similar

to what Ambassador Bennett was sending from Santo Domingo in 1965,
On October 19 Ambassador Milan Bish sent an urgent cable to Washing
ton that warned that an invasion of Grenada might be necessary:

There appears to be imminent danger to U.S. citizens resident in Grenada
due to the current deteriorating situation, which includes reports of rioting.
personnel casualties (possibly deaths), automatic weapons being dis

charged, Soviet-built armored ·personnel carriers in the Grenadian streets,
andsome loss of water and electricity on the island: ... AmEmbassy Bridge
town recommends that the United States should now be prepared to con

duct an emergency invasion of U.S. citizens residing in Grenada.»

A strong counterfactual case can be made that had there been no inva
sion, the RMG still would have never threatened Americans on the island
since it would have undoubtedly provoked an American military reaction.
In fact, the RMC offered vehicles to shuttle the students between the two
medical school campuses. The RMC also apparently knew that a Marine
task force 350 miles out of Norfolk en route to the Mediterranean had just

been diverted to the Caribbean."
On October 20, a State Department cable reported that American dip

lomats had two "lengthy conversations" with Charles Modica, who was
the chancellor of the 51. George's medical school on the island that had
over 500 Americans living on its two campuses." The cable reported that
Modica said that "on balance" the RMC would not harm Americans so as
to avoid using the incident as a "pretext for invasion." But Modica also

warned that the shoot-to-kill curfew made an evacuation more complex
and that an incomplete evacuation could trigger attacks against those
Americans left behind."

On the night of Sunday, October 23, medical school administrators met
with the students and found out that about 10 percent wanted to leave.
Some parents of the students met in New YorkCity and sent a telegram to
President Reagan urging him not to take provocative actions in Grenada.?

Yetthe Reagan administration was in no mood to take this chance. This
tiny island nation governed by a gang of thugs was a perfect case for
regime change by force. The administration feared that had it not acted,
it "might have had some dead students on its hands."" Indeed, it would
have taken nothing at all for the RMC to seize the, students in a matter of
minutes. In his memoirs, Secretary of State Shultz recounted the medical

student dilemma:

We [Assistant Secretary of StateTony Motley and Shultz] both had the sear
ing memory of Tehran and the sixty-six Americans seized from our embassy

on November 4, 1979, and held hostage for well over a year. We both knew

whatRonald Reagan's reaction would be to such a development in Grenada.
He would not stand still while American hostages were held for 4~4 days.

In fact he probably wouldn't stand still for a week. With as manyas 1,000
students scattered between two campuses, the town. and the countryside,

much blood would be shed if our forces had to go in to rescue students or

other American citizens taken hostage or held in some sort of forcible

detention. We had to avoid such a sltuation.w

The invasion of Grenada was a choice, and its success was never guaran

teed, but for the Reagan administration it was a relatively easy one.

THE OECS INVITATION

On October 19, Washington began serious planning for a "nonperrnis
sive" evacuation that would have extracted the students without resorting
to a full-scale invasion." Interagency meetings chaired by Assistant Secre
tary of State Motley had met before while Bishop was under house arrest,
but U.S. concern increased only after Bloody Wednesday. In fact, that
same day U.S. diplomats in Barbados attempted to travel to Grenada to
assess the situation but had to turn back because the Pearls airport was
closed. Then, on October 22, two diplomats arrived on a charter flight.
The next day, one of them met with RMC leaders who assured them that
an evacuation was not necessary."

In the days following Bloody Wednesday, the Reagan administration
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considered an evacuation of the American medical students in order to
prevent a Tehran-like hostage crisis. It was actually the leaders of the
OECS who strongly urged the United States to invade Grenada. In fact,
even as late as October 21, top American officialswere still hesitant about

an American-led invasion. For example, Shultz sent a memo to the U.S.
embassy in Kingston, Jamaica, that indicated that "the .preferable
approach would be for Grenada's democratic neighbors to 'act to resolve
the Grenada problem.... The U.S. might consider supporting others in
an effort to restore freedom to the Grenadian people; but our support
should be clearly secondary.?"

The United States received its first "urgent approach" from the OECS
on October 15, four days before Bishop was murdered." But at this point,
the only response that the U.S. officials provided was the possibility that
Washington would provide a military force to go in and free Bishop. (In
October 1983, the OECS chairperson was Dominica's prime minister,
Eugenia Charles. Caricom consisted of thirteen Caribbean members-all
the OECS countries plus Barbados, the Bahamas, Belize, Guyana, Jamaica,
and Trinidad and Tobago.")

Prime Minister Tom Adams of Barbados spearheaded a response to the
Grenada crisis through the OECSrather than Caricom because he believed
that Guyana's leftist government would never approve any aggressive
actions. Instead, even though Barbados was not a member, Adams none
theless relied on strong OECS support at a meeting on October 21;he then
brought Jamaica's Edward Seaga on board, a move that solidified wide

spread Caribbean support for an invasion.
Some Caricom countries proposed a fact-finding mission and other

diplomatic initiatives, but the OECScountries would not budge. On Octo
ber 22, the OECS invoked article 8 of its Treaty of Association, which
allowed it to "take action for collective defense and preservation of peace
and security against external aggression."70 The OECS imposed a number
of economic and political sanctions on Grenada.

Taken ,by surprise by the rapidity and aggressiveness of the Caribbean
leaders' moves, the Reagan administration worked furiously to keep pace
with the OECS requests. On October 21, a State Department cable
reported that Seaga had proposed a naval blockade as an alternative to an
invasion. The report also indicated that Seaga expressed his "deep con
cern" over the "Soviet/Cuban menace in Grenada" and that he believed

that the "successful consolidation of Cuban control in Grenada would
promptly destabilize St. Vincent and perhaps other adjacent islands.'?'

The next day, the White House received a cable from Ambassador Bish·
in Bridgetown indicating that Adams and Charles-the leaders of Barba
dos and Dominica, respectively-had said that within the OECS there

were "no reservations whatsoever" about an invasion. Bish continued on

that the OECS had formally resolved to form a "multinational Caribbean
force" to "depose the outlaw regime" in Grenada by "any means." Bish
also reported that even Seaga had now moved "beyond the question of a
blockade alone." The ambassador concluded his cable by stating that
"they cannot do it alone. The prospect of help from the U.S. (although we
told them no repeat no decision had been taken) sustains the active spirit

of these leaders. If we falter, so will their effort.":"
After receiving the informal request from the OECS, on October 22

Reagan requested preparations for a broader mission, one that included a
full-scale invasion. In the meantime, Reagan, Shultz, and newly appointed
National Security Adviser Robert McFarlane traveled to Augusta, Georgia,
for a golf outing scheduled for the weekend of October 2l~23. At 2:45
A.M. on Saturday, Schultz was awakened and told that the OECS, after
consulting with Bish and veteran U.S. diplomat Charles Gillespie (who
had arrived in Barbados to assist with the crisis), had verbally requested
U.S. participation in a full-scale invasion of Grenada." The formal OECS

request arrived on Sunday evening."
Shultz and McFarlane (who had replaced William Clark) discussed the

news with Vice President Bush." They were most concerned about
another Tehran-like situation and were dismayed that their decision to

redirect the Marine task force to the Caribbean had been leaked to the
press. At 5:15 A.M., President Reagan was awakened to be briefed on the
OECS request and possible U.S. reactions. Reagan and Shultz decided to
remain in Augusta in order not to arouse suspicion of any imminent mili

tary response. It is clear that by this point Shultz was increasingly in favor
of a full-scale invasion and that he had the president's ear. According to
one officialwho was involved in the deliberations, "In Augusta, Shultz had
Reagan to himself, far away from the generals.":" While the official order
would come two days later, Reagan effectively ordered the invasion of
Grenada while at Augusta, one day before the Beirut attack.

It is worth mentioning that at this point in the crisis, the Pentagon
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remained hesitant about a full-scale invasion, believing that the mission
was still ill defined (rescue or regime change?) and that Grenada was of
little importance. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were shocked by what hap
pened in Beirut that morning and were not at all eager to get into another
situation that would involve additional casualties. At one point in the

planning of a response to the crisis, one of the members of the Joint Chiefs
told senior State Department officials that, with respect to a full-scale
invasion, "you guys are out of your minds.">

Reagan was once again pulled out of bed, this time at 2:37 A.M., on
Sunday morning, to be notified about the terrorist attack against the
Marines barracks in Beirut. Reagan spent most of the day discussing the
Beirut tragedy; it was only later in the day that their conversations turned
to Grenada. With the deaths of hundreds of Marines on his mind and the

potential for U.S. hostages in Grenada, Reagan appeared tired and dispir
ited; he is believed to have lamented, "I'm no better than Jimmy Carter.">

On Sunday evening, McFarlane drew up the national security directive
that Reagan needed to sign for the invasion to go ahead; Reagan signed it
that same evening. Unlike the Joint Chiefs of Staff,Shultz urged the presi
dent to take military action and to "strike while the iron is hot. "79 Accord
ing to McFarlane, Reagan uttered only one word when he approved the
largest U.S. military operation since Vietnam: "Go." The full-scale inva
sion preparation had been under way for only four days, and Reagan
signed the directive only thirty-six hours before the main assault force was

to go in. He had twenty-four hours to abort the operation." From this
point on, the Pentagon was fully on board with the invasion.

PLANNING THE INVASION

The speed at which events were unfolding and the international political
context must also be taken into consideration when evaluating the Reagan
administration's response to the crisis in Grenada. Like Johnson during
the Dominican crisis, in October 1983 the White House's understanding
of the situation rapidly unfolding in Grenada was only as good as the intel
ligence it was receiving. And that intelligence was reporting that the situa
tion was chaotic and that American lives could easilycome into danger.

After Reagan gave the final approval for the full-scale invasion on Sun
day night, he spent a Monday afternoon revising invasion plans during a
meeting with Secretaryof Defense Caspar Weinberger and the Joint Chiefs

of Staff." Atlantic Fleet headquarters had proposed a plan that called for
Navy and Marine units to stage a big landing at the Grand Anse beach to
be followed by a quick dash across the peninsula to cut off the'Salines

airport from St. George's."
The thinking behind this plan was that it would isolate the Cubans sta

tioned at the airport. It was overruled by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who
wanted all four services to be involved in the operation." It is also worth
mentioning that during a critical operation planning meeting in Norfolk,
Virginia, some of the involved generals told State Department officialsthat
they still needed "weeks, maybe months," to put together an effective

invasion operation." But administration officials knew that they did not
have that much time: the invasion would have to be planned from start to

finish in four days.
Many of the U.S. military commanders assigned to the Grenada opera

tion had served in Vietnam, and there is no doubt that the experiences
made them highly cautious when it came time to deploy U.S. troops
abroad. At one point during the operation, Joint Chiefs chairman Vessey
requested that the State Department provide him with a detailed time line

of when the U.S. troops would be withdrawn from Grenada."
During the series of interagency meetings leading up to Reagan's deci

sion to launch a full-scale invasion, planners in the Pentagon had encour
aged an "Entebbe-style" invasion that would insert elite troops onto the
island to rescue students in one stealth swoop. There is no doubt, though,

that political considerations are part of what led Reagan to go for an over
whelming invasion force. Reagan knew well that Jimmy Carter's Entebbe
style rescue attempt in Iran ended up as a military and political debacle.
In addition, some of Reagan's advisers believed that a decisive move in
Grenada would send a strong message to leftist governments, such as the

Sandinistas in Nicaragua, to be careful.
Yet at the same time, the push toward a full-scale invasion was in fact

led by more ((dovish" State Department officials, ones who at times were

privately critical of Reagan administration policies in Nicaragua. Accord
ing to one official, "I was the first to oppose U.S. military intervention in
Central America. I was also the first to urge a full-scale invasion in Gre

nada.?"
The invasion plan that was agreed on was called Urgent Fury and was

based on the Ocean Venture operations held in the region the previous



the overriding principle was not to allow something to happen worse than

what we were proposing to do. The purpose was to deny the Russians!

two years. Thus, while the specific invasion plans were drawn up in a mat

ter of just a few days, the U.S. military had been planning for an invasion

of an island like Grenada for several years. This full-scale invasion opera

tion had been drawn up over the past several days in addition to a number

of other options. Vice Admiral joseph Metcalf III, who was already in

place on the amphibious ship USS Guam, assumed command of the newly

formed joint task force (JTF-120). His deputy was Army Major General

H. Norman Schwarzkopf, the future commander ofAmerican forces dur
ing the GtilfWar in 1991."

Critics have argued that the Reagan administration cynicallyconcocted

the Grenada invasion in order to "wag the dog" by distracting the Ameri

can public from the tragedy in Beirut. However, the invasion plan had

been in the works before the Beirut bombings on Sunday. In fact, when

warned by his advisers that the timing of the Grenada invasion might

bring about that very criticism, Reagan said privately that "if this [inva

sion] was right yesterday, it's right today and we shouldn't let the act of a
couple of terrorists dissuade us from going ahead.""

The joint Chiefs divided the island in half, with the north end allocated

to the Navy and Marines andthe south to the Army and Air Force. The

first objective was to secure the students and the evacuation route, an

effort complicated by the fact that it was not apparent to some of the mili

tary planners (and certainly not the invading troops) that the medical

school actually had three campuses." In addition, in something that hin

dered its ability to know exactly what was transpiring on the island, the

U.S. government had no covert intelligence operatives in Grenada leading
up to the invasion.w

The invasion plan had three main goals: rescue the students, restore a

democratic government, and eliminate and prevent further Cuban inter

vention on the island." Reagan clearly wanted to present the invasion to

the American people as a fait accompli: that the United States went in,

rescued, cleaned up, and went home. This would not be another Vietnam.

The administration's thinking in the planning stage is well summarized

by the words of an unnamed official close to the president who said that

Cubans a feeling of potency in grabbing small vulnerable states in the

region. It had to be nipped in the bud before it developed into another

Cuba.92
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On Monday evening, White House Chief of Staff james Baker con

tacted congressional leadership to invite them to a confidential meeting.

Baker told Speaker of the House Thomas "Tip" O'Neill (D-Mass.),Senate

Majority leader Howard Baker (R-Tenn.), House Majority Leader james

Wright (D-Tex.), and Senate Minority leader Robert Byrd (D-W.Va.) that

the meeting was so secret that they could not even contact their wives to

tell them that they would be late for dinner. During the two-hour meeting

that was also attended by Shultz, Weinberger, McFarlane, and Attorney

General Edwin Meese, Reagan (who had been told by Weinberger that

eliteNavy SEALs were already in operation in Grenada) informed the con

gressionalleaders that he had approved a plan to invade Grenada. He

noted the GECS request, the danger to the medical students, and the

RMC's shoot-to-kill curfew. Reagan concluded the meeting by saying, "I

feel we have absolutely no alternative but to comply with this request. I

think the risks of not moving are far greater than the risks of taking the

action we have planned."?
The congressmen's reactions were mixed. O'Neill was uncertain, even

though after the briefing he said, "God bless you, Mr. President." In the

immediate aftermath of the invasion, O'Neill lamented that "we can't go

the way of gunboat diplomacy. His policy is wrong. His policy is frighten

ing."? james Wright was largely supportive, and Byrd strongly opposed

the action.
Reagan then called British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and

informed her of the impending invasion. Thatcher was surprised by the

late notification and told Reagan in the "strongest language" to call off the
operation. She reminded Reagan that Grenada was still part of the British

Commonwealth and that the United States "had no business interfering

in its affairs." Unmoved by the curt words from his special ally in London,

Reagan stuck to his decision. Reagan administration officials were also

taken back by Thatcher's vituperative response, as Washington had gone

to enormous lengths to support the British effort during the Falkland

Islands crisis the year earlier."

CHAPTER 3
142
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THE INVASION
The recent media reports about the diverted U.S. warships had eliminated

the element of surprise and forced the operation to be speeded up consid
erably.'" Military planners were now worried that this revelation would

prompt the Grenadians and Cubans to seize the medical students as hos

tages. Operation Urgent Fury called for a Marine amphibious unit assault
at daybreak on October 25 at the older Pearls airport and nearby locations.

These forces were then supposed to secure the northern half of the island.
Army Rangers from the 75th Ranger Regiment were to simultaneously

parachute into the incomplete Point Salines airfield, which would allow

an Air Force C-141 troop transport to land, carrying a brigade from the
82nd Airborne Division, the same division that landed outside Santo
Domingo in 1965. These troops would then rescue the medical students
at the nearby "True Blue" medical campus and move on St. George's.
Navy SEALs and other elite forces were to be inserted to capture General

Hudson Austin and rescue Governor General Scoon as well as capture the
main radio station and free political prisoners from Richmond Prison."

The Navy cordoned off the island using ships and aircraft. All told,

approximately 8,000 American soldiers and 353 troops from Caribbean
forces participated in the operation. The Grenadian forces were estimated
to be 1,200 men strong, with an additional 2,000 to 5,000 militia and 300
to 400 armed police. The Cuban presence was set at thirty to fifty advisers

and 600 construction workers. While a small force, the extent of Cuban

resistance turned out to be a "tactical surprise.'?"
The invasion began inauspiciously when on October 24 (a day before

the invasion was to begin in force) four members of a SEAL team "van,
ished in rough seas" during a reconnaissance mission to place infrared

beacons on the runway at Point Salines." The SEALshad parachuted into

the ocean during the mission and had become trapped in their own para
chutes. The surviving SEALscontinued on with the mission, but their Bos
ton Whaler boats quickly became flooded after they cut the engines to
avoid detection by a Grenadian patrol boat. The following night, poor
weather conditions prevented the SEAL mission at the airport. Conse

quently, the Rangers were forced to land "blind."?"

DAY 1: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25
A twenty-two-man SEAL mission was the first to go ashore on October
25. Its mission to rescue Governor General Scoon almost ended in disas-

ter. The force made its way to the Government House, where Scoon was

being held. The plan was to deliver Scoon to a safehouse until he could be

evacuated at a later time. After the SEALs had entered the house, nearby

Grenadian forces counterattacked and advanced toward the house in

armored troop carriers. The U.S. force called in an AC-130 transport,

which destroyed three armored personnel carriers. Yet both the comrnan

dos and Scoon were now trapped inside of the house. Two Marine AH-I

Cobra helicopters were also scrambled to assist the operation, and one

quickly went down from fire. The other Cobra was downed in St. George's

harbor while it was flying on a mission to rescue the pilot from the first

downed helicopter.'?'

After the two Cobras went down, Metcalf ordered a full-scale attack on

the St. George's defense, These strikes took out some anti-aircraft posi

tion, but they also hit the adjacent Fort Matthew, which had been con

verted into a mental hospital. Dozens of patients were killed. Metcalf then

ordered SEALs to make another landing on the October 26; the heavily

armed force moved on the Government House and rescued the occupants

while encountering little resistance. The governor general and his family

and staff were evacuated to the Guam. The next day, the U.S. military

made public a letter dated October 24 that Scoon had written to Tom

Adams requesting military assistance.w-

A unit of the elite Delta Force carried out a ground attack on the Rich

mond Hill Prison. There was concern that the PRA would execute the

political prisoners before the American forces arrived. The Delta Force

team was supported by helicopters from the l Olst Airborne Division. The

initial helicopter attack was met with heavy resistance-s-one Black Hawk

helicopter was shot down-and the attack was abandoned.'?' The Army

attempted to take the fort the next day and also failed. In an embarrassing

episode, on the third day some journalists walked into the prison and

declared it captured.'?'

The Rangers' assault on Point Salines was delayed for thirty-five min

utes because of the loss of a navigation system in the lead C-130 that had

left Savannah, Georgia, for Grenada. One company was slated to para

chute in and the rest would come in on C-130 transports. A number of

these came under heavy anti-aircraft fire near the airport, forcing some of
the troops to jump from an altitude of only 500 feet, something that had

not been done since World War II. Since only 5,000 feet of the runway
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was usable, more of the Rangers had to parachute than was originally

planned. The saving grace was that Grenadian anti-aircraft guns were

aimed at an altitude of 1,200 feet, so the Rangers literally parachuted in

"under the radar." Amazingly, the operation to drop 500 soldiers took

around ninety minutes, an inexcusable amount of time in such a delicate

and time-sensitive operation. Two Special Forces members died in para

chute failures.

By 6:30 A.M., the runway was clear, and two battalions of the Second

Brigade of the 82nd Airborne came in over a four-hour span, along with

troops from the Caribbean Peacekeeping Forces. The 82nd troopers had

been assigned the duty of securing the island after the Rangers and

Marines had completed their missions. The Salines airport was given a

new name, the MCAS Douglas (Marines Corps Air Station Douglass), in

honor of 8th Marines Sergeant Major F. B. Douglas, who was killed in the

Beirut bombing. lOS

Within a few hours, though, the U.S. forces had secured a perimeter

around the airport. Five Rangers were killed while clearing the airport.

The Rangers then departed the airport and two hours later reached the

True Blue medical school campus, where they found 130 students who

were scared but safe. This is when the Rangers learned that there was a

larger campus with several hundred more students at Grande Anse, located

halfway to St. George's. In fact, more than 200 students ended up waiting

over a day before being evacuated, an egregious delay that could have eas

ily opened them up to being taken hostage, one of the very concerns that

the invasion was supposed to eliminare.iw

The Marine helicopter assaults began early on October 25. AH-l gur

ships from the USS Guam led a number of CH-46 Sea Knight helicopters

that were carrying troops from the 2nd Battalion's E Company toward

Pearls airport. The Marines landed near the airport and took it without

much resistance and then quickly captured the nearby town of Gren

ville.!'" The Marine operation on the northern half of the island went so

well that quickly the Marines had very little to do. This situation led Met

calf to order an amphibious force of 250 Marines to sail around the island

and land north of St. George's to assist in the more difficult operations

there.!" These Marines ended up participating in the rescue of the gover

nor general.

DAYS 2 AND 3

The second day of the attack mainly consisted of the Rangers' assault on

the Grande.Arise campus. Up until this.point, the American forces' con

tact with the students there had been through shortwave radio. American

commanders decided to launch a helicopter assault because that way they

could use the same helicopters to evacuate the students. A fifteen-minute

barrage of the adjoining area by A-6 and A-7 attack aircraft preceded the

helicopter mission. I" At 4:30 P.M., a student at the campus looked outside

and saw "something right out of Apocalypse Now": a line of helicopters

was heading in from the bay. Anti-aircraft fire took down one Marine CH'

46 helicopter, but the Rangers were still able to land just short of the

beach. After a firefight of close to thirty minutes, the Rangers stormed the

dormitories, and the students were led outside in groups of forty and

loaded onto the helicopters.':" With the loss of the one CH -46, the rescue

force was !low short twelve seats for the evacuation) so a dozen Rangers

volunteered to stay behind. After the rescue force departed, the remaining

Rangers evaded PRA forces, stole a fishing boat, and. headed out to sea,

where a U.S. destroyer picked them up.'!' During the assault on Grande

Anse, the Rangers learned that there was yet another medical school call)

pus located on a peninsula near St. George's.'!"

By days 2 and 3, many of the Cubans and PRA soldiers were discarding

their uniforms and attempting to blend in with the civilian populations.

Grenadian civilians greeted U.S. troops with cheers, food, and water. One

remaining COncern was the Calivigny Barracks, which was a PRA installa

tion guarded by Cuban and PRA soldiers and anti-aircraft guns.'!' Two

Black Hawk helicopters were shot down in the attempt to seize the garri

son, killing three Americans and injuring twelve more. The remaining

four Black Hawks landed safely, and Rangers secured the camp in fifteen

,minutes. This was a difficult and even embarrassing operation from the

U.S. military's perspective, seeing as how there turned out to be only thirty

defenders and only two of the Black Hawks escaped damage. An escorting

OH-58 helicopter was badly shot up, and another helicopter crashed while

trying to recover a downed Army aircraft.

The military operation took three days. By October 3I, all Marines were

back aboard their ships, and 82nd Airborne and OECS troops conducted

cleanup operations. All told, 599 American citizens and 121 foreign

nationals were evacuated. An estimated 100 to 200 Grenadians, 50 to 100
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Cubans, and 18 Americans (J 1 soldiers, 3 Marines, and 4 SEAls) were

killed; 116 American troops were wounded. The Pentagon awarded 8,633

medals out of the 7,000 U.S. military participants in the invasion. This is

compared to the 679 medals that the British military awarded out of the

28,000 participants in the Falklands War a year earlier.'!"

There were several logistical and tactical failures that complicated the

execution of what was expected to be an easy victory. The U.S. military

did not know about the main medical campus at Grande Anse, troops

lacked detailed maps of the island (the map of the task force's Grenada

file was of Guyana, and many of the maps that troops used had tn be glued

together as they disintegrated in the rain), U.S. forces bombed their own

positions on several' occasions, and a relatively high ratio of aircraft was

either shot down or collided with one another. u, Of the roughly 100 heli

copters committed to the operation, 9 were destroyed and many more

damaged. Aside from their eventual rescue at the Government House, all

Special Forces missions ended in failure or tragedy.

While Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Vessey bragged that "we

blew them away," he also admitted that "we got a lot more resistance than

we expected.t't'v In fact, at one point in the operation, Vessey called the

commander of the 82nd Airborne and said, "We have two companies of

Marines running all over the island and thousands of Army troops doing

nothing. What the hell is going on1"117 Immediately after the mission, crit

ics questioned why it took two Ranger battalions, a brigade of the 82nd

Airborne, a Marine amphibious unit, an aircraft carrier, and Air Force

transports to defeat fewer than 700 Cubans and a Grenadian army that

barely provided any resistance.v" In addition, all the medical students

were not accounted for until three days after the invasion.'!" Part of these

embarrassing failures was due to the fact that the .operation was thrown

together in only four days and that up until the last minute the Pentagon

had not supported (nor did it believe there would be) an invasion.

CUBAN RESISTANCE

In a development that helped legitimize the invasion, probably the biggest

intelligence failure was in underestimating the-number of Cuban person

nel on the island who put up a stiff resistance. For example, American

forces had little understanding of the extent of Cuban anti-aircraft capa-

bilities, something that might have averted the surprisingly high number

of helicopter losses. Of the almost 7,800 Cubans in Grenada at the time of

the invasion, around 636 were construction workers (who had also

received military training), and the rest were members of the armed

forces.
The Pentagon decided to label the captured Cubans as "personnel

under protective custody" rather than "prisoners of war" so that there

would be no indication that the United States was "at war" with Cuba. In

addition, in something that foreshadowed the Guantanamo Bay contro

versy following the 2001 military operation jn.Afghanistan, U.S. military

officers were concerned that the prisoner-of-war status would give the

Cubans certain rights under the Geneva Convention.!"

Cuba had generously provided military assistance to Grenada since

Bishop took power in 1979. Castro had called the NJM's coup a "big revo

lution in a small country," and the two governments enjoyed warm rela

tions right up until Bishop's murder. In fact, Castro gave Coard and the

RMC a cold shoulder after they assumed power, in part because of Cas

tro's affinity for Bishop but also because Castro knew that these types of

antics drastically increased the likelihood of a U.S. invasion.

The Cuban military officer who led Cuba's military mission from 1981

until May 1983 returned to Grenada less than twenty-four hours before

the invasion began. He was to command the Cuban resistance and had

been instructed by Castro to "fight to the death," although other reports

have indicated that Castro instructed him to neither surrender nor oppose

the occupation of the island.'!' Whatever Castro's instructions really were,

the Cubans no doubt put up a fight, one much fiercer than the Pentagon's

military planners had anticipated.

Following the invasion, Admiral Wesley 1. McDonald, commander in

chief of the U.S. forces in the Atlantic, said that Cuban military documents

discovered in Grenada indicated that Cuba had intended to send to Gre

nada an additional 341 additional military officers and 4,000 reservists.

McDonald also claimed that there were more than 1,100 Cubans on the

island, but by October 30, U.S. officials did not dispute the estimate that

there were a little less than 800 Cubans on the islands. tzz His forces

defeated, Castro nonetheless lashed out at the United States for launching

the invasion:
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The invasion of Grenada was a treacherous surprise attack... presented to
the U.S. people as a great victory for Reagan's foreign policy against the

socialist camp and the revolutionary movements {and] linked to the resur
gence of the United States as an influential power on the world scene. A

dirty, dishonest appeal was made to U.S. patriotism, to national pride, to

the grandeur and gloryof the nation.... The deplorable, truly dangerous
fact is that, when world opinion unanimously denounced the warmonger

ing, aggressive, unjustifiable action thatviolateda people's sovereignty and
all international norms and principles, most of the people of the United

States-manipulated, disinformed, and deceived-supported the mon

strouscrime committed bytheir govemment.w

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION DEFENDS THE INVASION

At 9:00 A.M. on October 25, the first day of the invasion and before the

medical students had been evacuated, President Reagan announced at a

press briefing that the invasion had been "forced" on the United States by
an event that had "no precedent in the eastern Caribbean and no place in

any civilized society." American objectives, he indicated, in the invasion

were to "protect innocent lives, including up to a thousand Americans,

whose personal safety is, of course my paramount concern." Reagan also
stated that the "multinational effort" was a demonstration of "collective

actions" intended to "forestall further chaos" and to "assist in the restora
tion of conditions of law and order and of governmental institutions to

the island ofGrenada."'" Reagan also explained that he had received a call

from the OECS nations to assist in a joint effort and that he had accepted

their request to form part of the multilateral force.
Critics made much of the fact that Reagan did not mention anything

about Cuban or Soviet involvement on the island. They believed that this

proved that the administration invented the Cuban threat only after the
decision to invade was made in order to cover up the fact that the threat

to the students was overblown. But while Reagan did not mention Cuba
in his first press briefing, he had already made a great deal about Cuba's,
involvement in Grenada on prior occasions, such as his March 1983

national television address.
Over the course of the next several days, the administration's public

reasons for the invasion shifted toward Grenada's geopolitical significance,
specifically the threat that the island would turn into another Cuba. On

October 27, President Reagan made a thirty-minute address to the nation
that focused on the Beirut bombing and Grenada invasion:

The events in Lebanon and Grenada, though oceans apart, are closely
related. Not only has Moscow assisted and encouraged the violence in both
countries, but it provides direct support through a network of surrogates
and terrorists. It is no coincidence that when the thugs tried to wrest con
trolof Grenada, therewere 30 Sovietadvisors and hundredsof Cuban mili
tary and'paramilitary forces on the island.

He continued,

We have discovered a complete base with weapons and communications
equipmentwhich makes it cleara Cuban occupation of the islandhadbeen
planned.... Grenada, we were told, was a friendly islandparadise for tour
ism. Well, it wasn't. It was a Soviet-Cuban colony, being readied as a major
military bastion to export terror and undermine democracy. We got there
just in time.

He concluded the speech with

I will not askyou to pray for the dead because they are safe in God's loving
arms and beyond need of our prayers. I would like to ask you all, wherever
you maybe in this blessedland. to pray for thosewounded young men and
to prayfor the bereaved families of those who gavetheir lives for our free
dom. God blessyou and God blessAmerica!"

Reagan did not stand alone when he justified the invasion to the Ameri
can people and the world. Instead, Prime Minister Charles of Dominica

quickly emerged as an articulate and strong-willed advocate of the inva
sion, and her tough words reinforced the administration's claim that the
OECS had freely requested U.S. assistance. At one point, Charles justified
her decision to call on President Reagan by stating that

Within the last three years, we werea bit concerned about the building up
of armsin Grenada. We knew that therewerecolossalamounts of arms, far
in excess of what any countrycould require in this area. And we were con
cerned about that.We werealso concerned because we knew that the dissi-
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dent forces in our islands, in each of the. islands, had a little grouping ...

[the killings in Grenada on October 19] made us realize that if wedid not
take steps now we will all be under the control of a small group of thugs in

Grenada. And this we did not want in our country. And therefore we had

no compunction deciding that we must go in and make sure that the Gre

nadian people got what they wanted and make sure that we didn't get what

we didn't want in our country. We looked down and looked at the fact that

we did not have the means to do what we wanted to do .... Quite frankly

I can tell you that if the circumstances arose exactly the same again, I would

take exactly the same action, in spite of the fact that many people in this

room have blamed us for doing it. We are sure that we were right in what

we did,'>

The American public responded overwhelmingly positively to Reagan's
explanation of the invasion. While critics screamed hyperbole.a strong
majority of the American people believed Reagan when he told them that
the United States.had arrived just in time. An ABC News poll found that
64 percent of Americans had favored the invasion before Reagan's Octo
ber 27 speech and that 86 percent favored it afterward. Seventy-four per
cent of Americans agreed with the statement "I feel good:about Grenada
because it showed that America can use its power to protect our own
inrercsts."'> Inquiries at Marine recruiting stations surged to two to three
times their normal rate. One hopeful volunteer was a seventy-one-year
old woman.r" A USA Todaypoll showed that Reagan's lead over potential

Democratic. presidential candidate Walter Mondale increased from nine

to twenty-seven points.
The widespread public support for the invasion did not mean that the

Reagan administration avoided criticism. Philip Geyelin's opinion edito
rial in the Washington Post was indicative of many of the criticisms that

came from the left:

Nor can-the precedent set by a U.S. government which denounced as

"aggression" the Soviet Union's efforts to "restore" communist institutions

in Afghanistan. There is the propaganda windfall for Latin America's case

hardened communists. There is also a setback to legitimate forces-political

leaders. intellectuals, and student movements-which actually do set some

store by the democratic values and rule of law-to which the U.S. govern

ment so regularly professes strict adherence.'>

The Boston Globe wrote in an editorial that

pretending that this unilateral move was a «joint maneuver" insults the

intelligence of Americans. Pretending that the United States has suddenly

developed a lively interest in the democracy that it has ignored in the rest

of Latin America insults the rest of the world.':"

Conservatives, on the other hand, were holding up the Grenada case as a
symbol of American resolve and a much overd ue response to Soviet!
Cuban expansion in the region. A Wall Street Journal editorial wrote that

The lesson of Grenada is not, as it will be widely argued this weekend, that

the u.S. ~.~ going to the mattress to make war on its enemies. The lesson is

that it's once again known that the U.S. is willing to use its military as an

instrument of policy. One would think that to be an unstated assumption

of anyone's foreign policy. Up until this week. that assumption about the

U.S. military was doubted throughout the world. The world will now
assume otherwise, and will be better for it.!"

The American public's support for Reagan's position was bolstered by

the responses of many of the medical students following their rescue. The
students' accounts also made it harder for critics to claim that they had
never been in danger. Rescued students made comments such as the fol
lowing:

"We thought we could be potential hostages. We just wanted to get out, if

we could."

"I've been a dove my whole life. And I just can't believe how well those

Rangers came down and saved us. I don't want anyone to say anything bad

about the American military."!" "I fully support President Reagan's

move.... He really did save our lives."!"

Bolstering the students' views was the development that medical school
chancellor Charles Modica, who initially stated that Reagan had taken
some "very unnecessary risks," now offered a different opinion when he
addressed evacuated medical students on October 26:

Now that I have a fuller assessment of the situation that existed in Grenada

over the past week-that control of the military council was not as I had
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thought ... that the military authorities were in fact making it virtually
impossible for me to accomplishgettingaircraft on the islandto getyou off
safely ... there is no question, in conclusion, that your safetycould not be
guaranteed andthe actionof the President didhavea sound basis regarding

that issue.'>

Some have written that the students' subsequent enthusiasm for the

invasion was less a result of the fact that they were in serious danger before

the invasion occurred and more that they were relieved that the battles

had ended safely. While there is certainly an element of truth in this con

clusion, it does not change the fact that the overwhelming majority of

medical students ended up supporting the invasion. In turn, this result

made it infinitely harder for critics to lambaste the president for predicat

ing his decision to invade on the safety of American lives when these lives

were not in any danger.

THE UNITED NATIONS
While the American public was firmly behind President Reagan's decision,

the UN General Assembly voted 108 to 9 to condemn the U.S. invasion as

a "violation of international law," a majority that was even larger that the

one that condemned the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.'" Jeane Kirkpat

rick, the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, struck back by stating

that the Grenadian "terrorists [had] murder[edJ the leading citizenry and

leadership of the country" and that collective action was necessary to

restore democracy. In comments that turned out to be quite prescient

given the type of democracy that Grenada became after the invasion, Kirk

patrick's statement to the Security Council on October 27 struck out
against any sort of moral equivalency with the Soviet invasion of Afghani

stan and defended the American action in terms of the long-term outcome

in Grenada:

But all governments in our time claimto be democratic. They all say they
aregoing to leaveas soon as law is restored. What will there be to support
the claimthat the new government of Grenada will be any more an authen
tic expression of thee will of the people of Grenada than was the gang of
thugs from whom Grenada has just been delivered? Again, the answer is

easy. There is a simple test. It will be clear that self-government has been

restored in Grenada because freedom and the institutions through which

free peo~les express themselves will be clearly in evidence-a free press, free

trade uruons, free elections, representatives, responsible government.'>

Kirkpatrick also pointed out that between 1980 and 1982, five secret mili

tary agreements were signed between Grenada, Cuba, North Korea, and

the Soviet Union. In her words, these pacts provided for "delivery, free of

charge, of millions in military supplies.v-"

When asked about what he felt about the UN General Assembly's vote,

Reagan responded, "One hundred nations in the United Nations have not

agreed with us on just about everything that's come up before them where

we're involved, and [their condemnatory resolution] didn't upset my

b~eakfast at .all."'" Reagan was also asked about the moral equivalency
WIth Afghanistan, and he replied, "I know your frequent use of the word

invasion. This was a rescue mission.t">

The Unit:d Nations was not the only location where there was a strong
reaction agamst the mvasion. A State Department memo for Secretary of

State Shultz reported on anti-U.S. demonstrations throughout Latin

America, including the ransacking of the U.S. consular agency in Cocha

bamba, Bolivia; an attack on a U.S. courthouse in San Juan, Puerto Rico,

by persons using a light antitank weapon; and minor damage to the con

sulate general in Guayaquil, Ecuador. '"
While the Latin American "street" was outraged by the U.S. action,

some Latin American leaders quietly supported the invasion. The Chris

~~n Science Monitor reported that one Latin American president said that
It had to be done. The growing presence of Cuban troops and arms, the

utter chaos ofthe island's government, and the whole threat to the peace

demanded action." A Latin American foreign minister stated,

We have to protect. If we did not we would not be true to non

intervention.... Still, this one is understandable. And I cannot overlook

the fact that the Caribbean nations not only joined the intervention but

asked. the U.S. for it.141

At the annual meeting of the OAS that took place right after the invasion

t:n nations spoke in favor of the action, seven spoke against it, and ten

either. remained neutral or did not mention it.142

America's European allies remained largely quiet on the matter, not
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wanting to provoke the United States over an action that had already

taken place. French President Francois Mitterand viewed it as "a surpris

ing action in relation to international law," and West German Chancellor

Helmut Kohl said that "if we had been consulted, we would have advised
against it."14J

By far the most delicate reaction, though, came from Thatcher, who

was still fuming well after the invasion for being "brushed aside" by the

White House after it informed her after the initial operation was under

way. Labour Party spokesman Denis Healy labeled the U.S. treatment of

the British government a "humiliation" for the United Kingdom.v' In

short, the Reagan administration was willing to allow its strongest ally in

Europe to suffer a share of embarrassment in order to maintain the

secrecy surrounding its national security goals in the Caribbean.':"

THE REACTION FROM CONGRESS

During and immediately after the invasion, some of the Reagan adminis

tration's harshest attacks came from congressional Democrats. For exam

ple, on October 25, Representative Don Bonker (D- Wash.) stated that

"committing U.S. troops in Grenada is shocking and flies in the face of

the President's condemnation of Soviet interference in other countries."

Senator Patrick Moynihan claimed that the United States did not have the

right to promote democracy "at the point of a bayonet" and that the inva

sion was "an act of war" that the United States "does not have the right"

to do"" Representative James Leach (R-Iowa) quipped that "it may be

easy for foreign troops to land in Grenada, but it could prove very difficult

for them to leave."'j7 Representative Theodore S. Weiss (D-N.Y.) intro

duced a resolution calling for Reagan's impeachment for "the high crime

or misdemeanor of ordering the invasion of Grenada.">"

While Democrats such as Moynihan criticized Reagan for attempting

to bring democracy at the point of a bayonet, Reagan painted the issue as

centering on geopolitics and America's national security. He clearly won

the political battle. With domestic opinion strongly behind the president,

reports that over 90 percent of Grenadians welcomed the invasion, and

troves of documents being discovered in Grenada that indicated substan

tial Cuban and Soviet involvement on the island, politically it was virtually

impossible for all but the most liberal Democrats .to continue criticizing
the president.

On October 26, President Reagan sent a letter to O'Neill stating that

his informing Congress of the military actions in Grenada was "consis

tent" with the 1973 War Powers Resolution. It is interesting to note that

the letter did not say that the administration was "complying" with the

War Powers Resolution.!" Squarely in its post-Vietnam mode that made

Congress reflexively skeptical of presidents who took unilateral military

action, on October 27 members of the House Foreign Affairs Committee

approved a bill that declared the Grenada operation under 1973 War Pow

ers Resolution.'>"
The next day, the Senate adopted, 64 to 20, an amendment to a debt

limit bill that also declared that the War Powers Resolution applied to the

fighting in Grenada, The debt-ceiling bill did not pass the Senate or the

House. Even as a joint resolution, the legislation would have become law

only if the presidenl signed it or it was passed over his veto by a two-thirds

vote of the House and Senate-an unlikely prospect. '"

Many Democrats were initially eager to enforce their congressional pre

rogative that they believed had been usurped by the "imperial presidency"

before and during the Vietnam War years. They also wanted to act care

fully and forcefully lest they allow another Gulf of Tonkin-like resolution

to pass. In any case, the War Powers issue became a moot point, as it soon

became clear that U.S. forces had achieved an overwhelming victory and

that they would soon be returning home.

In early November, a congressional delegation traveled to Grenada to

assess the situation. Scenes of cheering Grenadians and stockpiles of weap

ons and ammunition led many members of Congress to make public

statements in support of the invasion. Elwood H. Hillis's (R-Ind.) com

ments stated that he viewed "the largest grouping of light arms and

ammunition I have ever seen in my lifetime. We saw 5.5 million pounds

of light automatic weapon ammunition, estimated to be enough to shoot

everybody in the whole Caribbean twice."!" Michael D. Barnes (D-Md.)

stated that "I came down here very skeptical, but I've reluctantly come to

the conclusion that the invasion was justified." Delegation leader Repre

sentative Thomas Foley (D-Wash.) said that some "Americans here who

were, to say the least, not supportive of the President of many issues, said

that they felt their lives were in danger."!" While not all the congressional

delegates were convinced, even liberal Ron Dellums (D-Calif.) revealed in

his sarcastic remarks that there was some merit to the invasion:
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I hope that people understand thatGrenada was clearly a uniquesituation.
Where could the President of the United States find an island where you

couldliberate white middle class students, capturesome"bad blacks," beat
up some Cubans, humiliate some Soviets, rid the island of communism.

and havethe majority of black peopleon the islandsay,"Than~ you, Uncle

Sam." Only on the islandof Grenada.'>'

After the fact-finding mission returned to Washington, Tip O'Neill, who
initially labeled the invasion "gunboat diplomacy," now called the Ameri
can action "justified."155

THE MEDIA CONTROVERSY

In the days and weeks following the invasion, a number of journalists
began to complain that the media had been prevented from reporting on
the invasion. The first indication that the Reagan administration
attempted to control the media occurred before the invasion when White
House spokesman Larry Speakes answered a question about a possible

invasion as being "preposterous." Speakes was apparently "furious" when
he subsequently learned that he had been left out of the loop on the inva
sion plans.'> What became even more controversial was that the Pentagon
did not allow journalists to arrive on the island until the third day of the
invasion; even then, only 15 "pool" reporters (selected from around 400
assembled in Bridgetown) were allowed in, and they were not permitted
to leave the Point Salines airport. The American people were soon pro
vided with pictures of cheering Grenadian children, warehouses full of

weapons, and some bedraggled Cuban prisoners of war.
Strong tensions quickly developed between the press and military. The

military thought that the press was out to undermine its mission, and the
press believed that the military was overly secretive and suspicious. The
Pentagon was concerned that the perceived antimilitary, anti-American
bent among the press corps would ensure a negative portrayal of the inva
sian. The U.S. military was convinced that military operations had suf
fered in Vietnam because of a dubious press; it had favorably viewed the
British military's strict management of the press in the Falklands War.
Furthermore, the Pentagon was also concerned about the "Tehran effect,"
when there was endless media coverageof the American hostages and Ira

nian demonstrators.

Publicly, though, the military claimed that the restrictions were
intended to protect the reporters' safety, an assertion that was refuted by
some in the media who pointed out that American reporters had waded
ashore at Normandy and Iwo lima. The tensions came to a head when
seven journalists attempted to land in' Grenada on chartered boats and
were warned away by U.S. Navy aircraft. While never confirmed, some of

the journalists claimed that they heard shots fired over their heads as they
approached the island.!"

Under intense pressure from Congress, a week after the invasion the
Pentagon allowed journalists to take anyone of three daily flights that
were now linking Grenada with Barbados. Yetthis was not enough to pre
vent the media from continuing to question the administration's veracity

and U.S. military characterizations of the war. The New York Times labeled'
Grenada the "off the record war," and the Washington Post wrote that this
"secret war, like a secret government is antithetical to open society. It is
absolutely outrageous."'" Like Johnson, it appeared that Reagan was
going to have a "credibility gap" question on the invasion.

However, like the questions about the true danger that the students
faced, any real controversy over the media restrictions was overwhelmed
by the images of liberation and joy that the very same press was sending
back to the United States. In addition, a poll indicated that 90 percent of

the American public agreed with the U.S. military's decision to bar the
press from covering the war. In November 1983, Caspar Weinberger
appointed a fourteen-member Pentagon Press Commission to set down
guidelines for future missions. The report concluded that "mutual antago
nism and distrust are not in the best interests of the media, the military
or the American people" and that the role of the media should be "neither
that of a lapdog, nor an attack dog, but rather, a watchdog."I59

The military's discovery of weapons and secret documents served as
important tools in the administration's public relations effort. The admin
istration highlighted the documents that indicated, for example, that in
the previous four years Grenada had signed at least five secret military
agreements with the Soviet Union, Cuba, and North Korea; by 1986,Gre
nada was scheduled to receive 15,000 rifles and machine guns, millions of
rounds of ammunition, and 15,000 hand grenades. The following April,
over a million rounds of ammunition were discovered under a false floor
in the abandoned Cuban embassy."?
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American troops seized seventeen tons of documents and subsequently
published many of the most incriminating ones. Former ambassador Sally
Shelton was correct when she called the documents a "public relations
bonanza for the u.S. governrnent.?" Commenting on footage of North
Korean officials fleeing to Havana, Kenneth Dam quipped that "they
weren't there for toutism.l''P While some journalists questioned the
extent to which Grenada was the "armed camp" .that the administration
had said it was-some of the weapons that U.S. military officialsdisplayed

were apparently from the nineteenth century-the documents and weap
onry reinforced Reagan's public claim that the United States had arrived
"iust in time."

THE AFTERMATH' OF THE INVASION

In the immediate days after the fighting, there was some looting on the
island, but it quickly dissipated. Electricity was restored within a week.
American combat troops were relieved and replaced by troops from the
Caribbean Peacekeeping Force. After the quagmire of Vietnam, Americans
were not accustomed to the notion that a local population that had just

been invaded by the U.S. military would be so joyful and appreciative.
Grenada was not Vietnam. A CBS News poll found that 91 percent of
Grenadians were "glad the United States troops came to Grenada," and
81 percent said that American troops were "courteous and considerate."
Another 67 percent said that they thought Cuba wanted to take control of
the government, and 65 percent said that they believed the airport was
being readied for Cuban and Soviet military purposes. '63 In fact, many
Grenadians took issue with the term "invasion," preferring "rescue opera

tion." In the words of Grenadian journalist Alister Hughes,

The one thing I want to say and say very strongly is that I am very pleased
with the action the Americans took to come in, because if it hadn't hap

pened, if this, rescue operation had not been undertaken, we would have

been in a verysorrystate. I regard this as a rescueoperation, and I have not
heard any Grenadian who has expressed any other view. 1M

The orthodox academic interpretation of the Grenada operation posits
that the Reagan administration exaggerated the threat Grenada posed in
order to conduct an unnecessary "can't-lose" invasion that would rally the

American people around the flagat a time when America was questioning

its role in the world. This conclusion is complicated, however, by the fact
that the intelligence reports following the invasion actually reinforced the

notion that the Soviets and Cubans had greater intentions for Grenada.

For example, on October 29 Admiral Ionathan T. Howe sent a memo

to Secretary of State Shultz teIling him that "we now have evidence that

the Soviet Union and its allies were turning Grenada into a fortified base

that would threaten those oil lanes and countries in the area." He added,

"It is clear the island was being turned into a fortress, a pro-Soviet military

facilityanchoring the southern end of the Caribbean as Cuba anchors the
northern end."!" Kenneth Dam wrote to Reagan that "the overall picture

presented by the evidence is that by October 1983 the USSR and Cuba

had made real progress toward turning Grenada into a center for further
subversion for the region." Dam concluded that "Cuban control" had

started in earnest in April 1983 and that the Cubans had shipped in arms

and advisers by "a number of surreptitious means."!"

CLEANING UP AND GOING HOME

Contrary to what many critics predicted, once U.S. combat troops left, the

challenge quickly turned to preparing Grenada to become a democracy.

One internal government memo stated that the chief U.S. objective in

postinvasion Grenada was to "create a climate in which democratic gov

ernment can be restored in.Grenada."!" Indeed, the Reagan administra

tion sent millions of dollars in emergency food and economic reconstruc

tion assistance to the new government. In 1984, Grenada received $48.4

million in aid, a sum that on a per capita basis was exceeded only by Israel.
Aid dropped to $11.3 million in 1985 and to zero in 1986, an indication

that the United States was most content to allow Grenada to move back

to a small, unimportant (but democratic) Caribbean island.

American forces also rooted out traces of the PRA and expelled all

Soviet-bloc citizens. New elections were held in 1984, and political moder

ate Herbert Blaize was elected prime minister. 10' On December 4, 1986, a

jury convicted eighteen members of the RMC for the crimes of October
1983; fourteen Grenadians (including Hudson Austin and Bernard Coard)

were tried and convicted. Grenada was now more free and democratic

than at any point in recent memory, and it has remained this way for the
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past twenty years. Unlike the "militarized camp" that was Grenada in

1983, today the country does not have a military.

The Grenada invasion continued to .influence American foreign policy

well after the three-day operation had finished. The 1984 platform at the

Republican National Convention stated that "Grenada issmall and its

people few; but we believe the principle established there-that freedom

is worth defending-is of monumental importance. It challenges the

Brezhnev doctrine. It is an example to the world." Vice President Bush

told the delegates, "Because President Reagan stood firm in defense of

freedom [in Grenada), America has regained respect throughout the.
world." 169

On February 20, 1986, President Reagan told an audience of around

90,000 Grenadians (roughly the entire population) in 51. George's, "I will

never be sorry that I made the decision to help yoU."I70 Urgent Fury ended

up costing $134.4 million, or $224,000 per rescued student. Columnist

George Will wrote, "U.S. Soldiers' boot prints on Grenada's soil will do

more than the MX [a tactical nuclear missileJ. to make American power
credible."!" On the one-year anniversary of the invasion, George Shultz

said, "Our response should go beyond passive defense to consider means

of active prevention, preemption, and retaliation.':" The case for preemp

tive war was given a significant boost within America's conservative for
eign policy circles.

The invasion of Grenada was the first foreign policy episode that started

to get Americans to stop thinking so much about Vietnam, the hostages

in Iran, and the tragically failed mission to rescue those hostages. It now

appeared that interventions in the post-Vietnam era did not have to be

quagmires. The operation signaled a new era in American foreign policy,

one where the use of overwhelming military force was back on the table.
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CHAPTER 3
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The Invasion of Panama,
1989

On the morning of December 20, 1989,24,000 U.S. troops descended on
Panama in order to decimate the country's notorious military dictatorship
and apprehend its even more notorious leader, Manuel Antonio Noriega.
The invasion of Panama was the largest U.S. military operation since the
Vietnam War. It was also the first invasion of a country after the fall of
the Berlin Wall in 1989.

The decision to launch such a massive invasion against such a relative
"banana republic" resulted from the failure of Washington's foreign pol
icy in Panama during the 1980s. Indeed, the invasion was a "can't-lose"
response to Washington's previous inability to remove Noriega from the

political scene in Panama.' During the 1970s and I980s, successive us
administrations viewed Noriega as an unsavory but critical and efficient
provider of intelligence.' He was "our man in Panama." But by the mid
1980s, Noriega's increasingly vicious behavior, above all his involvemenl
in the international narcotics trade, made him a liability to the United
States, especiallyat a time when the American public's concern about ille
gal drugs was reaching its peak.

By 1988, our convenient "ally" had become America's "drug enemy
number one." He had to go. Yet two years of economic sanctions and
other covert pressures only strengthened Noriega's hermetic grip on Pana
manian society. It was at this point-where all previous noninvasion
attempts to remove him from power had failed-that the United Stales
decided to launch this massive use of force. The invasion caught Noriega
completely by surprise. Noriega took Washington's previous ineffective
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policies and internal divisions as a sign that the United States would never

launch a full-scale invasion. The price in American body bags would not
be worth his head, Noriega surmised.

Many scholars have often painted the U.S. invasion as yet another dem

onstration of U.S. hegemony in Central America and the Caribbean. One

observer noted immediately after the invasion that "the invasion of Pan

ama felt like the last gasp in an old, old method of bringing about change

in Central America that had been tried more than 60 times before by the

United States and that has never really worked.'" A seminal work on the

history of U.S.~Panama relations concluded that the invasion "proved

that the American urge to dominate was as strong as ever."!

It is easy to see why scholars have come to this conclusion. The United

States is a hegemonic power when compared to its Central American and

Caribbean neighbors. It can determine outcomes. And, as discussed pre

viously, Washington's legacy of intervention in Central America and the

Caribbean is undeniabkiJ and American officials have at times been less

than forthright in their justifications. Thus, we often automatically con

clude that a mission such as the invasion of Panama could be only for

cynical reasons. Moreover, this critical perspective likely led observers to

discount President George H. W. Bush's stated motivations for the U.S.

invasion: protecting American lives and the security of the canal, arresting
Noriega, and promoting democracy in Panama.

Another lasting criticism was that the invasion and apprehension of a. ,

foreign leader was a violation of Panama's sovereignty and, thus, of inter-

national law. Numerous academic articles have been written that scrupu

lously detail the invasion in light of international law, arguing convinc

ingly that the invasion was technically illegal. The general conclusions

were that the invasion was "the latest in a series of U.S. armed interven

tions in the Caribbean and Central America that have violated U.S. treaty

commitments and the very tenets of international law the United States
itself was instrumental in introducing.:"

Others have suggested that Bush's decision to invade Panama was a way

of casting off the impression that he was a "whimp," an impression that

had dogged him ever since his time as Ronald Reagan's vice president.'

But while the successful invasion undoubtedly enhanced Bush's image as

a forceful leader, it is important to keep in mind that Bush's decision to

launch a full-scale invasion posed the risk of American soldiers coming

home in body bags a few days before Christmas.

While all these criticisms have some merit, what is most apparent is

that the U.S. action actually represented the continuation of America's

traditional "Big Stick" but in a new post-Cold War era, one where

national sovereignty was becoming less of a concern. Indeed, the Panama

operation was followed by interventions in Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, and

Somalia.
While there are of course significant differences between the Panama

case and these others, in some respects Panama can be seen as a precursor

to these actions that dominated the international arena in the 1990s and

into the twenty-first century. In fact, like Grenada, Panama demonstrated

that the United States-and in particular the president-could exercise

the use of force as part of its foreign policy repertoire and gain the support

of the American people.'
To be sure, there are valid criticisms of the Bush administration's inva

sion of Panama. Is the United States justified in using overwhelming mili

tary force to remove a "two-bit thug"? And, to be sure, Noriega would

never have needed to be removed through a massive invasion had Wa,s.h

ington not spent millions of dollars supporting his spy network over a

span of over fifteen years. However, it should be pointed out that, to many

in Washington, Noriega's utility was worth the price paid in morality,

especially since successive U.S. policymakers believed that they were pitted

in a life-and-death struggle against global communism.

But the legality, morality, or necessity of invading Panama must be

evaluated in the context of the overall historical record. For example,

officials in the Reagan and Bush administrations received reports docu

menting hundreds of incidents of violence committed by Noriega's forces

against American citizens. By late 1989, U.S. policymakers fully believed

that Noriega's regime posed an imminent threat to American installations

and citizens. Like Grenada, a Tehran-like hostage crisis was a real concern.

In fact, Noriega loyalists apprehended several Americans during the inva

sion. The number could have easily been much higher.

It is not the purpose of this book to argue that the Bush administration

did not have any options available other than a full-scale invasion. For
example, the Bush administration could have ordered a massive show of

military force inside the Canal Zone to let Noriega know that the United
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States would not be intimidated. It could have continued with the eco
nomic sanctions that it levied in early 1988. It could have attempted a
commando-styleraid to nab Noriega. Some critics have even argued that
Washington should not have done anything at all, that he would have
eventually been overthrown by the Panamanian people.

Yet, while these questions are worth considering, it is by no means clear
that they would have necessarilyled to more stable and positive outcomes.
Each scenario has its own costs and benefits. For example, the economic
sanctions approach had been attempted for over a year but if anything
had strengthened Noriega's grip on power. What we do know for certain
is that the invasion of Panama was a response to the Bush administration's
view that a credible and imminent threat existed in Panama.

THE UNITED STATES, PANAMA. AND THE CANAL:
THE EARLY YEARS

Perhaps more so than any other foreign country, Panama's history as a
nation is inextricably linked to the United States. Indeed, Panama received
its independence from Colombia in 1903 only because the United States
was looking for a convenient partner with which to conclude a treaty per
mitting U.S. access to and control of an interoceanic canal.

For most of the previous eighty years since its break with Spain, Pan
ama remained part of Colombia. Thus, from the 1840s through the early
twentieth century, in its longtime interest and jockeying for canal access,
Washington spent almost all its time negotiating with Bogota, not Panama
City. The first manifestation of the U.S. interest in the Panama region as
a strategic asset with regard to canal access occurred with the signing of
the Bidlack-Mallarino Treaty in 1846. This committed the United States
to a crossing at Panama and it also granted permission for the United
States to intervene in order to protect transit facilities. Ironically, the
treaty implied that the United States would not allow Panama to secede
from Colombia. Overnight Washington had gained a strategic interest and
foothold in Panama.'

On invitation from Colombia, during the next fifty-sixyears the United
States intervened thirteen times in Panama. Most of the interventions
revolved around protecting infrastructure that was ferrying increasing
numbers of travelers and goods from one ocean to the other. The discov
ery of gold in California in 1849was one episode in particular that sparked
increased (in this case, westward) traffic across Panama."
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One of the seminal moments in the U.S. quest for a canal took place in

1898 during the war with Spain when its most powerful battleship, the

Oregon, had to go around the tip of South America to make it to the the

ater in Cuba, a journey of sixty-eight days." Pro-canal factions within the

American political establishment used this episode as proof positive of the

strategic imperative of a canal through Central America, one of course

built and exclusively operated by Washington."

The first step toward the unilateral appropriation of canal rights took

place in 1901 when Washington signed the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty with

Great Britain, which gave the United States the implicit right to construct

and operate a canal. What the treaty did not clear up, however, was where

the canal would be built. A route through Nicaragua was actually the more

appealing option for most of the late part of the nineteenth century. Two

U.S. canal commissions had supported the Nicaragua option, and in 190I

a bill 'for the Nicaragua route passed the House of Representatives 308 to

2. In contrast, Panama was seen as a disease-ridden swamp.

But all was not lost. As generations of U.S. high school students are

taught, the indefatigable Frenchman (with a vested interest in the Panama

route) Philippe Bunau-Varilla lobbied prominent Republicans in Con

gress to reconsider their position. After hearing how a volcanic eruption

on the island of Martinique killing 30,000 people was followed by an erup

tion of a volcano in Nicaragua, Bunau-Varilla is reported to have sent a

Nicaraguan stamp showing a smoking mountain to senators three days

before a crucial vote on the canal route. Panama won the vote forty-two

to thirty-four, and the Spooner Act authorized a canal to be built through

Panama "within a reasonable time," or else the prize would go to Nica

ragua.!'

Now that it had congressional approval for the Panama option, the

next step for Washington was to get approval from Bogota. In addition to

the security necessity, President Theodore Roosevelt wanted the treaty for

"posterity and reelection.?> This effort culminated with the Hay-Henan

Treaty, signed in January 1903 by U.S. Secretary of State John Hay and his

counterpart Tomas Herran, The Hay-Herran Treaty provided f'1r a 100

year renewable lease that would grant the United States a six-mile-wide

zone that would cover the entire length of the canal. Jurisdiction over the

canal was to be shared, and Washington would provide Colombia with a

$250,000 annuity." The Senate ratified the treaty in March by a vote of

seventy-three to five, but the Colombian assembly was much less enthusi

astic, rejecting it unanimously.

The rejection of the treaty forced Roosevelt to reconsider his canal pol

icy. He knew that he could continue negotiations with the Colombians,

attempt a project through Nicaragua, and let Congress decide the matter,

or he could negotiate a new treaty with a secessionist Panamanian state."

It is clear that he had absolutely no desire to continue dealing with the

"foolish and homicidal corruptionists in Bogota," stating, "You could no

more make an agreement with them than you could nail currant jelly to a

wall.''" Roosevelt was also incensed because apparently some members of

the Colombian legislature wanted bribes in return for favorable votes on

the treaty." The stage was set: Roosevelt would help ensure the success of

the "notorious little revolution" .in Panama that would lead to a new

treaty." While Roosevelt had every desire to see Panama break free from

Colombia, it is also important to keep in mind that many Panamanians

also wanted independence. Washington would just provide the muscle to

ensure that the process went smoothly and that the outcome was never in

doubt.

In early November 1903, Panamanian rebels declared their indepen

dence from Colombia. While some Colombian soldiers were still able to

land, the majority of the forces sent by Bogota were deterred by the pres

ence of U.S. gunboats off Panama's key coastal areas. In just a matter of a

few days, Washington had recognized the new government in Panama.

Not surprisingly, efforts to sign a canal treaty followed almost immediately

afterward. On November 15, now acting as Panama's temporary represen

tative to the United States, Bunau-Varilla-one of "the great hero-rogues

of the imperialist era, the equal of the almost mythical Cecil Rhodes and

Conrad's all-too-lifelike Mr. Kurtz't-s-began negotiations with Hay over a

new treaty. 20

The wording of the treaty was almost identical to the Hay- Herran doc

ument signed ten months earlier. But, amazingly, Bunau-Varilla feared

that the wording was almost too favorable to Panama and that the Senate

might reject it and opt for a Nicaraguan route. The accord, known as the

Hay-Bunau-Varrilla Treaty, expanded the canal zone from six miles to

ten, added several offshore islands to U.S. control, allowed for the con

struction of U.S. military bases, and changed the concession from 100

years to "in perpetuity." Panama had no right to levy taxes in the zone or
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to fix toll rates on the canal. Rent On the zone was also fixed by the treaty,
something that would be greatly reduced by inflation Over the years. Hay
remarked that the treaty was "very satisfactory, fully advantageous to the
United States, and, we must confess, not so advantageous to Panama.''»
The Canal Zone was now an exclusive U.S. territory.

Many Panamanians were outraged at the new terms, but they had little
choice but to accept the document. They knew full well that their precari
ous independence Was only as good as Washington's willingness to keep
Colombian reinforcements at bay. In addition, there was talk that Bogota

~~s considering presenting Washington with a new, more generous treaty
If It would turn against Panama's independence." On December 2, the
same day that the boat carrying the actual treaty arrivedin the Caribbean

port city of Colon, Panama ratified the treaty unanimously and without
modification. The U.S. Senate ratified the treaty twelve weeks later; three
days after that, Bunau-Varilla resigned as Panama's minister in Wash
ington.

All Americans did not approve Roosevelt's victory, however. A 1903
New York Times editorial said that the canal was "stolen property" and
that the administration's partners in Panama were "a group of canal pro
moters and speculators and lobbyists who came into their money through

the rebellion we encouraged, made safe, and effectuated." Roosevelt char
acteristically dismissed his detractors as a "small body of shrill eunuchs.'>

U.S.-PANAMA RELATIONS, 1904-1968

The Panama Canal, one of the world's most remarkable feats of engineer
ing, opened on August 15, 1914, when the steamship Ancon, used to ferry
rock during the construction, passed through it. For the next half century,
the canal was America's strategic and economic pearl in the region. Dur
ing several military conflicts-including two world wars-the canal was
an indispensable conduit ofAmerican troops and armaments between the
two oceans."

The Panama Canal was also a critical component of America's national
security identity, something that helps explain why the United States hung
onto the canal when it had forfeited most of its other overseas possessions,
such as the Philippines. Starting in the 1930s, however, there were growing
Panamanian demands for modifications to the treaty. During the height
of Franklin Roosevelt's "Good Neighbor Policy," a supplementary treaty

(signed in 1936 and ratified in 1939) limited the right of the United States
to maintain order in Colon and panama City, and it clarified that the
Canal Zone was "the territory of the Republic of Panama under jurisdic
tion to the United States.'?" This treaty also started a pattern whereby the

State Department would support amendments to the treaty while the War
Department (now Defense) opposed them.

During the early years of the U.S. presence in the Canal Zone-and
even before the canal was completed-U.S. presidents sent troops or mar
shals into Panama, often to supervise elections or disperse protests." But
even as late as the 1989 invasion, the United States did not intervene on

any large scale in Panama. One good reason for this, of course, was that it
simply did not have to "intervene," as the Canal Zone was effectively U.S.
sovereign territory.

While the United States would have certainly been willing to maintain
its command over the canal based on the 1903 treaty, by the 1950s many
Panamanians were becoming even more vocal in their belief that changes
needed to be made. The incipient revolutionary climate in the 1950s-for
example, the social reforms in Guatemala under Jacobo Arbenz, the 1952
revolution in Bolivia, and the 1959 revolution in Cuba-helped foster

growing nationalist sentiment in Panama, a feeling that was inextricably
tied up with Panama's relationship to the United States and the Canal
Zone. A 1955 treaty between the two countries marked an improvement
from the 1936 agreement, but for most Panamanians in the throes of the
concepts of national liberation, revolution, and heightened self-awareness,

this accord was still not enough."
One key Panamanian criticism revolved around the intended use of the

American military bases. The treaty allowed for U.S.'forces to be stationed
in order to defend the canal but not for other activities. But by the 1950s
and 1960s, it was apparent to everyone involved that the U.S. bases were
much more about Washington's hemispheric security concerns-ones
that had been greatly heightened because of the growing Communist
threat in the region-than canal defense."

In May 1958, Panamanian university students infiltrated the zone to
plant dozens of Panamanian flags as an act of political protest. They
returned in November 1959, but this time U.S. authorities barred them
from the zone, a move that sparked a march on the U.S. embassy in Pan
ama City. More rioting continued later that month. All told, over 100 Pan-
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amanian students were killed, 9 by U.S. forces. In 1960, President Eisen
hower responded to the controversy by ordering the Panamanian flag to
be flown in parts of the Canal Zone."

Anti-U.S. sentiment peaked in early 1964 during the infamous "flag
riots." Since Eisenhower's concession several years earlier, high schools
inside the Canal Zone had been exempted from flying the Panamanian
flag alongside the American. On January 9, just two months after Presi
dent Kennedy's assassination, a few hundred students from the Instituto
NacionaI, a Panamanian high school located near the Canal Zone

marched to Balboa High School inside the zone and attempted to raise

the Panamanian flag. American students and police attempted to stop the
Panamanians, a melee broke out, and supposedly the Panamanian flagWas
ripped during the dispute.

Rumors about the incident quickly spread throughout Panama City,

and within hours tens of thousands of Panamanians had taken to the
streets." They proceeded to march down the 4th of Tuly Avenue, which

marked the boundary with the Canal Zone. American troops defended the
zone by using live ammunition; Panamanian snipers took shots at the
American soldiers. The rioting lasted for close to four days, during which
time the Panamanian National Guard made no effort to control the riot
ers. All told, 18 Panamanians and 4 American soldiers were killed; 200 to

300 Panamanians and 150 Americans were injured. Citing "unprovoked
aggression," Panamanian President Rodolfo Chiari broke relations with

Washington and immediately renamed the 4th of July Avenue the "Ave
nue of the Marryrs.?«

These periodic anti-U.S. riots prompted many key political leaders in
the United States to conclude that the United States needed to eventually
transfer control of the canal over to Panama lest the conditions for an
even more violent or revolutionary response erupt. They believed that
U.S. control of the canal was increasingly an anachronism from a more
imperialist period. It was time for a change. Senator Fulbright, in com
ments he made a year before the Dominican intervention, summed up
this position well:

The basicproblem . . . is the exercise ofAmerican control over a partof the
territory of Panama in this age of intense nationalist and anti-colonialist
feeling.... It seems to me entirely proper and necessary for the United

THE INVASION OF PANAMA. 1989

States to take the initiative in proposing new agreements thatwould redress
some of Panama's grievances.... Surely. in a confrontation so unequal, it
is not unreasonable to expect the United States to go a little further than
half-way in the search for a fair settlement."

But, as became overwhelmingly clear by the time of the debates over
the ratification of the 1977 Panama Canal treaties, not all Americans

shared this sentiment. The Pentagon, for one, viewed Panama as a strate
gic position in the world where, unlike most other places, U.S. bases couJd
be legallylocated. Indeed. the Pentagon cared far more about the military
bases than the canal itself.

President Johnson responded to the 1964 flag riots by appointing his
Latin American adviser Thomas Mann to chair the Panama ReviewGroup

to address the growing controversy over the canal. But while the Johnson
administration was willing to consider transferring the canal over to Pan
ama, at this point it was still committed to maintainjng the military bases.
National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy, for one, sent out a classified
memo to the secretaries of defense and state urging that the new agree
me')t "provide for continuation of u.S. military bases and facilities" inside
the zone."

Beginning in 1965, talks between the Johnson administration and Pan,

amanian President Marco Robles led to the announcement in 1967 of
three new treaties, ones that, while not ratified, eventually became the
foundation for the successful 1977 treaties. The Iohnson administration's
overtures to Panama during this period on the whole demonstrate a will
ingness to lessenWashington's imperial presence in the region. This fact is
worth considering when evaluating its motivations during the Dominican
crisis, when many historians concluded that Washington's real motive was
to prevent a liberal democratic regime in that island nation.

THE 1968 COUP AND THE RISE OF OMAR TORRIJOS

By the late 1960s, political developments in Panama were developing even
faster than was Washington's strategic and political understanding of the
canal. This in turn dramatically altered the political climate in which the
two countries continued to negotiate revisions to the treaties. In 1968,

two-time Panamanian president Arnulfo Arias was once again elected.
The Harvard and Cambridge-trained Arias was the godfather of Panama-
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nian politics, ruling intermittently as a fascist-leaning Axis sympathizer or
democratic populist. 34

Unwisely for his own political survival, on assuming office in October

1968, Arias immediately began purging the National Guard's leadership.

Arias removed most of the general staff through forced retirements or

assignments to "diplomatic exile." Lieutenant Colonel Omar Torrijos was

told to leave El Salvador as a military attache." Within days of the inaugu

ration, Torrijos launched a coup against Arias, who quickly found himself

in the Canal' Zone before heading to exile in Miami. Arias's latest presi

dency ended ten days, eleven hours, and forty-some minutes after it
began."

A new civilian-military junta was established, and newly scheduled
elections were then canceled. Washington severed relations with the junta

but restored them in less than a month. By early 1969, Torrijos had pushed

aside any potential rivals and consolidated his firm grip on power. Arias

loyalists launched a guerrilla campaign in the region ofChiriqui that lasted

around a year. I~ was decimated by National Guard troops commanded

bJ::. a young 0f!!c:r~~J\E.tonio Noriega. For the next elev;) years,
the Panamanian military dominated politics Tn Panama.

In December 1969, Torrijos felt confident enough in his position to

aff?rd takpg ~ trjp to Mexico City. 'TOrrijos was in Mexico for onry two

dars when a coup against him un(orded back in Panama:--Some National

Guard officers were concerned about Torrijos's supposed Communist

leanings and increasingly dictatorial rule." Torrijos and his loyal col
leagues chartered a plane that they flew to EI Salvador.

From there, Torrijos spoke '1-YE:.l~hone with Noriega, who pledged
~is loyalty to the nervous leader. Noriega~tea'Torrijos to fly to

the J'fov!r,J_c.!.".LCIty of David. When the plane was approaching in the early
mo~ning in_Qavid,~ga"e the order to ligliit~h~ turn on the

headJi@.ts of dozens of trucks along the runway. The plane landed safely.
Advancing to the capitalOVei-laria, Iorn)os was securely back in power, by

the next day. Most important for Panama's subsequent history, NOriega

had_won_Tarrijos's l2)'alt.Y...a!HLw.o.ul<lnow_be a key member ofTorrijos's
growing "revolution.''» ~
~

~rrijos's rule after the coup attempt shifted dramatically toward a
nationalist, anti-imperialist form of populism. Almost always dressed in

his trademark mihtary fatigues, Torrijos at least rhetorically became a

champion of Panama's majority poor. Unlike the legions of white aristo

cratic politicians who had led Panama previously-known as rabiblancos
in Panama-Torrijos presented himself as a man of the people. Soon Tor

rijos was being compared to nationalists such as Fidel Castro of Cubaand

Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt. One particularly astute observer descnbed

Torrijos in the following manner:

Basically, Torrijos was an inspired improviser with a great capacity for

booze and small talk and little stomach for day-to-day administration. He

was willing to shake up the country and its government, step on elite toes,

bluff the gringos, and above all spend money freely. He was an old
fashioned nationalist who wanted Panama to have a bigger piece of the

canal pie. but he was also a willful leader who sometimes used force and

even murder to intimidate opponents and to stay in power."

Initially, U.S. officials were largely pleased with Torrijos, viewing him

as a military man who would be more realistic and pragmatic about the

canal negotiations." Washington also began to pump significant amounts

of money-around $3 million a year on top of its normal budget-s-into

Torrijos's National Guard, slowly helping to push it from a national secur

ity force to a full-fledged Latin American army." Concerned about the

spread of communism in the region, U.S. policymakers overlooked the

fact they were creating a Frankenstein in Panama. The National Guard

and its future commander Noriega were incubated by the United States

during the Torrijos years.

THE PANAMA CANAL TREATIES
On consolidating his populist authoritarian rule following the failed 1969

coup attempt against him, Torrijos began to make the canal the overriding

issue of his regime. His often-quoted phrase "No quiero entrar en la hist

oria. smo en el atnal" (I don't want to eriter into history, only into the

canal") demonstrated his unyielding commitment to this issue." Torrijos

once called U.S. control of the canal a "stake in our heart."" Indeed, Tor

rijos proved to be a much tougher negotiator than Washil)gton ever antici

pated. His first deft move was to call for the UN Security Council to ho.ld

a special session in Panama in March 1973 to discuss what was eupheml.'
tically characterized as "problems of colonialism and dangers to peace in

Latin America."?'
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At the meeting, the Panamanian representative to the United Nations
maneuvered to call a vote on a pro-Panama resolution on the status of
the canal. Thirteen of the fifteen Security Council members voted for the
resolution. Aside from Great Britain's abstention, only the United States

vetoed the resolution-only its third since 1945-but Panama emerged
with a moral victory. After the meeting, Panama's foreign minister Juan
Antonio Tack remarked, "The United States has vetoed Panama, but the
world has vetoed the United States.":" The Security Council's maneuver
allowed Torrijos to internationalize the canal issue, making it part of the
broader focus on issues of national liberation and self-determination that
were paramount during the 1970s.

In September 1973,President Richard Nixon appointed seasoned Latin
America adviser Ellsworth Bunker to lead the U.S. delegation to the con
tinuing talks over the canal." Then, in February 1974, President Ford's
secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, arrived at Tocumen international air

port-he did not fly into the Canal Zone, a symbolic act that was not lost
on the Panamanians-to continue discussions with his counterparts."

Kissinger agreed to negotiate the canal on the basis of eight principles,
including the recognition of Panamanians' sovereignty and a fixed date
for the end of U.S. jurisdiction over the Canal Zone." With the war in
Vietnam, relations with China, and diplomacy in the Middle East on his
agenda, Kissinger's trip to Panama demonstrates the importance this issue

held at this time. It is striking to compare this to December 1999, when
President Clinton's secretary of state, Madeleine Albright, did not even
attend the ceremony marking the transfer of the canal over to Panama.

When Jimmy Carter took office in 1977, one of his first actions was to
issue Presidential Review Memorandum I, calling for the immediate
r:.view of the Panama policy." There was a growmg perceptIOn m Wash
iflgton that an inability to resolvethecanal Issue diplomatically could lead
to~liere the'United SUites would have to defend the canal mili
t~y. Sep.ding 10 troops tcrdefencrcinitimpenal'f"posseSSIOn was not part

o~ the new president'sforeign pohcy Image. And estimates cited 100,000
as the number oTO.s. troop~ that would need to be deployed to defend
the canal in a hOsBIeeiWironment.

Alternately, technological change meant that a growing number of
ships could not fit in the canal, making the waterway less Important eco
nomically. Moreover, the United States already had a two-ocean navy,

while nuclear submarines and long-range missiles lessened the canal's

strategic importance.There-was alSoStillliopetllaltl1eUnitedSi~tes could
neg-;;tiate the extension of the U.S. bases even if the canal was handed over

entirely.50

Carter firmly believed that warm relations with Panama were crucial to
keeping the canal secure." And for Panama, warm relations meant a new

canal treaty. To pursue this policy goal, in 1977 Carter appointed Sol
Linowitz to work alongside Bunker as America's chief negotiators. Pri

vately, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and National Security Adviser Zbig
niew Brzezinski believed that there needed to be a viable resolution to the

canal issue before the 1978 midterm elections."
On September 7, 1977, Carter and TorrijQs signed two treaties-the

Pana~Canal Treaty and the Neutrali!y Trea!y thaJ.ilddressed.1he gov
ernance of the canal, the status' of the military bases, and the sec;!!'ity of
the canal after the handover at midnight, December.11.!999." The first
treaty created a new Panama Canal commission that would control tolls
and other revenues distributed between the United States and Panama. By
this time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had largely dropped its insistence on
retaining bases in Panama after 1999, opening up room for treaty renego

tiations.
The timing of the Panama Canal negotiations coincided with the 1976

U.S. presidential race, an overlap that ensured that the issue would
become part of U.S. domestic politics. Above all, conservatives such as
Republican presidentiaL candidate Ronald Reagan, who battled President
Ford for the party's nomination, used the issue to champion a more
aggressive foreign policy and emphasize the unwillingness of certain lead
ers to stand up for key U.S. interests. In Reagan's words, the canal was a
«sovereignty issue." In his famous words, "When it comes to the canal,
we bought it, we paid for it, it's ours, and we should tell Torrijos and com

pany that we're going to keep it."
Indeed, Reagan's denunciations of any treaty served as a rallying cry for

conservatives following the Vietnam War. Critics of the negotiations cited
several reasons why they opposed transferring the canal to Panamanian
control. They argued that the United States was on strong legal grounds
in that the Canal Zone was U.S. property, that Panama lacked the techni
cal skills needed to run the canal, that Panama was politically unstable and
therefore could not be relied on to maintain or defend the canal, and that
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the undemocratic Torrijos regime was in danger of turning Communist.
A report written for a conservative think tank in 1977 summed up the
view of many on the right:

The future security and well-being of the United States are threatened by
the administration's proposed abandonment of sovereignty over the Pan

ama Canal and the Canal Zone.... A U.S. retreat from Panama would

probably be the lastnail in the coffin of the MonroeDoctrine.... If wewill
not stand fast in our own backyard, if we compromise and equivocate and

retreat about an issue as vital as the Panama Canal and an area as strategic
as the Caribbean, where will we stand?S4

Essayist William Buckleywas one conservative who supported the trea
ties, as he believed that the United States should leave Panama "while the

initiative is still clearly our own. That is the way great nations act."" Yet,
while most of the foreign policy establishment supported some sort of
treaty, the American public opposed the treaties by a margin of two to
one.>

The Panamanian people ratified the treaties by over a two-thirds mar
gin on October 23, 1977. The Carter administration made an intensive
public relations pitch in order to drum up domestic support for ratifica
tion of the treaties. In early February 1978, Senator Dennis DeConcini (D
Ariz.) added an amendment to the treaty that gave the United States the
right to intervene if the canal was interfered with. Supporters of the trea
ties worried that DeConcini's move would make it seem as though Wash
ington was setting up .a scenario similar to the Soviets in Czechoslovakia
in 1968-that the United States would intervene for any reason. Needless
to say, the Panamanians were not pleased with the amendment, but it
nonetheless remained in the treaty. Soon after, the Senate ratified the
treaty by a vote of 68 to 32, just one more vote than the requisite two
thirds."

In 1979, the Carter administration saw the first tangible benefit of the
treaties when Torrijos returned a favor by providing sanctuary to the shah
of Iran afte~ he had been overthrown. By the time of his reelection cam
paign in 1980, however, Carter was unquestionably hampered by his sup
port for the treaties in his failed race against the nation's soon-to-be first
neoconservative president, Ronald Reagan.

THE RISE OF NORIEGA: 1968-1986

Starting as early as the late 1960s,Manuel' Noriega deftly positioned him'
self vis-a-vis the U.S. intelligence community as an indispensable resource
inside Panama. In 1967, Noriega took classes at the U.S. School of the
Americas in the Canal, quickly ingratiating himself to U.S. officials with
his seemingly unparalleled intelligence-gathering capabilities.58 Contrary
to the impressions that some observers have, Washington did not support
Noriega in order to create an American puppet in Panama City; rather, the

reason was more quotidian. The United States was looking for a reliable
intelligence source, one it could count on to provide timely and accurate
information of growing leftist guerrilla insurgencies, Cuba, and the
increasingly important issue of narcotics trafficking."

Noriega did all of that and more. Indeed, Noriega worked for the
Americans, but he also worked for the Cubans and the Colombian drug
lords and whoever else was willing to pay the price. In 1980, former Costa

Rican president Jose Figueres was visiting Fidel Castro when Figueres
commented that Castro was the best-informed man in the region. Castro
responded, "No, Noriega is the best informed man. He knows everything
the left and right are doing."60 Some State Department officials called
Noriega "rent-a-colonel,'?" and he was known in the drug underworld as
the "Caribbean Prostitute."62

By the early 1970s, Noriega had become chief of G-2, the National
Guard's intelligence service. The United States helped train Noriega in
in te11igence and soon put him on the payroll. Over the next decade, Wash
ington paid Noriega hundreds of thousands of dollars to be an ally in the
seedy Central American intelligence world. He had become such a cher
ished resource to the U.S. intelligence community that by 1976, when
American Ambler Moss took over as ambassador, he discovered that
Noriega was the liaison for the CIA, FBI, Customs Service, and several

military intelligence agencies." Between 1973 and 1982, the United States
provided the money for the training of 350 Panamanian intelligence offi
eers.

During the 1970sand 1980s,Noriega established working relationships
with high-ranking U.S. policymakers such as CIA Director William Casey
and National Security Council staff member Oliver North. In December
1976, Noriega even met with then CIA Director George Bush at a private
lunch hosted by the Panamanian ambassador in Washington. The Reagan
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admi~istration also most likely attempted to Use Noriega to help supply
the NICaraguan contras despite the fact that it knew the extent of Noriega's
involvement in the drug trade."

While the notion of working with Noriega seems outrageous today, in
the Context of the times the dealings are more understandable. For exam
ple, Noriega continued to arrest drug traffickers and send them to the
United States. Since he was also working for Cuba, U.S. officials reckoned

that Noriega would be a good SOurce of information about a country that
had been difficultfor U.S. intelligence agencies to penetrate. In addition,
m the 1970sat least, Torrijos, not Noriega, was the chief political figure in
Panama. Noriega was all about inte1ligence, and at that time there was no
rea.son to suspect that he would end up becoming the country's dictator.
This all changed when Noriega dramatically increased his power after the
dIsputed 1984 presidential elections.

What is also evident is that even through the mid-1980s, U.S. intelli
gence agencies continued to believe that Noriega's benefits outweighed his
costs. As late as March 1987, Noriega was cooperating in major bilateral
money-laundering investigations." The 1987 annual report of the State

Dep7,rt~ent's narcotics division certified that Panama .had "fully cooper

ated With antmarcotics matters. A 1978 letter from President Carter's
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) director, Peter Bensinger, high
lights the value that Noriega provided to the intelligence agencies. "[The

DEAl very much appreciates all of your support and cooperation which
you have extended to our agency during the last year," and he wished
Noriega "very best regards for a happy and successful new year.''« Arnaz

mgly, the DEA continued to send Noriega letters of support, known as
"attaboy" letters, up until just a few years before the invasion.

nlE 1984 ELECTIONS

In August 1981,Torrijos died in a plane crash that even today has still not
been fully explained. While most blame poor weather conditions, others
have CIted Noriega's involvement or even the work of the CIA. Whatever
the case, Panama's strongman was dead and the country's political future

un~lear. While we will likely never know Torrijos's ultimate plans, many
believed that Torrijos had intended to hold elections in May 1984, setting
Panama on a Course- toward greater democracy.

In March 1982, Noriega and two other officers ousted Colonel Floren-

cio Flores, who had succeeded Torrijos as commander of the National
Guard. The three coup plotters had worked about a plan whereby fellow
plotter Lieutenant Colonel Ruben Paredes would become the National
Guard commander but would subsequently resign from his military post
and run for president. Noriega would then become commander until
1987. In August 1983, Noriega replaced him as commander as planned,
and a week later Paredes announced his candidacy for the presidency.

But then, contrary to the secret plan, Noriega did not back Paredes in
the election; instead, he threw his support behind Nicolas Ardito Barletta,

a former vice president at the World Bank who had studied under then
economics professor George Shultz at the University of Chicago." Pare
des's campaign withered, and he was soon ousted from the Guard.
Noriega stood alone at the top of the Panamanian military. Before long he
had promoted himself to the rank of brigadier general. Noriega quickly
changed the name of the National Guard to the Panamanian Defense
Forces (PDF). For the next five years, Noriega dominated all aspects of
Panamanian life from his position as commander of the PDF. With no
need to appoint himself as president, Noriega instead allowed political
figures to act as president to lend a veneer of democratic legitimacy to his

rule.
In a highly irregular election, Barletta defeated octogenarian Arnulfo

Arias by less than 2,000 votes out of 600,000 counted. Despite clear evi
dence of foul play, Secretary of State Shultz attended Barletta's inaugura
tion, and President Reagan received him at the White House." For an
administration that was deeply concerned about the spread of commu
nism in the isthmus, they now had a government in Panama that they
could work with. Barletta was a widely known technocrat, and Noriega
was the undisputed king of intelligence. In 1985, however, Noriega had
ousted Barletta, who had become increasingly critical of the military com
mander. Noriega replaced Barletta with first vice president Eric Arturo
Delvalle, who was now slated to serve out the original term of office until

1989.69

Over the course of the next few years, a series of episodes served to
highlight Noriega's increasingly despotic influence. In June 1987, for
example, after being attacked by Noriega, retired Colonel Robert Diaz
Herrera publicly announced on television that Noriega had fixed the 1984
presidential elections and was behind Torrijos's murder. Immediately,
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anti-Noriega protests began in Panama City; this would be a common

sight for the next two and a half years." The anti-Noriega umbrella group

Civic Crusade was formed. Equally visible and .nuch more vicious were

the pro-Noriega special PDF forces-known as Dobermans-that

harassed and intimidated protesters and other political opponents."

On June 26, the U.S. Senate passed Resolution 239 by a vote of eighty

two to two that called for Noriega to step down pending the outcome of
an investigation into Diaz Herrera's charges of election fraud. Noriega

responded by turning the Dobermans loose on the U.S. embassy and con

sulate, an act that led some in Washington to conclude that a PDF assault

on U.S. citizens or soldiers was a distinct possibility. During the fall of

1987, Congress passed a series of resolutions condemning Noriega and

threatening economic sanctions if civil liberties were not respected in
Panama,"?

By the end of 1987, Noriega has become a painful thorn in the side of

the Reagan administration. Any value that Noriega provided on the intelli

gence side was now outweighed by the damage he was causing to Reagan's

credibility in Panama and in Washington. No one could deny that Wash

ington had cultivated Noriega; the question now was how they would get
rid of him. 73

CONGRESS GETS TOUGH

Well before the Reagan administration imposed sanctions on the Noriega
regime, certain members of Congress had been focusing on Noriega's

illicit activities. In fact, between 1985 and 1987, the Reagan administration

was playing catch-up to congressional critics such as dovish freshman

Massachusetts Senator John Kerry and his conservative colleague Jesse

Helms of North Carolina; Both Helms and Kerry persistently pressured

the Reagan administration to do something about Noriega. Helms started
the congressional attention in March and April 1986, when he conducted
hearings on the issue over the objections of the administration.

Helms was committed to shedding light on Noriega's dirty work. A
good part of the hearings focused on the murder of Hugo Spadafora, a

confidant of Torrijos, a pro-Sandinista guerrilla, and a newly vocal critic

of Manuel Noriega. In late 1985, Spadafora's decapitated body had been

found in a U.S. mailbag near the border of Costa Rica." Many believed
that Noriega was behind the murder. One crucial motivation for Helms's

condemnation of Noriega was that he wanted to demonstrate that Noriega

was unfit to handle receiving the canal. According to one of his aides, "We

want to turn the canal over to a viable, stable democracy, not a bunch of

corrupt drug runners.'?"
Soon after Helms's hearings began, Kerry started his own investigation

into drug trafficking in Panama. Over the course of the next two years,
Kerry's Foreign Relations Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics, and

International Communication was the epicenter for congressional scru

tiny of Noriega's dealings. What emerged from the investigations were an

entire series of revelations about Noriega's dealings with Cuba, the con

tras, Colombian drug kingpins and guerrillas, and Panama's position as

the money-laundering capital of the region.
A June 12, 1986, front-page article in the New York Times by investiga

tive reporter Seymour Hersh amplified the congressional scrutiny of

Noriega. Hersh, who made his name uncovering the My Lai massacre dur

ing the Vietnam War, wrote the article to coincide with Noriega's visit to

the United States, where he was presented with a Panamanian medal of

honor at the Inter-American Defense Board. Hersh argued that Noriega

was tied to the killing of Spadafora, that he was involved in drug traffick

ing, and that "for the last fifteen years, he had been providing intelligence

information simultaneously to Cuba and the United States.'?"

A SHIFT IN U.S. POLICY

Following the example of the "people power" movement in the Philip

pines that ousted autocratic leader Ferdinand Marcos in February 1986;

many observers in Washington believed that civic, nonviolent opposition

would eventually remove Noriega. The removal of Haiti's Jean-Claude

"Baby Doc" Duvalier was another example. This logic explains the Reagan

administration's decision to escalate the pressure against Noriega in early

1988. With Noriega already hated by an overwhelming majority of Pana

manians, new measures were needed to break Noriega. In addition, the

administration faced intense congressional pressure to remove Noriega

from power. What is also readily apparent is that the growing drug con

cern in the United States meant that any national politician with any

future had to demonstrate that he or she was doing something about

drugs. For President Reagan, this meant removing Noriega.
The effort to dislodge the Panamanian strongman received a jolt on
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Febru~ry5, 1988, w.he~ two grand juries, one in Tampa and the other in

Miami, announced indictments against Noriega. The twelve-count Miami

mdlCtm~nt accused Noriega of helping Colombia's notorious Medellin

cartel ship more than two tons of cocaine through Panama in ret f
payment of $4 5 'II' a urn or a, rm IOn, ne Miami attorney stated that ": I' I

g
ua h ili d hi in p am an-

ge, e ut ize IS position to sell the country f P dfi k "77 0 anama to TUg traf-
c ers. The three-count Tampa indictment charged Noriega with

attempts to smuggle more than one million pounds of marijuana' into the

Umted St~tes.. It also alleged that Noriega had agreed to allow more than

$100 million m profits from drug sales to be laundered through Panama

banks:" The cumulative sentences for Noriega, if convicted; were for 145

years III prison."

AIm st i di I .o imme late y, 11 became apparent that the indictments had n t

been well coordinated through the foreign POl1'CY b 5 0D ureaucracy tate
epartment officials learned of the indictments only a week before the

;ere made, pubhc. One National Security Council aide complained th;

oreign policy was being made by the Justice Department; U.S. attorneys

responded that they were indicting a criminal, not making C •

policy.v roreign

There is no question that, while it might have had cosmetic a I .
terms of the d he i ppea m, ' war on rugs, t e indictments were poor foreign policy Most

critical was that the United States did not have an extradition treaty with

Pan~ma, which meant that there was no ready legal mechanism to get'

Nonega to Flonda. And even this hope was predicated on Noriega's being

out ~f power, which was much wishful thinking at the time. As expected

~o~lega responded to the indictments with his usual scorn, calling then:

a Joke and an absurd political movement.'?'

Reeling from- the bungled indictments that same month the R
dmini . ' eagan

a mmrstration sent Assistant Secretary of State Elliott Abrams to Mi ,
to meet th P .d iarru~ resi ent Delvalle in order to pressure him to fire Norieg
But Noriega quickly outmaneuvered Delvalle and had hi dCa,£fi . un remove rrom
o c.e. Nonega then had the National Assembly appoint Manuel Solis as

president, However, Delvalle enacted some revenge on Noriega when his

lawyers argued successfully in U,S. courts that Pana a'
assets in th U ' ed 5 m s government
, e rut tates needed to be transferred to Delvalle's control

smce he was the legal president of the country 82 Whil h . .. lee was ongmally

seen as a Noriega puppet, the .Reagan administration turned Delvalle into

something of a symbol of democracy in Panama after his removal.
The Reagan administration responded to Delvalle's removal by

announcing a fresh round of economic sanctions against Noriega that

barred U.S. companies from paying taxes to the Panamanian government

and eliminated Panama's sugar quota. Over the course of the next two

years, Panama's economy contracted dramatically. Gross domestic prod
uct fell by 17 percent in1988 and 8 percent in 1989," There was an initial

belief that the sanctions were the last nail in Noriega's coffin, leading

Elliott Abrams to proclaim on March 27 that Noriega was "hanging on by

a thread." .National Security Adviser Colin Powell said,that the sanctions

were. having a "telling effect."64
But while the sanctions certainly hampered Panama's economy,

Noriega was buoyed by limitless drug revenue and thus able to continue
paying his 15,000 PDF members, a critical accomplishment, as his survival

was overwhelmingly reliant on their support." Furthermore, the sanctions

were not universally applied, and many U.S. corporations easily found

ways around them and continued to do business with the Noriega regime.
Then suddenly on May 11, 1988, the White House announced that in

return for Noriega's retirement, the indictments would be dropped." This

plan. confirms that at this point in time the Reagan administration's pri

mary concern was removing Noriega, not eliminating the PDF as an insti

tution. The episode was especially delicate for Bush, who was slipping in

the polls against Democratic presidential contender Michael Dukakis, For

candidate Bush, dropping an indictment against America's "number one
drug thug" at the height of the drug concern was politically damaging.

Bush responded that he would not "bargain with drug dealers ... whether

they're on U.S. or foreign soil.'?" Dukakis slammed Bush for his supposed

longtime connection to Noriega. "How about telling us who in this

administration was dealing with Noriega. Who was paying Noriega? Who
was ignoring the fact that we knew he was dealing in drugs and making

millions and we're still doing business with him?""
Congress was also almost uniformly negative. On May 17, the Senate

passed a nonbinding amendment stating that no negotiations by the

United States with Noriega should be made that "involve the dropping of

the drug-related indictments against him."" Senator Robert Dole (R
Kans.) said that the White House was sending the "wrong signal" on
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drugs. Dole said that he supported efforts to remove Noriega but "not at

the cost of undermining our war on drugs ... [with this indictment] we

have said that under certain circumstances we'll negotiate with leniency

for those who are responsible, directly or il1directly, for the addiction and

death of Our children." Senator Pete Wilson (R-Calif.) opined that a deal

with Noriega Was akin to cutting "a deal with the devil."90 By the end of
May, the White House quietly withdrew the offer.

The Reagan administration's pressure against Noriega was not working.
In May, Reagan had announced that Noriega "must go," but he was still

firmly ill command in Panama. The administration continued to receive

criticism from Congress over what was now increasingly considered a
fiasco. Senator Alfonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.), for one, accused the Pentagon

and Joint Chiefs of being "cowards" for not being more aggressive against
Noriega.»

. With Noriega in power and the sanctions not working sufficiently, dur

Ing the summer of 1988 a rupture emerged within the administration
about what to do next regarding Noriega. The State Department believed

that a more muscular approach was needed and that Washington should
start considering a plan for a military intervention, such as a commando

style raid, to nab Noriega. The Pentagon, on the other hand, was more

cautious, as the generals worried that a military operation could easily lead

to a hostage situation. According to one White House official who partici

pated in the ~iscussions, "The diplomats wanted a muscular military pol

Icy. The soldiers, who would-have to do the fighting, wanted negotiations
with Noriega."92

The dispute between State and the Pentagon became a battle of wills

and bureaucratic prowess between Abrams and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chair

man Admiral William Crowe. Crowe told Reagan that 50,000 Americans

c~uld not be guarded in Panama, thus making an invasion a recipe for
disaster. VICe Admiral Jonathan Howe represented Crowe at interagency

meetings and attempted to counter Abrams's criticisms that the Pentagon
was overly cautious. Abrams countered that the PDF Was not a military

but more like a crooked police force. "The PDF is like a Mississippi police
force In the 1960s. It's vicious, corrupt, and incompetent. It is a group that

never carried out a military operatlon.?v George Shultz, for one) at this

point did not buy the idea that a huge invasion force was needed and
instead believed that a small force could go in and grab Noriega..

THE MAY 1989 ELECTIONS

By mid,1988, the United States was involved in a low-intensity war with

Noriega's forces. From February 1988 to May 1989, over 600 incidents

involving harassment of U.S. civilians and troops were reported, including

several instances when U.S. servicemen were detained and beaten. As dur

ing the Grenada crisis, U.S. policymakers were greatly concerned about

the potential for a Tehran-style hostage situation. At the same time, the

CIA supported numerous unsuccessful attempts to oust Noriega. Wash

ington was perfectly willing to use covert means to get at Noriega, but
at this moment the emphasis was almost exclusively focused on Noriega

himself.
In 1989, newly inaugurated president Bush faced a difficult scenario in

Panama. Although he had easily defeated Dukakis in the 1988 presidential

election, on taking office Bush still had to confront his putative image as

a "whimp," constantly played up by the media. After eight years as vice

president under the rhetorically dramatic and strong-willed Reagan, the

press portrayed Bush as a lightweight, a characterization that spilled over

into the perception of his handling offoreign policy.

One of Bush's first acts as president was to approve a number of covert

operations aimed at Noriega. He also supported Congress's move to trans

fer $10 million through the National Endowment for Democracy to the

opposition groups and candidates who were planning to run against

Noriega's handpicked candidate in the May 1989 presidential elections."

When news of the transfer reached Panama, however, Noriega pounced

on the revelation. A pro-Noriega newspaper ran a headline referring to

the main opposition candidate: "Bush Buys Endara with $10 Million so

He Will Provide Military Bases aod Revise Treaties.':" It is interesting to

note that Noriega's claim about the motivations behind U.S. policy was

the same one that many U.S. critics made following the 1989 invasion.
The May 7 presidential elections took place in a climate of heightened

tensions. Most independent observers thought that the ticket led by prag

matic Arnulfo Arias acolyte Guillermo Endara and his two vice presiden

tial candidates, Guillermo "Billy" Ford and Ricardo Arias Calderon,

would win easily." But few knew what to expect from Noriega, who was

backing his handpicked candidate Carlos Duque. Despite massive fraud

that included stealing ballot boxes in broad daylight, exit polls conducted

by the Catholic Church had 55.1 percent for Endara and 39.5 percent for
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D~que. Even areas such as El Chorrillo, the grindingly poor neighborhood

were the PDF ~eadquarters known as La Comandancia was located

voted °dverwhelmmgly against Duque, an affront that Noriega apparently'
avenge durmg the invasion.

Duque I' d vi
from c al":e victory, though, a move that sparked howls of protests

the opposrtion and international observers That thf. " . ere were so many
or~,gners present for the elections was no mistake as the Bush d ' .

tration had "J] d d . , ' a rrums
N . 00 e Panama WIth mternational observers" to ensure that
or~eg; could not commit foul play." Former president Jimmy Carter

was manama with a delegation and announced that "th .
t ki he elecn e government [S
a ng"t e e ecnon by fraud. It's robbing the people of Panama of their

rights. Another former president, Gerald Ford, remarked that he "never

thhough
1

t t~e fraud would be this blatant. These people are absolutely
same ess ' Du d d b
"d . » que respon e y denouncing the fraud accusations as a

esperate attempt to use "disinformation to alter a Jegitimate t .
umph "98 N' . rr-

'. orI:ga quickly canceled the elections and installed his cron
Francisco RodrIguez as president. y

A few days later, the opposition organized a rally of thousands of ro
testors near La Comandancia. Yielding clubs and firing shots N ,P ,
PDF Dober d hi , onega s

mans an IS vigilante, Cuba-trained "Dignity Battalions"
attacked the marchers, including Billy Ford, who emerged fr hi I
soaked in hi b d d' ( om a ve IC e
, IS 0 yguar s who had just been killed) blood Sh k'
Images of Noriega's he h beati . oc mg

, d nc men eating up opposition candidates were
world across the world. Noreiga's treachery was now On display for the
war to see.

Bush responded by declaring that the United States" 'II .
o d . WI not recognize

r accommo ate a regime that holds power through force and ' I
the expense f th P . VlO ence at

o e anamanian people's right to be free »ss Amb d
Arthur Davis . di . assa or

was imrne lately recalled. Bush also ordered an add't' 1
2 000 troops t P mona
J~int Ch' f: 0, anama, a move that was only reluctantly agreed to by
int d dIe s chairman Crowe. Bush then announced a seven-point plan
in en e to remove Noriega throu h bi
. , g a com manon of pressure and
[~centIves.The points included greater regional diplomacy with the Or a
nIZatlOn of American States (OAS) m di I' g 
. . . ore Ipornatic and economic sanc-

tions, and preventive measures-such as encouraging US co '
send d db" mpames toepen ents ack to the United States.lOo

BUSH INCREASES THE PRESSURE AGAINST NORIEGA

During the spring and summer of 1989, the National Security Council's

Policy Coordinating Group met regularly to discuss Panama policy.'?'

There was a growing sentiment that more forceful action was needed.

While some top officials still preferred the commando-style option or no

operation at all, a full-scale invasion was becoming increasingly popular.

The interagency discussion led to the distribution ofpolicy document

NSD-17 issued on July 22, It ordered the canal-based U.S, Southern Com

mand (SOUTHCOM) to increase its patrols and training fights in and

around Panama, At the time ofNSD-17, tension between U.S. forces and

the PDF escalated dramatically. Part of this was due to Bush's decision to

increase the frequency and size of U.S. military operations in the Canal

Zone.

Operations such as Purple Storm and Sand Fleas were intended as a

show of military force and political resolve that would, it was hoped,

intimidate Noriega. In August alone, SOUTHCOM conducted eleven mil

itary exercises in the Canal Zone, These maneuvers had the added utility

of helping mask the start of any real invasion. In fact, on the night of

December 19, Noriega mistook the real invasion for a practice exercise,

As pressure on Noriega increased, President Bush decided that a change

of U.S. command was needed in Panama. He replaced General Fred

Woerner-some at SOUTHCOM called him the "Whimp-com" com

mander-who had been in the position since 1987 with General Maxwell

R. Thurman. Woerner had always been cautious about any operation

against Noriega, a position that did not fit with the administration's

increasingly hawkish stance, While largely an administrative general,

Thurman wasknownas "Maxatollah" or "Mad Max." He wasan indefati
gable worker who had no patience for thugs like Noriega."? Some critics

cited the fact that Thurman did not speak Spanish. One supporter

quipped, "MacArthur didn't have to speak Korean to plan the Inchon
invasion."IOl

On September 30, Thurman assumed his command in Panama just

about the same time that Colin Powell was promoted over other more

senior officers to replace Crowe as chairman of the Joint Chiefs ofStaff. l lK

Powell, who had previously opposed an invasion, now told Thurman that

he must be ready to "take down" not just Noriega but the entire PDF as

well. According to Powell,
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I thought that what we would have to do eventually was take it all down.
We would really have to take the PDF down or else you couldn't solve the
problem. And I came into office with that mindset. Therewerelots of bud

ding Noriegas throughout the PDF and to take Tony out just wouldn't do
it. lOS

American objectives in Panama had changed dramatically. By late Octo

ber, the Bush administration began revising its previous war plan, Blue

Spoon, to make it reflect a massive invasion, one that would take out the

U.S.-nurtured PDF in a matter of hours or days. This change in planning

had enormous implications for U.S. policy objectives in Panama. A pin

prick strike to abduct Noriega was out. Regime change was in.

At the start of October, the wife of PDF major Moises Giroldi notified

SOUTHCOM that her husband was planning a coup against Noriega and

that he wanted U.S. help. It has been reported that Giroldi decided to

inform SOUTHCOM of his intentions soon after a party where Noriega

gave Giroldi an order in front of other guests that he and his fellow officers

were to shoot down all U.S. military aircraft.tw On receiving the news

about the revolt, SOUTHCOM commanders contacted the Pentagon, and

Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney authorized Noriega's arrest if revolting

officers turned him over to them. Thurman went ahead and positioned

units near La Comandancia just in case. He also ordered attack helicopters

to fly above the capital.!" Yet all this was for nothing, as Washington ulti

mately decided not to get directly involved in the coup.

On October 3, the coup began, and before long Giroldi had Noriega in
custody inside La Comandancia. Giroldi went on national radio to

announce the rebellion. Strangely, he did not mention what had happened

to Noriega, a sign for many that he was still not fully in control. Amaz

ingly, Giroldi allowed Noriega to use the telephone, and Noriega immedi

ately called one of his mistresses for help. She alerted the notorious Battal

ion 2000 (named for the year that Panama would assume control of the

canal) troops located at the Rio Hato base about forty miles outside the

capital. Correctly believing that rebels would block an overland route, the

pro-Noriega forces commandeered several airplanes at an airbase near Rio

Hato and flew to Panama City. By early afternoon that same day, they had

freed Noriega. Giroldi was soon dead, and his family sought asylum in the
Canal Zone. The coup was over.

Senior.officials in the Bush administration were adamant that they were

not caught off guard by the COUp.IO' There was no doubt that the United

States had not done much to aid the rebels; the open question was whether

this neglect was intentional. There was also question as to whether the

rebels had unsuccessfully attempted to turn Noriega over to SOUTH

COM. Cheney, Powell, and Thurman all publicly stated that they did not

trust the rebels. According to Thurman, the coup plan was "ill-conceived,

ill-motivated, and ill-fed."!" Powell apparently also told Thurman during

the crisis that getting rid of Noriega was "something that had to be done

on a U.S. timetable."!'? During congressional testimony, Cheney argued

that

we had serious doubts about whether or not this was a legitimate coup
attempt or whether it was an effort by General Noriega to seek to involve

the United States in ways that would be embarrassing,by sucking us into

coup-plotting with someone who was a Noriega crony.'!'

Others, however, were not so generous. Criticism quickly emerged that

the American inaction during the coup proved that Bush was all talk and

no action. Reflecting the bipartisan consensus against Noriega, Senators

D'Amato, Helms, and Kerry conducted a joint press conference as the

coup was still unfolding, making it clear in no uncertain terms that they

wished to see it succeed. One Democratic congressman went so far as to

say that the result from the coup "makes Jimmy Carter look like a man of

resolve. There's a resurgence of the whimp factor." Even one of Noriega's

confidants revealed that "the rebels did their share, but the Americans

didn't do theirs. The Americans wanted a white-glove coup, American

style. The U.S. behaved like a lady in a whorehouse.V'P Bush responded

by criticizing the "instant hawks" that were appearing from where there

used to be "feathers of a dove." "Some of it's political," Bush added, and

"some of it's the understandable frustrating [sic] they feel about this man

staying in office."!"
Observers also criticized Bush for doing too much. Larry Birns of the

Council on Hemispheric Affairs said that the United States should be "out

of the business of installing and taking other governments out" and that

"history shows that against unspeakable odds, a population, if it has suffi

cient resolve, will get rid of its oppressor."!" As we will see, the Panama
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case is actually one where the taking out of Noriega by the United States
ended up being a quick and lasting way for Panama to get rid of its
o~pressor. And even if the Panamanian people had removed Noriega
themselves, It was more than likely that someone who was far from demo
cratic would have replaced him. Even Giroldi, the ringleader of the Octo
ber coup, held an instinctive suspicion and dislike of civilian'politicians.

The three months following the revolt were by far the most intense in
U.S.~Panama relations since the public feud with Noriega began two years
earlier. In early November, Bush approved an additional $3 million to
fund covert operations in Panama, although the CIA was still prevented
from attempting to assassinate Noriega. Noriega responded to the coup in
his own way: cracking down on domestic opposition. Political opponents
were jailed, tortured, and killed. American and PDF troops continuously
traded shots inside the Canal Zone. '15

Then, in a surprise move 01\ December 15, Noriega removed Rodriguez
as president and installed himself as the "Maximum Leader of National
Liberation." Noriega then declared before the Panamanian legislature that
Panama was in a "state of war" with, the United States. While yielding a
machete, he opened' his speech with a "word of praise and thanks to the
just and merciful God of the universe, as Jehovah, as Allah, as Yahweh, as
Buddha, as the universal conscience of the soul." He continued that the
U.S. military had

launchedpsychological attacks and have carried ollt a plan to poison minds

-by inventing all sorts of lies and trying by every means to win the minds of

the weakest. We have resisted, and no we must decide to advance in our

land to strengthen our internal front to improveour resistance and advance
toward an offensive of creativity and development in the generational proj
ect of the new republic.... Render unto Caesar what is Caesar's, to God
what is God's. and to the Panamanians what is Panama's.!"

THE INVASION OF PANAMA

Events .took an even greater turn for the worse the next evening, when
four U.S. officers driving in Panama City took a wrong turn near a check
point at LaComandancia. Troops of the PDF and members of the Dignity
Battalion attempted to get the officers to leave the vehicle. Dozens of PDF
troops rushed the car while the soldiers spedoff Guards immediately

opened fire on the car. Bullets hit three of the men, killing twenty-four
year-old Marine Lieutenant Roberto Paz. Paz was the first'Amencan so~

dier killed in Panama since Washington and Nonega had begun their
undeclared war. That same. night, a Navy lieutenant and his wife were
stopped at the same roadblock, where they were detained, most likely
because the PDF troops thought that they had witnessed the shooting.
They were blindfolded and roughed up, and the wife was threatened with

rape before they were released four hours later.!"
The next day was Sunday, December 17, and Bush met for ninety min

utes with his senior advisers, including Powell, Cheney, National Security
Adviser Brent Scowcroft, and Vice President Dan Quayle to discuss the
Panama situation. Bush believed that he could no longer let Noriega call
the shots in this feud. During the meeting, Bush asked if a limited opera
tion would be able to get Noriega. Bush also asked about the number of
casualties, the potential for a hostage situation, diplomatic consequences,
and whether the operation would end up like the Iran hostage rescue mis

sion.
Unlike the Grenada operation, the Panama invasion was undertaken

following the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act of 1986.The
operational fiasco in Grenada prompted this legislation, which was the
largest military command reform since the National Security Act of
1947.118 In an effort to streamline command and control operations,
Goldwater-Nichols designated the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to
be the president's principal military adviser; it also made the chairman
responsible for contingency plans.'!" Goldwater-Nichols thus gave Colin
Powell unprecedented flexibility and control to plan and implement the

invasion of Panama.
During this critical White House meeting, three military options were

placed on the table: an Entebbe-style commando raid supported by con
ventional troops from the Canal Zone, the use of 12,000or so U.S. troops
stationed in the zone to launch an assault on the PDF, or a full invasion
using the 12,000 "local" troops plus another 12,000 flown in from the
United States. Powell advocated the full-invasion option, one that he
argued would guarantee the elimination of both Noriega and "Noriega
ism." Powell also mentioned that a massive force would lessen the time

the PDF had to seizehostages.
While the decision to launch the invasion had been brewing in the pres-
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ident's mind ever since early October, the most.recent events, such as the
Paz killing, had infuriated him. At the same time, some of Bush's advise~s
did not think that the Paz killing represented enough of.a "smoking-gun
incident" that was needed to justify an invasion of this magnitude. At the

end of the meeting, however, Bush had made his decision. The United
States would launch a full-scale invasion of Panama. Bush apparently
ended the meeting by saying, "This guy is not going to layoff.... It will
only get worse. Ok, let's do it."120 At that time, the full invasion was still
called Blue Spoon until a U.S. commander remarked that Americans
would not understand such a silly name. Thus, the invasion became

known as Operation Just Cause. Two days later, the invasion was ready to
go.

American commanders viewed Panama as a target with a bull's-eye,
and that was Panama City. They wanted to isolate and seize La Coman
dan cia as quickly as possible. Other key objectives were to secure the
Tocumen international airport just outside the city and to nab Noriega.
In the months leading up to the invasion, a six-person U.S. intelligence
group held a twenty-four-hour "Noriega watch" in an attempt to track
his every movement; rehearsal raids were conducted.v' If AWACS planes

or other intelligence outlets discovered Noriega attempting to escape the
country by air, then AC-130 gunships and F-16 fighters were to intercept
his aircraft and force it to land.

While the PDF forces numbered around 13,000 troops, only about
4,000 were estimated to be combat ready. Just Cause had two broad objec
tives: protect American lives and installations and capture Noriega and
eliminate the PDF; the other was to replace Noriega's regime with the
democratic government of Endara and rebuild the PDF. As we will see,
both of these objectives were met.

On the afternoon of December 19, Rangers from Fort Lewis, Washing
ton, and Fort Stewart, Georgia, began leaving for Panama in a few dozen
C-130 transport planes. When it was all done, roughly 10,000 troops, fer
ried in around 200 planes from the United States, joined the others already
in Panama. That same day, John Bushnell, the U.S. embassy's deputy chief
of mission, invited Guillermo Endara, Billy Ford, and Ricardo Arias Cal
deron to dinner at Howard Air Force Base. While it was not unusual for
the three men to visit the Canal Zone, this time it was to inform them that
the invasion was under way. At Howard, General Thurman briefed them

on the mission and offered them the opportunity to assume their elected

offices. They agreed, and just before midnight they were soon sworn in as

the "legitimate" government of Panama. .
By 10:00 P.M. on the night of December 19, U.S. intelligence had picked

up reports that the PDF had an idea of HiHour, the time of the start of

the mission. Then, at midnight, PDF headquarters sent out a message:
"They're coming. The ballgame is at 1 A.M. Report to your units. ., drag
your weapons and be prepared to fight."!" It is also ~elieved that the

Cuban operatives were logging the number of C-I30s flying to Panama at
one every ten minutes. From that number, they then estimated the ton

nage and troop numbers entering the country.
But Noriega still believed that this was a bluff, that Bush would not

dare risk a full-scale invasion just to capture him. He was wrong. Just
before 1:00 A.M. on the morning of December 20, u.s, Special Forces

struck key PDF install~tions throughout Panama. Four Navy SEALs had
already been killed during an 0J;erationY' The battle for Panama had

begun.
Two pilots flew F-117 Stealth fighters to the PDF base at Rio Hato,

where they dropped oI]e 20,000-pound bomb each within 150yards ofthe
PDF's 6th and 7th Rifle Company barracks to confuse the occupants Just

before the Rangers of Task Force Red parachuted into the area. While the

bombs succeeded in terrifying the PDF troops, they also roused them out
of bed, which made them better prepared to battle the landing Rangers.
Some 1,300 Rangers jumped over Rio Hato, and over the next forty-five

minutes they were joined by an additional 2,700 troops from the 82nd
Airborne in what became the largest U.S. airborne operation since World
War 1I.'24 While the PDF troops at Rio Hato were quickly defeated, the

jump had its costs. The Rangers dropped from an extremely low altitude
carrying 100-pound packs. Four were killed, and 86 formed part of an

"orthopedic nightmare" with broken legs and ankles.!"
Right after the SpecialForces had begun operation, Task Force Bayo~et

led the main assault on La Comandancia. Assisted by helicopter gunships,

three battalions rolled through downtown Panama City to seize the PDF
headquarters and protect the U.S. embassy. The PDF forces at La Coman
dancia resisted for about three hours before surrendering. For the rest of
the day, there were skirmishes in Panama City but no serious fighting with
the PDF. In just a couple of hours, the battle for Panama had ended.':"
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In a briefing to the p C I' P ,
", ress, 0 in owell did point out that there had

been consIderable burning" near La Comandancia. The issue of the tre

mendous fires that burn~d the EI Chorrillo neighborhood to the ground
became quite controvers131 over the next several months A di

h h . rspute arose
as to w et, er U:S. shooting had started the fires or whether Noriega's Di _

:~y ~a~ahons lit t~em in a6t ofspite, punishing the majority of residen~s
o a vo:ed against Nonega's candidate in the May elections.
One parllcularly effective operation was called Ma B II A '

cial Forces called PDF . e. mencan Spe-
" garnson commanders and instructed them to look

o~~ t~eJr WIndows at the circling AC-130H Spectre gunships. They then

to t e cOl~manders that if they did not surrender, the gunships would
start unloadmg their cannons, capable of shooting 2 500 rou d '
ute, to demolish the st D' . ' n s per rnm-

ldi ructure. urmg the mvasion, more than I 000 PDF
so iers surrendered in Ma Bell operations. '

After PDF headquarters were secured, attention quickly turned to the

~:r~~t;~:;e~;rwhereit was believed ~ hostage situation was taking place.

d
eady taken, two Amencan executives away from the hotel

an there was concern th t D" . '
, . a ignity Battalions were searching the hotel for

Americans Pilots fr A ' '.. om mencan Airlines sent out a plea for help f
the hotel At ' rom

. one point, Powell phoned Thurman and told hi «v '
t t h ' irn, IOU ve

gOk 0" ave a plan. Tell me when it's [the Marriott Hotel] going to be
ta en. 127 B 10'00 h .

, y iu: P.M., t e 82nd Airborne had cleared the hotel and th
Amencans were safe. ' e

Powell was also conce d b h .
h d b me a out t e pro-Nonega radio station that still
f a not een taken off the air. The station Radio Nacional continued to
unctron all day on D b 2 .

cc • • ecem er 0, broadcasting news about American
atrocities" and gi . h' '

, vmg assurances t at Nonega was still in comma d f
the resistance At 7'00 D I ,n a
b ildi .' . P.M., a eta Force commando team stonned the

UI mg. RIght then, the broadcaster announced "The' d' h I'. , inva er s e ICOP-
ter IS on top f th b ildi "

. .0 e u mg. A few minutes later, the station was broad-
castmg mUSlc.128

The ease of the milit "
, I ary operations in Panama enabled Powell by th

;Ight ~f the first day to focus more On the political side of the operation~
n particular, this meant producing an outcome inPh'

. I' . anama t at remamed
l~ me ":Ilh the mission's overall objectives, such as installing Endara and

e Immatmg the PDF. Both Powell and Joint Staff Director General Tom

Kelley highlighted a "two-pronged" psychological warfare campaign to

win support for Endara and to get the roaming fighters to quit.

This campaign came into action on December 22, when the 96th Civil

Affairs Battalion landed in Panama with the task of establishing a police

force, distributing emergency food, and supervising Panamanian contrac

tors cleaning up the city.l29 It was also charged with the sensitive task of

helping to develop "grassroots" efforts to sell the Endara government to

the Panamanian public. On December 22, Endara formally abolished the

PDF and announced' the creation of an organization called the Fuerza

Publica. By early 1990, the troops who had arrived from the United States

began leaving Panama. By 1991, U.S. troop levels in Panama were below

the pre-May 1989 number of 10,000.

While Powell had his eye on the medium- and even long-term eco

nomic and political reconstruction, by the second day widespread out

breaks of looting became a much more immediate and pressing problem,

one that U.S, officials believed threatened to diminish Just Cause's initial

success, Roaming bands of Dignity Battalions were looting thousands of

businesses in Panama City with seeming impunity. Could it be, some pun

dits questioned, that the United States had won the war in just a few hours

but could not control the peace? There is no question that U.S. planners

had not properly prepared for the power vacuum left behind when the

PDF collapsed so quickly, Estimates of the economic losses were in the

hundreds of millions of dollars. Yet by December 26, order had been gen

erally restored to the streets of the capital, and, while economically devas

tating, the looting did not escalate into anything more serious. Still, half

the looted stores remained closed as late as May 1990.

One major criticism of the operational component of the invasion

came from the U.S. media, which, similar to the Grenada crisis, com

plained that they had arrived in Panama after most of the fighting had

ended. Bush had approved the creation of a Pentagon-organized media

pool that consisted of Washington-based reporters or those already based

in Panama, The order for them to mobilize for action came at 7:30 P.M.

on December 19 after the evening news had ended. The media pool then

took off from Andrews Air Force Base outside Washington four hours

later and did not arrive in Panama until early morning. Pentagon spokes

man Pete Williams accepted blame. for the delay in granting access.no

It is also true, though, that the brevity of the fighting meant that there
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was not much time to get the reporters before the hostilities had alread
ceased. All told, 23 American soldiers were killed and 323 wounded:

:~I~U:d 300 PDF troops were killed and roughly 300 Panamanian civilians
Ie.(a1:hough around 200 of these were estimated to have been part of

the Dlgillty Battalions). m

APPREHENDING NORIEGA

Another embarrassment for the administration was that after the first d

U.S. forces had still not located Noriega. Powell told.the press that "we'll

chase him and we will find him. I'm not quite sure he's up to being chased
around the countrysid bAR .

. " ley rmy angers, Special Forces and light infantry
uruts. 132 Pentagon officials did not miss the opportunije t
h h .) 0 announce,

owever, t at at Nonega s residence at Fort Amador, they had ltd
pornograph . f . oca e

. y, a portr~lt 0 Hitler, voodoo paraphernalia, and ,100 pounds
ofcocaine. (The cocame later turned out to be corn flour) R idi
I di . ai mg troops

a so iscovered an attache case fitted with b hi ..i a su mac me gun, $3 milhon
n U.S. ~urrency, stacks of opera compact discs, and a wine cellar with

Israeli wines and French cognac.133

ni Ntori:ga had learned about the invasion while he was spending the
gh WIth a prosnrure at a hotel near Panama City It' b I' d hf hi . IS e ieve t at one

o IS 'bodyguards was waiting outside the hotel when he saw U 5
tId' .. para-
roopers an mg at a nearby airstrip He called La Comand . b. ancia, ut no

one answered because they had their hands full with the U 5 I
h .. assau t on

t e compound..Noriega then fled the hoteL Over the next five days, more
than forty Special Forces operations across the country were conducted

aimed a~ apprehending Noriega. They all failed, but some just barely. At
on~ seaside VIlla on the Pacific coast, a team found lit cigarettes and warm
corree 134 By now th B h d " ,. , e us a mmlstratlOn had placed a $1 'II' b
on Noriega's head. nu IOn ounty

On Christmas Eve, officials at the Vatican embassy in Panama City sent
a car to meet Noriega at a secret location and bring him back to the

em~assy. After being on the run for four days, Noriega appeared to have
decided that an attempt at political asylum was his last and only chance to
escape a prison cell in the United States. Dressed only in r . h
and aT-shirt and' . unrung sorts

c~rrymg two AK-47 nfles, Noriega entered the embassy.
When Cheney was mformed that Noriega had just surfaced at the Vatican
embassy, he apparently told Powell to not "let that guy out of the com-

pound." The State Department immediately contacted the Vatican in

Rome and requested that it not grant political asylum to Noriega. Back on

the ground .near the embassy compound, Major General Marc Cisneros

negotiated with the embassy officials in an attempt to broker a deal that

would lead to Noriega leaving the compound peacefully. Yet negotiations

initially did not bring much progress toward a resolution of the standoff.

The next day, General Thurman ordered that rock music be blasted at

the embassy around the clock. Songs such as "I Fought the Law (and the

Law Won)" and "Voodoo Child" formed part of a psychological opera

tion to get Noriega to conclude that surrendering to the Americans was

better than listening to the music all day. Quickly, though, the music strat

egy became a political liability, especially since Vatican officials com

plained that it was driving them crazy too,

As the days passed and Noriega remained inside, a surreal scene began

to take place outside the compound.!" Panamanians routinely congre

gated to shout slogans against Noriega-"Death to Hitler" or "Justice for

the Tyrant"-and to hand flowers to Americans keeping watch.P"

After over a week in the embassy, Papal Nuncio Monsignor Jose Sebas

thin Laboa convinced Noriega that there were no other options but to give

himself up. On January 3, dressed in his military uniform and carrying a

Bible, Noriega walked out of the front of the embassy, where U.S. troops

immediately apprehended him. He was finally in their hands; however,

the question remained as to whether the UnitedStates had the legal right

to arrest Noriega and take him out of Panama.

A few days before the attack, the administration had gone public with

a "clarification" of the law that forbade U.S. military personnel from con

ducting police work both at home and abroad. A change in the law

allowed the military to arrest persons overseas wanted by a U.S. warrant.

To be sure, one cannot imagine a scenario where a country as small as

Panama could ever use the same reasoning to justify the apprehension and

trial of an American arrested on American soiL Nonetheless, this paved

the way for the military to attempt to seize Noriega during the invasion,

Ultimately, though, u.S. DEA agents brought Noriega to Miami. On the

flight, Noriega is reported to have given his autograph to some of the U.S.

agents. That same night, thousands of celebrating Panamanians packed

the six-lane Calle Cincuenta in Panama City.
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POSTINVASION

On the morning of December 20, President Bush went on national televi
sion to address the American people regarding the invasion that was still
under WaY. He told the public that Noriega declared "his military dictator
ship to- be in a state of war" with the United States that represented an
"imminent danger" for Americans in Panama. Stating that he had no
higher obligation than to protect the lives of American citizens, Bush
decided to invade after "reaching the conclusion that every other avenue
was closed.vw

Similar to Reagan during the Grenada operation, the next day Bush
sent a letter to Speaker of the House Thomas Foley (D-Wash.) and Presi
dent Pro Tempore Robert Byrd (D-W.Va.) "consistent" with the War
Powers Resolution justifying the invasion for the reasons of protecting
American lives, defending the canal, bringing Noriega to justice, and pro
moting democracy in Panama.P" Interestingly, in an indication that the
Bush administration was concerned about the perceived international
legitimacy of the operation, the letter also invoked the self-defense provi
sion of article 51 of the UN Charter.'"

One critical aspect that factored into the decision to invade that Presi
dent Bush did not emphasize was that, at least implicitly, the administra
tion wanted the invasion to be seen as a victory in the "war on drugs."
Administration officialswasted little time in claiming that money launder
ing would be a thing of the past in post-Noriega Panama. William J. Ben
nett, Bush's "Drug Czar," told reporters that Panama "hasbeen used as a
sanctuary, a vacation spot, a banking center for traffickers, a place to go
when the heat is turned up. I believe Panama is unlikely to be used in that
capacity in the future."!«

Yet if there was one justification for the invasion that did not stand up
to the test of time, it was the one that claimed that removing Noriega
would send a devastating blow to the international drug-trafficking busi
ness. In an example of how pervasive this thinking had become in the
United States, the father of one solider killed in Panama was quoted as
saying that he supported the invasion because "the drugs Noriega was
dealing were killing American kids, and now maybe that'll stop."!«

REACTIONS TO THE INVASION

The American public responded overwhelmingly positively to the inva
sion. A January I poll reported that 80 percent of Americans believed that

the invasion was justified. President Bush's approval rating soared to 76

percent, one of the highest for a president since Vietnam. '" Perhaps ~v~n

more important for Bush, the invasion appeared to allow him to solidify

his position as a strong commander in chief. Panamanians were even
more enthusiastic about the invasion than Americans. A CBS-New York

d he i . '43WhTimes poll found that 92 percent of them supporte t e invasion. en
Dan Quayle visited Panama on January 29, 1990, he was repeatedly
mobbed by supportive crowds. During one church service, the people
chanted, "Viva Quayle," and held signs that read, "Gringos Don't Go
Home. Clean Panama First." Assistant Secretary of State for Inter

American Affairs Bernard Aronson remarked that in Panama "you could
feel a sense of liberation in the air."!" On ABC News's "This Week," new
president Endara stated that the Panamanian people thought of the opera

tion as being

more a liberation than an invasion.... After seeingthe paramilitary organi
zations working and the more than 80,000 arms that Noriega distributed

among his croniesandthugs,I am convinced now that U.S. actionwasnec
essary for establishing freedom and democracy in Panama. Without U.S.

help, we couldn't have done it ourselves. This is the opinion of a very, ~ery

high percentage of the.Panamanian people. Weare thankful to the United

States.':"

The sermon given by a prominent Panamanian priest on Sunday, Janu

ary 21, expressed that

the Lord remembered us and directed a change of course toward the road

of liberation, justice, and freedom. At that point the jurists become
embroiled in arguments over whether it was as invasion, an intervention,

or an act of aggression. Those people faithful to God, in their own way,

with their logic very often outside of the lawyer's terminology, believe that

it was an invasion, but not an invasion of Panama. Because Panama was

two nations, or one nation and one country and an anti-country because

there were exiles who had to leave the country. But here, within our coun

try, we felt exiled. Exiled from justice. Exiled from liberty. It was a~ exile.

The country was divided between a corrupt country, that country With bel

licose strength, that country with the power of destruction, and the other

country, the country which felt annihilated before so much, so many weap

ons, so ~uch expulsion, so much disarray, torture, and imprisonment.
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ti Therefore, the invasionwasagainst the anti-country, against the corrup
ion. And Noriega and his men didn't believe in what they said. All of that

fanfare of shouting and slogans-at first shot, all of them fled like rabbits.
AIIthat which was not fictitious, all of that collapsed and the .true country
now starrs to tak~ its.firs~ difficult and costly steps towards its reconquest:
A fr.ee country Wlth,Jushce and liberty.... There is no pie left, because
Noriega ate the whole pie. 146

The priest, however, did not miss the opportunity to add that th U it d
S " id ,e nr e

tates 31 e~, ~re~ted, and increased the power of Noriega's absurd army,
~uch th~t, this ISn t a present given to us but, ethically and morally, it justly
IS a restitution,"

Th~ overwhelming support from people in the United States and Pan-
ama did not mean that President Bush Was out of the woods with dt ... regar
a cnticism, of the invasion. Even though a majority of the members of

:he .body support~d .the i~vasion, several members of Congress stridently
ttacked the admmlStratl~nfor its decision. Senator Ted Kennedy (D

Mass.) argued that the United States did not have the right to

roam the hemisphere, bringing dictators to justiceor installing new govern

~ent~ by force or other means. Surely, it is a contradiction in termsand a
VlOla,tIOn of America's best ideals to impose democracy by the barrel of a
gun m Panama or any nation.

Kennedy also stated that it was "difficult to deny" that the i . h d
u e invasion a
cost more live.s than it saved" and that "historians will eventually tally

these ~osts .and judge the wisdom of the action. Already, however, this feel
good invasion does not feel so good any rnore.?» Kennedy also asked for

the UN resolution that "strongly deplored" the invasion to be included'
th . In

e congressional record. In a comment that mirrored how members of

Congress h~d compared Grenada to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
RepresentatIve Don Edwards (O-Calif) intimated that with the i .. . e mvaSlOn,
the United States had forfeited its moral legitimacy:

I wonder how we would feel if the Soviets said that theywere goingto take
over neighb~ring.Finland, becausetheydo not like the waythe government
runs, or they redisturbed thata Russian hasbeen killedwhile walking down
one of the streets of a Finnish city.148

Several months after the invasion, critics jumped on the fact that Sena

tor Jesse Helms had brought up the issue of not transferring the canal over

to Panama at the scheduled December 1999 because of claimed instability

in the country. Yet, while Helms no doubt had his own concerns and

wishes, there is no evidence that the Bush administration ever acted on his

suggestion. If anything, it tried to downplay Helms's position so as not

to create a controversy that would detract from the invasion's enormous

military success and political popularity.!"

The reaction from around the world was largely negative. The pre

viously mentioned UN General Assembly resolution condemning the

invasion passed 75 to 20 with 40 abstentions. The United States, Great

Britain, and France used their vetoes to block a resolution criticizing the

invasion as a majority of the Security Council members had voted in

favor.ISO An OAS resolution "deeply regretted" the invasion and called for

an "immediate withdrawal" of foreign troops.P'

Writing two years after the invasion, former Costa Rican president and

Nobel Peace Prize winner Oscar Arias wrote that the invasion brought

back memories of the Big Stick and that the United States

must learn that the use of force is never a good substitute for the strength
of reason.... They must realize that war and intervention produceno win
ners, and thatconstructive and lastingrelations cannot be basedupon mis
trust and resentment.t?

Alan Garcia, the populist Peruvian president, flew the Panamanian flag

above the presidential palace in Lima and said that "it will stay up there

until the Yankee troops get out of Panama." Garcia also promised that

"once the carnival of the invasion is over, the protests wilJ start, and
American troops are not going to solve the internal economic crisis."m

Most scholarly criticisms of the invasion rested on the argument that

the invasion was illegal because it violated Panama's sovereignty. One

critic listed Bush's justifications for the war and stated that they were

"political arguments, not legal ones. In fact, they are a resurrection of the

Roosevelt Corollary.t'P' To a certain extent, this is an apt observation.

While the administration did its utmost to justify the invasion in terms of

international law, its defense was largely political.

In addition to legal critiques, many critics believed that the U.S. legacy
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of heavy-handedness and general disregard for promoting democracies
abroad would in the long run ensure a negative"Outcome in Panama. They
pointed out that in late December when Endara went to meet the diplo
matic corps for the first time. he did so in a vehicle provided to him by

the U.S. embassy. Endara and his cabinet also spent the first several days
after the invasion working out of the Foreign Ministry because the Presi
dential Palace was in the hands of U.S. authorines.!" The suggestion
behind these criticisms was clear: that the United States had effectively
assumed control of Panama and that the Endara was largelya puppet pres
ident.

An opinion editorial in the New York Times coneluded that"except for
the death. destruction, and diversion it brought. 'Operation 'Just Cause'
was as phony as its name." It added that if Bush had "kept his cool" and
acted more like Mikhail Gorbachev "vis-a-vis his former satellites in East
ern Europe [that] General Noriega would sooner or later have been Over
thrown by his own people."156 In fact, the notion that the Panarnian peo
ple would have eventually removed Noriega and that this would have been
more salubrious for Panama gained increasing credence among invasion

critics. Michael Massing wrote in the New York Review ofBooks that

a policy of disengagement might enable General Noriega to hang on to

power longer thanwould otherwisebe the case.Butsuch a strategy. byleav
ing Panama's political future to the Panamanians themselves, would pro

vide a much more solid foundation for the development of democracy.
And, not least, it would leave intact the principle of non-intervention. J57

Writing in the Wall Street Journal, Hedding Carter argued that the
Endara "regime" was "little more than a still-born gesture toward democ
racy. a brief way-station along the road to renewed control by the PDF."'56
A list of sixty-nine American citizens signed an advertisement in the New

York Times stating, "We object to the idea we can impose democracy on
another nation." Another advertisement chastised the Bush administra
tion for "Gun Barrel Democracy."IS9 Articles appeared with headlines

such as "U.S. Played God in Panama and Created Its Own Devil," "It May
Prove Difficult to Let Panama Get On with Its Life," and "The Interven
tion That Misfired."

Most of the initial criticisms of the invasion centered on its legality or

future ability to promote democracy. Yet by the summer of 1990, voices
began to emerge that argued that there were more nefarious reasons
behind the U.S. decision to invade. If the Bush administration's justifica
tions for the invasion-protecting lives. defending the canal. or support
ing democracy-were lies, then there had to be another reason for the
invasion. Their answer: to allow the United States to rewrite the 1977 trea
ties in order to maintain the military bases and control over the canal well

past the December 31, 1999. handover date.
For example. a NACLA Report on the Americas wrote that a "more

compelling argument [for the invasion] is that the United States sought to
guarantee access to its military bases after 2000, when the treaties require
their removal."'''' An "independent inquiry" of the U.S. invasion did not
even feel compelled to prove that the invasion was driven by the need to
modify the canal treaties; rather. it needed only to explain to its readers
why the United States thought that changing the treaties was so critical:

To explain why the United States would go so far as to invade Panama to

change the treaties, it is necessary to understand Panama's strategic military

significance for the entire region ... careful observers of U.S. foreign policy

know that U.S. support for dictatorial and corrupt governments in other

countries in Central America indicates that there must be some other moti

vation to explain the Bush administration's decision to go to war. Ample

evidence reveals that the U.S. government and the Pentagon planned to

overthrow the Panamanian government and replace it with a dependent

and subservient regime(s) which could renegotiate the key provisions of the

1977 Panama Canal treaties."!

We now know, of course, that the United States never even attempted to
change the treaties. In another instance, a paid advertisement that ran in
the magazine The Nation signed by over 100 "well-known Americans"

included the statement,

The truth is that the U.S. aggression in Panama is a major escalation of

military intervention in the whole region. The goal is to continue U.S. dom
ination .. . "Yanqui imperialism" as people allover Latin America name it.

.. . We can and must mount a far more powerful resistance to the horror

of U.S. imperialist crime. The oppressed people of Panama, Latin America.

and the world expect nothing less.t"
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H An ~xhaustive 1992 report by the Investigations Subcommittee of the
ouse rmed SerVIces Committee was met with little fanfare: The report

concluded that a very large proportion of the "civilian dead" were in fact

members of Dignity Battalions. One reason for this was that only 13 per

cent of the civilians dead were women and children. Working with num

bers provided by a number of independent human rights organizations,

the report estimated that the total civilian dead (including Dignity Battal

ionmembers) was around 300, and a "reasonable estimate" of the num

bers of "innocent bystanders" killed during just Cause was "almost cer

tainly less than 100."167 While it did not receive credit at the time, the

Pentagon provided the most accurate statistics for civilian deaths during

the invasion. In fact, it overreported them.

POSTINVASION REDEVELOPMENT AND DEMOCRACY

Manuel Noriega's arrival at the Vatican embassy signaled the end of just

Cause. The U.S. operation in Panama was now called Promote Liberty.

From December 26 to january 3, U.S. civil affairs troops helped distribute

1,660 tons offood and 218 tons of medical supplies. It also created a camp

at Balboa High School for some 5,000 persons left homeless by the fight

ing. l 68 Promote Liberty was the U.S. government's largest nation-building

exercise since Vietnam. The American team included accountants, city

planners, postal workers, pharmacists, insurance underwriters, legal

experts, economists, and engineers, among others."? In addition to repair

ing damage from the invasion, projects included school repair, reforesta

tion, and national park protection.

The invasion also led to the end of U.S. economic sanctions. Washing

ton immediately released the Panamanian government's assets held in the

United States. But the task confronting the Endara government was daun

ting: under Noriega, Panama's foreign debt had surged to $5.5 billion, and

the nation owed accrued interest payments of $700 million. This makes it

all the more remarkable that Panama's gross domestic product grew by 4

percent in 1990 and 6 percent in 1991. Inflation stayed under 2 percent.

In late Ianuary 1990, President Bush announced a $1 billion package

for Panama."? Forty million dollars was earmarked for emergency relief

for homeless Panamanians, including several million dollars to build

houses for El Chorrillo residents.!" The U.S. Agency for International

Development promised $6,500 for each family made homeless by the

invasion. The aid was unfortunately slow in coming-twelve years after

the invasion, residents of EI Chorrillo continued to complain that the



Never beforeafter an election in Panama has there been such tranquility or
has been seen a transition team working so harmoniously; neverbeforehas
the winning candidate received so much support from his adversaries ...
[continuing] we Panamanians have matured in the ethics of our politics;
we havedecidedly begun to live in a democratic era.":

-In the postinvasion era, Panama did experience some threats to its nas

cent democracy. In March 1990, a shadowy pro-Noriega 20th of Decem

ber Movement took responsibility for tossing a grenade into a crowded

disco that killed a U.S, serviceman and wounded twenty-seven others, The

group also conducted several attacks at U.S. installations, but nothing sig

nificant ever came of their actions, and they quickly ceased operating,

A December 1990 coup attempt from an embittered former PDF officer

that required 400 U.S. troops to quell was another instance that threatened

to rattle Panama's newly found democracy.'> Yet despite these sorts of

coup attempts and other violent acts, Panamanian democracy began put

ting down deep roots.
In addition, as agreed in the Panama Canal Treaties ratified by both

countries in 1977, the U.S, transferred sovereignty of the Canal Zone to

Panama in December 1999. Today, the U.S. military bases are gone. Per-

United States and successive Panamanian .governrnents had neglected

their needs, However, they did not express any nostalgia for Noriega, 172

Panama's General Assembly opened on March I, 1990, to tremendous

support from the Panamanian people, But while he initially enjoyed mete

oric public approval ratings, President Endara's support dropped precipi

touslya few years into office, By the end of 1991, Endara's approval rating
was only 10 percent.

One fear was that Endara's weakness would allow for the old populist

military politics to reemerge in Panama, Fortunately, however, this did

not happen. The Torrijos-based PRD did return but this time reconsti

tuted as a democratic party. In May 1994, Panama held a historic "Costa

Rican" election: free, fair, and peaceful. For the first.time since 1960, the

popular vote dictated the country's presidential succession, and, more

important, the PRD-led opposition and its candidate Ernesto "EI Toro"
Perez Balladares won, and the incumbent Endara government agreed to

honor the results. According to one Panamanian newspaper editor,
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Conclusion

It has been over fifteen years since the United States sent military forces

into Panama, the most recent of the three interventions covered in this
book. Yet the passage of time has still not allowed us to get a fuller under
standing of these historical events or the lessons that we should take away
from them. To take one case, today U.S, motives for intervening in Gre

nada are routinely characterized as being cynical or even disingenuous.

Noted political scientist Peter Smith writes in one of the most widely read
textbooks on U.S.~Latin American relations that President Ronald
Reagan's invocation of a Communist threat in Grenada seemed "patently
absurd.'" In 2004,a BBGNews report written in the aftermath of Reagan's
death included that the 1983 Grenada invasion was widely "dismissed as
a clumsy stunt.'" Journalism professor Mark Danner warned that Iraq in
2003 was not Lebanon in 1983, a country "from which the United States

could sail away and invade Grenada."
Yet these types of interpretations tend to overlook the historical evi

dence that suggeststhat the decisions to intervene were driven by a variety
of motivating factors, a reality that makes it harder to categorize them so
easily. On the contrary, the evidence suggests that these decisions were
based on credible threats either to American national security or to the
lives of American citizens. Presidents Lyndon Johnson, Reagan, and
George H. W. Bush were each confronted with a security crisis in Ameri

ca's traditional backyard. Along with their advisers, these presidents knew
that a decision not to act was just as significant as a decision to act. In
each case, the intelligence was at best imperfect, but this did not excuse
them from the responsibility of determining the U.S. responses to these

crises.
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Freedom House ranks COuntries on a scale from
I to 7, going from

"free" to "partly free" to "not free." Before the invasion, Grenada was

ranked a 5, and after 1983 it began a steady drop down to its present score

of 1.5. Panama is similar: at the height of Noriega's reign, the country's

score was 7; after the invasion, it moved down to 1.5. These scores indicate

that both countries are now some of the freest in the world.' The Domini

can Republic's score of 2.5 in 2004 puts it in the "free" category.

To be sure, the rankings of one American nongovernmental organiza

tion do not represent an exhaustive analysis of the state of democracy in

these three countries. While certainly not ideal, the index remains a rela

tively easy and straightforward way to get a rough idea of the state of

democracy in any particular country. For example, few would argue that

many of the countries listed in 2003 as "unfree" (e.g., North Korea and

Burma) were actually legitimate democracies.

It is certainly not the intention of this book to argue that American

intervention in these episodes was the sale factor that led to stronger

democracies. Much more research on the postintervention democratic

practices and institutions is required' before we can draw more definitive

conclusions. Yet the historical record suggests that in all three outcomes,

democratic institutions emerged stronger than before the interventions.

In addition, the instances of full-scale invasion-Grenada and Panama

are also the two cases where democracy emerged the strongest. That is,

contrary to what is normally accepted about American interventions, from

these cases democracy remains strongest where the United States inter

vened the most.

Now one can argue that all three countries would still be democratic

today if the United States had not intervened. This certainly might have

been the case, but we know that democracy could also have easily taken

much longer to put down deep roots.

As was alluded to in the introduction, much of the academic and policy

critiques of the U.S. use of force during the past thirty years are firmly

grounded in the Vietnam War experience. Stated simply, the "Vietnam

syndrome" is the belief that U.S. interventions overseas invariably lead to

moral disgust at home and strategic failure abroad. However, these cri
tiques often fail to consider numerous foreign policy actions since Viet

nam' ones that yielded drastically different lessons learned. That is, the'
cases studied in this book in part provide counterweights to the Vietnam

syndrome interpretation of American interventions.
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In our conventional study of these three interventions, we often
describe them by repeating the regular litany about "stunts," "shams,"
and "deceptions." Thus, for example, when writing Ronald Reagan's
eulogy,BBC referred back to the "sham" in Grenada; yet, if it is a sham,
then what is made of the fact that Grenada's democratically elected prime
minister attended the funeral?' Or what do we conclude when on June
16, 2004, the Grenadian Parliament approved a motion commemorating
Reagan's "significant role ill restoring peace and democracy." We must

also consider almost the entire population of Grenada who turned out
to cheer President Reagan's visit to the island a couple of years after the
invasion.

To be sure, this.is not to say that Washington can never be the source
of malfeasance; on the contrary, the United States a long and well

documented history of heavy.handed involvement in Central America
and the Caribbean. Yet, for example, just because Oneconcludes from the
evidence that the United States was wrong to overthrow Jacobo Arbenz in
Guatemala in 1954 does not automatically make the Dominican, Grenada,
and Panama interventions equally wrong or immoral.

The apparent disconnect between what many critics continue to claim
for U.S. motives and what actually occurred sheds cmciallight on the
larger question of the impetus behind the use of armed force. In addition
to the Dominican Republic, Grenada, and Panama, the cases of Bosnia
and Kosovo in the 1990s are instances where American power has also
been used for the net benefit of the citizens of the involved countries. The
Bosnia and' Kosovo examples are more clear-cut instances of humanitar
ian interventions, as the lives of hundreds of thousands of civilians were
at stake.

Yet the interventions discussed in this book reveal that, when the cir
cumstances are appropriate, military intervention (such as a semihostile
intervention such as the Dominican case, a full-scale invasion similar to
Grenada and Panama, or something else) might effectivelyaddress the cri
sis at hand or at least be more preferable to a policy of inaction. In other
words, there might not even need to be a severe humanitarian crisis at
hand for a U.S. intervention to be necessary-c-or even legitimate.

UNDERSTANDING POLICYMAKERS' DECISIONS

During the Cold War, many intellectuals criticized various U.S. policies
examples include Vietnam and U.S. nuclear policy in Europe-to the

extent that just from listening to the public discourse of a Martian landing
on earth in 1988 or so might have concluded that the United States was

equally or even more evil than its Soviet counterpart. In other words, crit
ics have often tended to focus almost exclusively on what they see as the

sordid defects of American power in the international system.
This is certainly that case for the study of U.S. policy toward Latin

America. "Guatemala 1954" and "Chile 1973" became the mantras by
which we pass down our understanding of U.S. motivations, actions, and
outcomes. American interventions or destabilization efforts invariably led

to dictatorships, repression, or the continuation of an exploitative status
quo. The Dominican, Grenada, and Panama episodes were often by exten

sion lumped alongside these others or overlooked entirely.
As observers, one mistake often made is to assume the worst about the

motives and abilities of U.S. administrations and policymakers, that U.S.
officials were likely bumbling, racist, and ignorant. What we fail to con

sider as much is that polieymakers must act quickly on imperfect inforrna
lion and, above all, take responsibility for their actions. President Clin

ton's defense secretary, William Cohen, made this point strongly during
his testimony to the September l lth Commission in 2004. When asked
about his decision to bomb a suspected terrorist facility in Sudan that

turned out to be a civilian facility, Cohen explained,

thisparticularfacility [alShifaJ, according to the intelligence wehad at that
time. had been-constructed under extraordinary security circumstances,
evenwith some surface-to-air missilecapability or defensecapabilities; that
the plant itself had been constructed under these security measures; that
the-that the plant had been funded, in part, by the so-called Military
Industrial Corporation; that bin Laden had been living there; that he had,
in fact, money that he had put into this Military Industrial Corporation;
that the owner of the plant had traveled to Baghdad to meet withthe father
of the VX program; and that the CIA had found traces of EMPTA nearby
the facility itself. According to allthe intelligence, there was no other known
use for EMPTA at that time other than as a precursor to VX.

Under those circumstances, I said, "That's actionable enough for me."
that that plant could, in fact, be producing not baby aspirin or some other
pharmaceutical for the benefit of the people, but it' was enough for me to
saywe'regoing to take-we should takeit out, and I recommended that.

Now, I was criticized for that, saying, "You didn't have enough." And I
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put myself in the position ofcoming before you and having someone like
you say to me, "Let me get this straight, Mr. Secretary. We've just had a
chemicalweapons attack uppo our cities or our t!OOPS, and we'velost sev
eral hundred or several thousand, and this is the information, which you
had at your fingertips-you had a plant that wasbuilt under the following
circumstances; you had a manager that went to Baghdad; you had Osama
bin Laden, who had funded, at least, the corporation; andyou had traces of
EMPTA; and you did what? You did nothing?" Is that a responsible activity
on the partof the Secretary of Defense? And the answer is prettydear.

So I was satisfied, even though that still is pointed as a mistake-that it
was the rigbt thing to do then. I believe-I would do it again basedon that
kind-of intelligence.'

Cohen's comments reveal the tremendous political and moral responsi

bilities that policymakers must contend with when deciding how to

respond to complex and fast-moving events; the.implications of their

actions are equally enormous. We owe it to those who accept these bur

dens to understand the environment in which decisions are made. We

must be aware that it is always infinitely easier to criticize after the fact

than it is to decide at the present. Policyrnakers never have the benefit of

hindsight to guide their decisions.

This of course does not mean that we should be blindly deferential

toward policymakers' decisions and actions; instead, we should attempt to

put ourselves in the shoes of those who we are studying, critically but

modestly analyzing events through the same lens that the policyrnakers

used. Now Once we have seen events through these lenses, then we should

feel at liberty to criticize where criticism is warranted. But we do a disser

vice to our understanding of the complexity of decision making if we do

not first get into the minds of those making these fateful decisions.

The overwhelming majority of Americans who go into public service

are well-intentioned, serious individuals who are committed to carrying

out U.S. foreign policy to the best of their abilities. Make no mistake,

American officials have committed terrible wrongs and made egregious

errors. As Reinhold Niebuhr has taught us, evil can be committed during

the exercise of power no matter how noble the intentions may be.' Thus,

we must be careful never to assume that American policies and operations

are automatically justified because our policymakers had "good inten
tions."

Nevertheless, the end of the Cold War and the implosion of commu

nism as a global rival to Western liberalism now allow us to place into

greater context much of the perfidy the United States committed during

this era. American policymakers' decisions and intentions were not always

virtuous, but the spread of liberal democracy around the world in recent

decades suggests that the United States must have been doing something

right. There are certainly many in the Dominican Republic, Grenada, and

Panama who would agree.
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